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" LEGZSLATYVI~ L IB~RY,  I~OMP. 77178 i ' . . 
• PARLIAMEL~T BU£LDINGS, . : + • Te v,o+o,,++,,o.. ,+, .  h ' 
+/i+ rraceco+u +ii+d-e+ctsio'n:.sees6 . omele+s; 
: '  5y :bH~Oreu • pa~'enis homes.. They f0rreereationl hamanre~o~ce~, ' was a facility owned by the ~omtox~, . • group in Iho community municipality Instead of 
" averasebctwm thengas of Another 16-year-old says "Theservtcbwepr0videto . churches the TDCCSR After meeting with the, slallrecotve~emptionaand having Its property ~e~nl~ 
8ix Terraee~teenoKera 11 and 17 years.and they helikmthehemebeeau~he te ns in the co mmu~Lty asaumed,thatltwasexempt flnaneeeommitteeofcouncil which group shall not tnd l~xn~X~.  .:: /:".. : 
rely loon ha wa~r~n~ tho have no other placo to live. can go ~ and fishing, w .gold be.~e~sed ff we +Cl/d from_ taxes. . . . . .  to pemsuade it ~o chongc lin receive xemptkns has been The Christian Council fol ~ 
Mrseislcokin~forepkcato .8omaofthotmusbavehad "The home h~ps mo to .not nave me resource ot mat '.'l~e Halliwoll Receivi~ mind. representatives of a cmme~'n of council during Social Resources .has 'no 
live. .because Terrace nctrealpazentasineathenge leam re~ponsib ~y.I was nome,"Anbnbysays, ' ~/ome, the Lazelle Pre- TDCCSR saLd that the thepsatyonr, source of funds by which it. 
Dialrint .Coan~ is demon+ oi'three and one l~-year-eld always stealing efore but Ron You~, who runs the Seheo l  and the Tuck Avenue Halllwcll homo was ex- Councilhod bern receiving can pay the 14,~0 in back 
dfng $4,800 in hack tmu for says the home in a "place I've sto~.,d since I came ~o.t~. ho~e. with his wife, Apartments for genie pemptodfromtm~ud~ht requests ~rom groupe like iszce.Theanouelmnetingof 
the -Sparks 8treet. group, wMre • we . can " make here, I have a Job too," he ~ebbm my s that It is tl~ dtlzans are also sponsored set a precidont. Counoll wan the curling club and the ~dety will he held on 
home, ~ ThelMneis.spomorndby somefldngofoureelvea."A says, . .o~y. p~ee+qn.townthatis- ..by .TI)CCSR. . woerledthstifltexemptod, batornallo0gma|ldngfor May 31at 7:30 p.m, lpKnox 
l~-ymwold say| the hmne Everyone ~ectod  with £+oom~, atler street kids, It David Pease, a Terrace the Sl~rks ~treet home, a t~x exemption, In aclf United Church to :decide 
t}~ Tm~. e.and District hasg ivmhimaf  'nmilyhe thohemeagreeathatltisa ~vea tl~-~v I something b ald ermanandchairmanof prec/den~.~uldhaset. The defanse, counotiadopteda what actlon to tnke. " ' 
~u~d~m~uno l l  foraoc~l .can share.experiem~ .with good place for solvleg the um~ abmt+be~Ides hang__~l theflnanceeommittnewldch commlt t~e la lmedthat  by iswafowmonthen~Ibat  Martya says that unless . 
l~ ' (TD4~)andfs  ~d a home he can-work problems'the t ens have. out on street corners.,,We ordered the back teXca te he .all the exer~ptions the defined which property councllchangealtamindand 
funded.:by.tl~ n~try  of towarde. -.+tap-roving, The "Itgiveathema placate need more, home~ like it," paid, wsaamemherof the TDCCSRf~cllitieahadhean ' wouldhoexempL grants them money in liou of 
I . .  - " " teem are often bu~. Iroand take time to stretch their Reverend -Dave MartYn TDCCSR in Its . initial recelvi~ were really ad- The provincial govern, isxes the home willprobably 
~tmu~whol ivoat the  thohomeflz/ngup4gardou soci~ muscles," says Dan says the group ~ome wus struggle to have .these minielrativeoverslght-, montrecentlydaddedthatlt he cteaed and the teenngers 
he meare.tou.oldforf0~tor ~'bulldin~tablmandehaire Anonby, a spokesman for begun in1974 and becau~e it sponsored facllifle~ exempt The question of which would PlY taxer ~. the  will he !efl out in the street, 
,+c0mt + ,.. ,°Wh 
t,o........,,"., 
i 
 ound to " The l.eacler+,i ++ii :i:ii:! '~e .Vi~l Porvlaino~ nrst lime In Terrace that 
Dance School, involving 89 evening at e:8o p.m..in the , . 
" " " '+  "° - " "  w nding/t up- :ii i:: + 
will per~m at thoR,E,M, atthe Coop and Sight and 
l~MTheetreto~htat8p,m~ iS6und: in 'Terrace and ,. , . . 
Mrk.:Parvisin~ is into her Kitimatat 15 for,adulis and 
i41~y~PoftmmMag.nd U.+O for chlmren up to m i ' 
this.will mark  her fourth, years and senior cltizens. 
.Secoud3~_ " selmol elu.~.nt 
eoun~ll is•.a~deg for puree 
,upi~.wm~s mtudmis go 
around "town +inking. for 
for its danmathon to 
f~n ~May.S5 at 10 
p.m; to May ~ at xo p.m.' 
wne moneywm go towards 
+the student council's p_.l~.,_ 
to the .Lions Tlmmy.s 
Telethon 
+ Any.~ who ,Is interested 
• In ~ a pledge but has 
not hem approached should" 
,tokqplmbe Caledovta at 635- 
" rex.and make a pledge m 
the list that is available. + 
annual public per fo~, ,  The special night is be ing  ~+++++~i:,,:(~ . . . .  
• " .p l~  Ill co•Junctim with +'~+ ~:+'+~ By THE CANADIAN PRESo . 
+'/"!~ , Joe Clark said In Toreeto ' " .... • thoPaellleR4~ioanl Jayceea ++ :~,:b . . . .  
R CMP REMARK : and Jaycette ebnvention .... + Thursday 'slot support for. , which will be held in Terrace L+ + the NewDemocretin Party liP' 
from' Thursday, May ~I to ~._~.+ 'collapsing and predicted the . " 1 
Sund+y,.MayS7, ' ~ ~+ Tuesday'santlg°vernment fed al vote inelectlon SA ID"  R A  C lS  T I l l  !i+iiii!~ 
The annual general will go to his Progressive A Terrace area court- police car door on a ma~ ;, i: 
meeting and election of ' Conservatives, ' worker has inkm a-  leg. Queyran told the. 
offlcer~' of the Terrace ~ ceptinn to r ~ b y  L~tta, the offlcer in 
~l~eSkatl~(3ub.vdl! I~ ~ In Mootreal, ~dme local RChO ~ head Staff charge of the detachment 
onMonday, May~at  ~ Mlnlstcrl Trudeau said S~L' Dick Latin in con- here, that the poli4~unan 
7:30 p,m. In the senior i F rench .spe~ Quiz|cars nection with the arrcet o( slammed tha.car~. 
. . . . . .  . will be "devoured" by. the a Native Indian bare. c i~.~ room ~ the arem~ 
ecuniry's ZngR~inn~e + ' R~unary superusu]t 
Aip'oupof~youngadulta . + majority unless they have said comments by Latte 
arrive' Tecrace by I + language • and cultural that he police don't enjoy 
l~inh.omlnuvik, Northwest i ~ guarantees written into a picking up "drunken 
Torritor/us'ou T ekd•y, May new const/tution~ ' Inldans". are "pitiful" 
• • and she was very upset 
29 until Jtins 4. i ' Ed Brekdlkmt said in the by them.' " Postal facllitiss in the .The District ~ Terrace ,,| . .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~v~.b~ud~ ," - ~, - 
• will ~ t  "~t Trolb and a 
dragS,  in .tl~ R.E.M. Lee 
i Th~tre on Wedneaday, May 
• Mat  3 p.m. 
The Lieutenant-Governor 
will ha in Tmwace for the 
NIdMa.Nil~t on Friday, 
May ~S, TheNlebSa Dance 
will be l~qorm~, for tba 
".:Old' country and wmtem 
sl~er from Terrace, has 
been ehemm U one .of the 
final winners In the saUon- 
wide duManrier Search for 
Stars and will x~elve ~,000 
.cash bureury from the 
duMaurler council for the 
performi~ arts, 
• Thain will atao ba lectured 
n an hour-long CBC Search 
for Stars telecast live hem 
Toronto's. Queen Elimheth 
Theatre on Friday, June I at 
9 p.m. 
tl it t 
• ISAMIN IN  
L IBYA?  
LONDON (Router) '-- supported troops lest 
mouth. The BBC~ said Thursday 
ini~t . that orated The ~B~ reported that 
Ugaudan dictator Idl. Amin arrived in. Libya 
' ~ has, been seem in early last month and loft 
' ~ J  - -kU~uomat  . the country only ante, on 
April ~i, to seek financial 
correspondent John suP l~ in lraq for a.last 
~ '  ~ Id  Asia wan mllitarystand egaisst the 
leon a Week ago when ha Tansanian and rebel 
paid a visit to • luxury. Ugandanforces which 
, celnide'butol mslr Tripoli overthrew him. 
'where his"~o w i~ • ~ said them mrs+ 
16ehildran are staying. Indications Amin Is" 
• ~ Simpeon, who has Just staying at a Libyan 
rMureed &ores trip to government 8Ueathouse" 
Libya, : quoted an in the deaert town of 
syqwltncsa as saying sobba, 
• ~dn was surroandnd by He said there is heki 
• bod~glalrda nd toe hotel evidence that Amin on- 
. was soiled of£ derwent minor plastic 
.. The~wharonbouis f the surgery to remove awart 
ousted " dictator has from his face at a Tripoli 
mminVdamysterysince heapltal where emne of 
defcet of hk Libyan- the~ staff m Briti~, 
Skylab to fall 
M~inb si~ea elation will 
mo~t likely fall apertand 
to certh. - -  
Atmt~ ~em, In~ud~ 
a coupb Weqhlng two tan 
. , t s . ,  are expeoted to 
m~ivo  the fall and hit the 
I 1~.  Nnt/onsl ' Aeronaidiea 
and Space Adminktmtinn 
paper 
. ~ IMtwlen J~  = and _~_  _ .  
J~  o, with July ~ the mint M e  
Y ~bin  d.y ~ 
• .' Tbel lwedl~onblbued.."  ,, , i 
WASHINOTO~ (AP) -- ~ i  of the huge sp~ce 
TheU,8, upaea gency, in a station by the North 
reviled retreated.said today American Air Defenee 
tl~tJulyglewhenthoS~tou, Command in Colorado 
, + ~ ' +  a " 'C i f lOUS,  ino l l l e r~ ,.a[ ,~- 
. ..+ + litude, . . . .  ~"' : ' . ' "  -. 
+ . I As the two'month election 
r • final= .weekend, 'the. throe 
+ : " W-  ~aden planned to zero.in on , 
--...cruelal. • reglonS'~ 'Cl~,rk 
headed for~aritish Columbia, 
• " /T~udeaU to( TorOnto "and 
"Brcadbent 'piann~l 'tO' vklt 
Northern Ontario,. New-  
foandiand and Toronto. 
Clark told ~ whik 
k campaigning in To~OUto !hat 
the NDP's close tim with the. 
labor movement during the 
campaign win turn Off voters 
and cause those who are 
L unhappy with the l,iberak to. 
switch to the CouxrvativeL 
i ' He sald voters now would Ed Curell, librarian, straightens books, story on 3. bu more attracted to him u 
• "." . . leader because "people.see 
Doet, r sprotes t  °'+'+'++ 
NEW WESTMINSTI~R, codf:ideut the provincial hospitals; the delegates"Id ~Vd~ 
B.C. (CP) - -  Delegates government will negotiate they would not strike over Aq .~ 
representing 450 doctors in. further ather tim• let t l~ thedlsputebutarereedyand 
the New Westminster, medicare system go down willing to leave medicare . VOTE 
Surrey and White Rock, the'drain. ~ after the oneyear nettca ' 
B.C., areas have. rejected O'Brien.Bcll said medical pe#od.tb e Realdonis o( Terrace 
unantmoumly 'a 17-per+cent care fee ii|creases+.have move occurs, _plaaning. to' vote In 
fee increase over two, years fallen behind wage hikes in. patients would ngain have to pesusy's federal 
and threatened to withdraw thelast eight years by 38 per pay 100 per cent ~ their cation can east their 
• "from the provincial centand octors are forced medical bills, helIots at the Verilse 
mnd/carepregramin~year, to work looser , barder'and In Pentlcton, Dr. Alex Hall,.located st 41136 
BritlshColumbin do~tore quicker to avoid losing pay. Mandevilie, president-elect Straumc. Terrace voters 
are holding a province:wide "The standards and of the B.C, Medical only are aSked by the 
vote on the iatmt' offer, patterns of medical praeUce Association, blamed federal reinrul~ officer 
which they say is k&ping are dropping," he said, "At poilU clam for stirring up to bring the slip recelvnd 
theirearnlnpincomi~rison iast the polltidan~ across the trouble over'the .medicare from the federal  
with other pay Increases. country are beginning to issue, ,,numerator ff pe~ibin, 
Results of the vote shohld be realize that all is not well Mendevllle ' skid the . Thornhill voters are 
ready in about two weeks, with medicare." government wants.to break reqnestnd togo to the poll 
The 80 delegates Were told At the meeting, which i~- up • medicare and make located at Thornhiil 
Wednesday by :district ciuded octors in the ores d doctors the scapegoat but he Elementary School, $1~0 
representative Dr.' John theRoyal Columbian, Sul~-ey added that he wants to make l-]flffhway 1~ Eut. 
0'Brian.Bell that~ he is Memorial and Peace Arch sure doctors know the facts. 
who . ,  
dose was smiling at the.+ 
lime. Latta .replied,. !!I : 
haven't met om.. . : (a. . .  
Idlceman) yet who an- 
joyed pl,d~g.up drunken 
Supernault said she 
would he contactin~ Latin 
about+ the remarks she, 
as'meal',racist" and that' 
~nsrk to :+~,'= ~-"+~ ~-~, ~w-- ar~st • Indians+ • they 
,~*~.* t .emk, , *~.k+ , ,, slJ~dld .request o~0ne '  
' i t  +~,-+..,,~,,m~ - o.,., <'at. , else do iL+. . . . .  .... .... + 
' + m llu~Imlnll~m~v m +  m ' ' I  , ,  . . . .  • t 
brutal trea,m~n~ he. I have ulways felt the 
, , l l , , , ,  , ,~s, , , ,  , , ,,~ Native Indian . ' had 
paled to be servinli the problems in tm mdety 
whole  communi t , ,  " but thisconflrms that they 
m.~up+um • " have a special Pr0blom 
• with the.police her+;;, 
Latto made I~ ..remark Supernault sald!'she 
after a Terrace woman, knew thepollce m0tt get 
Ella ~usyras, com- very  frusiratod., with,,i 
pislned to senior police having to deal wiih ll~ 
offlcialshecethatdlehed same. people daY..sfler:~ 
two RCMP officers day but "there is no ~eed, :. 
repeatedly slam the for racist remarks.":.:::,::! 
-, ...-.:.;~ . . :  
Members  votei 
tiate' +++;: to nego  ~'~ ~'>-U ;.?' • 
VANCOUVER (CP)  
Members ofme of sin ~n 
involved in a strike-lockout 
that hog halted pablication ~
the city's two dally 
nowspepars for more than 
six months called Thursday 
for a rmum~on of 
~Al~outiaU~. t 800 memhen d the 
Vancouver-New West- 
mister Newspaper Guild 
. voted at a meeting to call on 
their executive to return to 
bargaining with Pacific 
Pros Ltd. within ~4 hours, 
Morv Moore, • spokesman 
for Pacific Press, said 
Thursday the cmnpan~ wea 
"reedy to resume 
hari~dng with the ~oint 
council at any t/me." 
On Wednesday, 
negotiations brnke ~f and 
mediator John Kagel, a San 
Prancieco lawyer, reai~nnd 
trem um bm~aimng. 
Clark Dicey, publ/shor o~ 
the evenf~ Sun, arid Paddy 
Shecmn, pab l l~  :o~'tha. 
morning Province, , on-.: 
noanced then that ~the:flve 
Joint council unl6M: i&ft!: 
negotiatioon alter reealvtng 
an offer that would have~ 
raised wngm by ,~..15 .per 
cent by May l t l ,  
There •re .six :unions" 
ropresenling the.,: Is400 
Pacific Press worMerl, ~ but 
the Pressman's "Unlon : 
dropped out d the Joint 
council April 23 aR~r • con- 
fidential report by Ka~el 
said pressmen must alter! 
their stand on q/ ~¢on. 
troversial manning clause. 
On Wednesday, Kngel said 
that hath sldm had alp'cad oa 
the term o( the contract and 
the final rate of ~1~.~0 for 
key cia~ifleatloee In the 
guild, but there was no 
NFeement on how pay In- 
creases would be dis- 
Irlbutnd. 
Ru!>e',rt sh ipp ing  its garbage here 
by Made Pursehlke ~ contended that if the drivers Lake Rend dispoealsite. Mills Rupert mpermarketa re collected by xsder ainff of for fr~zing, Mike 
were teamsters, they would Marker, assistant minster tryieg to come up with the city st Prince Rupmq, 
have been carrying "hot of the Prince Rupert wouderl~nswplaeetoeave m~ . . . .  ,, .,,,. ,.-- .,.,+,, +~irrlngton, assistant 
garbage". Safeway who said the pr .  --,,.,-~.-.-, --.~ ,m • .+. .... . themselves from being ~..,,.,.~.,+. +~.,.~i'~'~'.. mul ler  of the stole, said 
Since the drivers are not hegewsacomingtoTerrsce, b~ed under mmminion of ~ e " ~ l l l l i ~ ~  O~orwaltoahadnotdlspeced 
union members, Safoway's was not available for B . . ' . ~ l~ i l~  coul,|,,,,--",',+'~+"~ ~-thalr glrbnge since the ' 
scheme for garbage dlspoeel comment. Another assistant _ACCording. tO ~ ~ '~ '~S-~lh"~l' , , -  . . . . .  slrlke began more than a 
remains lnoperstion, but no manager, Gary Quadrm, nuport Dally ~owa, me - " "  ." . . . .  month aiD. IInrrington dld 
one in Terrace seems to said that SafowJty was fun- Super Vain there tom- Overwall~ has not not elaborate on what 
know exactly where the fleet deed dispesing of their own por a.rlly forestallad the resorted to the methods Overwaitoa plans to do when. 
of garbage trucks are garbage, but he said he proo~mbybuvingprhalM Idoptod by ins othu' lwo they run out of freeeer apice, !
unloading. "didn't know where it was collected by what assailant major, supermarkets In wbinh he said should not: 
Don Morehousa, from the going." Bob Marcellin, mm~iMr i~ .  ~ Prin~ RUlm't, Imvlng ~mm ~cur for saveral w~ke. :
district public works office planner for the regional, .~rmed. the . larba{a up with a mere In~oos  Pr~umahly, by that +this. 
assured toe Herald that the district in Terra~ was also eoil~Unl city. as. plan, g t~.  stoff ~ ~ the store f~ hoping for. either' 
w.  = m h, ,er cow. , .  " + '  or  
being dumped st th~ l(dum M,~mhlle, other ~ ~r l~p bun~ln~ a'Mudo Ntm ~d ~ mSl~ 
SPr•S ' f• t  is the sixth Aa the strike between 
wcel~ revbd,~ st the ex. CUPE and the city st Prince 
lime for the space Rupert beats up, eyerything 
"station's plunge, is getting warme~', including 
the garbage. 
. ~f 'k  Jim Lamb, the western 
regional heed of curE, said 
in Prines George that the 
onion had investigated 
whether drivers who were 
~ck~ i~xhap' cmm the 
Pr ison Rupert 8ah~way store 
to Terrace for dispmal were 
members of toe teasers  
unlon, l~mb old the union 
:i 
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C a?k o f fe rs  
TORONTO (CP) -- Con- 
servatlve Leader Joe Clark 
said Thursday that "people 
see me as lees of a robot" 
than they once did. 
NDP Leader Ed Broad- 
election campaign un- 
prepared," despite the fact 
that Prime Minister Trudesu 
? . • * 
called the,electian, 
Indicating his,  concern 
• about NDP 'strength In 
some comment  eharismabent' h andadded,hi~ partylaCksi, ~p'sOntari°~osClark, sa id .  nice With .the 
collal~ing. He predicted the labor movement and lack of 
. , . - :  . ~mtl-goveram~t vote will a chiirlamatlc leader are 
n Broadbent  .~   day's federal election, the Conservatives from the • Clark also said In a chat NDP. 
. . . . . . .  with reporters that the Brcadhont does not have 
. . . .  Liberals "'entered the the • appeal of his 
...- 
++ ,.. • 
I 
predecessors, T. C. Douglas 
and David Lewis, said Clark. 
Earlier Thursday, Clark 
told a crowd of about 400 at a 
suburban Don Milk shopping 
mall that Breadbent was 
forced to retm'n to hlahome 
riding of Oshawa in southern 
Ontario i week because he 
is I. danger of losing his own 
seat. 
Breadbeat w~ the seat by 
a margin of more than 10,000 
votes in the 1974 goneral election. 
• / , *  ,. . , .  ~: ...... ::.,<:+/.'.,-~.,.. . . .
Clark told reporters he ex- 
pects to lead the government 
after the electim. If he 
became prime minister, 
Clark, would recall 
Parliament In the fall to In- 
.educe a new budget which 
would include his propesal to 
allow homeowners to deduct 
part of their mortga8e 
payments and property 
taxes from taxable income. 
In Don Milk Thursday 
morning, Clark ridiculed 
Prime Minister Trudeau for 
making what he called last- 
ditch efforts to save the seats 
of some Liberal cabinet 
ministers. 
He referred specifically to 
Trudeau Visits this w.~.k to 
Kamloops, B,C., an-area 
contested by Emdronment 
Minister Len Marchand,and 
Saskatoon, where Transpert 
MinSter Otto Lang faces a 
tough challenge from 'the 
~ r  . . . . . .  
unday aftcrn00n. Clark 
leaped off a bsardwa nk and 
sprtn~d across 15 metres of 
sand to shake hands with a 
spooning couple., on the 
shores of Lake Ontario. 
Abont 200 persons trailing 
Clark stood stunned for a 
moment and then dashed en 
masse after him. 
The stroll along the board- 
Walk, scheduled to last 18 
mli~tes,",tmi 90 as Clark 
shook hands arid talked 
politics with hundreds of 
persons, most of them well- 
wishers. 
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POTTED SPIKE 
ORACEMA PLANT 
TropleaI Ionkin~ Draeeaa plant 
in 4" IX)*'. 
g mart 8nie Price 
4" POT 
" BEDDING e,, ASSORTED 
PLANTS mmM~.Sm Choose "from ' lmpatlente,, 
Petunia, Geranium, Ivy 
Chome from economy packs of Geranium, Belanla or Fuehetoj 
aast'd, flowers or vegetable plants. K mart Ssla Price 
I. !i 
leave ,~ , , - - - ]~ 
"'++--o:. , . - - -  - 
I X 71  STURDY STEEL  O~.,/u K mart ~ e  
Sale i l~i d -  " *-~ STOMGE BUILDING 
E L E C T R I C ~ . . ~  
hd~t, dm'~ 
Steel deck, and I
6" sure tad  
wheels. 
mowm. IPUdoui~ te l , . . i  ls U.  i~r/~t 
anlatiml White with Walnut weedlP~8 i 
24" RED BOWL 
ECHOMY BARBECUE 
Features heat I mart Sale Price 
nd fo ld ing  
tri 
front peels _lUi trim. Buy to mmembls. 
K mart Rep[ar i~t P .t~. -i~.M 
COMFORTABLE 
WEB CHAIRS 
Sturdy aluminum frame 
with Plastic arm, 
AszI'd eolonr webbing. 8
x 8 web count. 
K mart 8ale Price 
8"  
4 TIEI 
UTIU ° 
Durabl, 
WINDMILL 
ROSE BUSHES 
SPmKUN I Assom, 
BANS FLOWBeULBS 
N--e--"' I R ' ' '  I - - -  year field grown. Pour and carry begonias, dahlia, Seleet Irade. handle. Screw type Irk, 8ladidl n.d 
Assorted tupee, nozzle, many more. Holland 
bulbs. 
aq.  z . .  I Reg. l.. Reg. 1.83 
i I K Male PHee 
K mart 8sla PHco mart K mad Side PHee 
1" I',.O '~RR, 
CHROME PLATED GARDENING 
TOOLS WITH PLASTIC HANDLES 
A. CULTIV&TOR C. TROWEL 
B.' WEEDER D. TRANSPLANTEI 
• ~ +" i
'~ il . . . .  1 , 
•i~ •..• -! • 
. .  
Ea. 
Apprex 
Brown 
1 i___ 
?Is'ova 7e°l 
Anvil pruning shears Vertical action Iron Steel • blades 
with Stainless Steel euttlag shears, with Oraqc eden. 
,I ~a( is, 
Lit  ihlee 3,11 L i t  Price 3,N Lit  PHI1 1,44 
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Vickie Parviainen dancers perform tonight at 8 p.m. in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
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Fulton to enjo  
i timat's, big 
New Democratic can- annual Delto King Days race 
didate J im Fulton will spend 
the. weekend before the 
election in Kltimat. 
Fulton will visit Neehako 
Elementary School, greet 
workers at the Eurocan 
plant gate and attend the 
Luso Canadian Association's 
25th anniversary 
celebrations and a pancake 
breakfast at the Rod and gun 
club, 
He will not lake part in the 
raft race. 
Kit/mat campaign 
manager Jennifer Davies 
~Id Fulton will attend the 
but will not partic!~te. 
"Ministers of ~ q ~ '  
have to do silly t l i i~ '~ i~ 
that," Davies said. "But he 
n't " 
This morning's' cloudy 
skies are expected to clear 
for sunny weather this af- 
ternoon. 
The expected high today is 
16 degrees Celsius.and the 
overnight low is ~dngrees. 
BO U$ 
New librarian 
likes this area 
Ii~rda~nCt~Ji~cI~da~oSa~h w ~l rmbrl:rns °fwh/trgar~tdl~! ~f' 
la'OSpact of living in Terrace 
in the midst of such startling 
heau~. 
Carefl was bern and raised 
in Vaneadver where he at- 
tended Templeton Secon- 
dary School and the 
University of B.C. where he 
obtained his bachelor's 
degree in 1972. 
He spent four months one 
year cooking meals at 
Grnaduc in Stewart ,and says 
he was immediately im- 
pressed with the scenery, 
Recently he took a drive and 
saw his first moose as it 
~ the 
. , ~;y.~ .7, t ' ,~,  ,~ . . . , '  
"~;~"-  ~' road in frontof 
went ~"E:nglan/l~whe~e he 
worked at Rochaster, Kent 
before moving to' Wglos to 
attend the library school in 
bberystwyth, 
Curell began working for 
Herfordshlre Library Ser- 
vice at Hemel Hepstead 
Library; about 20 miles north 
c~ London, when he com- 
pleted the one-year course in 
1974. 
He worked occasionally on 
the bookmobile, travelling 
around the villages, and 
farms in the lhsh and 
beautiful English coun- 
~ side, but he spe)tt'most of time behind the scenes 
cataloguing and doing 
subject reference •work,, 
In 1974 Cm'eli: was for- 
tunate enough to be s 
Leningrad and Moscow to 
visit libraries in those cities. 
He returned to VAncoUver 
in 1977 a,d worked in the 
library at the Italian 
Cultural Centre for a few 
months and then he did part- 
time v~ork at NorthVan- 
couver .District Library 
while he Was completing his 
MLS at UBC. 
"Curell finds that Terrace 
has one of the best children's 
libraries he has seen. During 
the next month there will be 
some rennovations done to 
the'shelving of the library. 
people of Terrace gnd he 
welcomes the prospect of 
working with the delightful 
and dedicated staff who are 
presently there. 
Curell's ambition for. the 
library is to build upon its 
already firm public support 
and strengthen its role as a 
recreational, cultural, and 
informational centre in the 
community, 
His interests include 
reading, music and sports, 
among which are fishing, 
swimming, tennis and 
hockey, He is also keenly 
interested in travel having 
spent four months one 
summer hitchhiking around 
England.and travelling from" 
Norway through to Swit- 
zerland, 
Luso's party is 
sold !right out 
Tickets for the Kltlmat's 
Luso Canadian Association 
silver anniversary are sold 
out. r - 
The association will bold a 
wine and ,cheese party, 
dinner and dance, to 
celebrate Alcan's silver 
anniversary 'and the arrival 
in Canada 25 years ago of 
12,000 imml.grants from the 
Azores. 
Out of two guests.inclflde 
Poringuese Consul Dr. John 
Va!adas, Frank Howard, 
newly elected MLA for 
Skeena, Jim Fulton, New 
for Skeena and lona Cam- 
pagnolo, minister of fitness 
and amateur sport,' 
I POLICE 
. . . .  INEWS 
Terrace-Kltimat RCMP 
officers aid Thursday there 
was no police news to report 
overnight or during the day, 
Botheommunities have been 
Democretlc Party candidate quiet, according to police. 
The Canadian Red Cross Society 
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Wor ng for Skeena.... 
L~ Since 1974 Skeena has had a dedicated and 
effective Member of Parliament... 
. s  
L~ Iona Campagnolo cares about people and 
knows the North. She has been a strong voice 
for Skeena in Parliament and in the federal 
Cabinet... 
Iona has spoken out on our behalf and has 
made all Canadians aware of our northern hopes 
and needs... 
Keep a strong voice 
working for Skeena! 
, - - .2 .  
i:•i ~. 
Re-elect Iona Campagnolo 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
To all the staff and 
porters of the Dally 
eeald. 
Election day has come 
and gone, The past month 
has been a busy time for 
myself. I wonid,Jike to 
lake the opportkmliy to 
extend a speclal!:'Thank 
you to your newsPal~4-, for 
being so helpful to myself 
in giving news coverage 
of the ideas I wanted to 
talk to the people about. 
• I was very pleased with 
the coverage your paper 
provided myse~.~during 
the election campaign, 
Would like you to know 
that Is is really ap- 
preciated, and Thank you 
again. 
Sincerely, 
David McCreery. 
Dear Sir, 
Last Thursday, ,May 
9th, the question of the 
continuing sale of Chilean 
goods was raised at the 
Coop General Meeting. 
The possibility of the Co- 
op dropping this line of 
products (grapes and 
apples), wae asked. The 
directors took the 
suggestion, raised by the 
Labour Council, •under 
advisement. 
Unfortunately, by 
Saturday, it was evident 
that the Co-op continued . 
to support the vicious 
Plnncbet regime through 
sale of these products. It 
• is most disturbing that a 
member.contrciled Coop 
would continue this 
policy,. 
Similarly, both 
, Safeway and Overwaitea 
have ignored the In- 
ternational appeal for 
boycott and continue to 
promote Chilean goods. 
Such stock only 
strengthens the grip of 
the military who have 
murdered at least 30,000, 
tortured tens of thousands 
more, and exiled many 
patriots. 
Once again, the buying 
public is asked not to 
purchase these fruits that 
are bathed in the blood of 
Chileans. This assistance 
will help the Chilean 
people to return to 
democracy from current 
oppression. 
Fraternally, 
Paul Johnston 
Co-op Member 
SUN EDITOR IAL 
AD VER TISING ? 
By KITTY McKINSEY ~ 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  The 
Vancouver Sun could run 
afoul of the Election 
Expenses Act with its 
billboards and radio ads 
endorsing Conservative 
Leader Joe Clark in next 
Tuesday's election, a 
spoOn.an  for chief 
electoral officer Jean- 
M~ Hamel said 
The.  day. 
rv~nique Lortie said 
HaZel's office would 
inv~tigate whether the 
edit~'ial me~sage which 
say~.  Clark deserves a 
cha~e after 16 years of 
Liberal rule and 11 years 
of ~: Prime Minister 
Tru~eau constitutes 
part, an advertlsir, g, 
TI~: Sun has not 
imb~hed since last Nov. 
I be~ ~use of a strike and 
eek~)Ut, so its three- 
par~! p'~aph endorsement 
will~'~ be conveyed to 
VanCouver voters on 
billk 0ards beginning 
today! and on radio ads. 
M~ i Lorlle said any ads 
urgi[l t people to "vote for 
my ~an or vote for my 
party'.would have to be 
couQ~d as election ex- 
pen d.iluree by Clark or the 
Cons~ative party. Cust 
of ~le' ads wo.ld be 
dedU;~ted from the 
iega~[~,-speelfled amount 
Clari~cbUld spend seeking 
re-el~on, 
The: Sun could .be in 
tron~e ~the ads were not 
auth~zed by Clark's 
offlc.~l. :ageni, as desig. 
nate~'t~nder the Election 
Ex I~ Act, Ms. Lortle 
sald,:~he act, in force for 
~._' ,  
5"~" ' 
the first time in this 
election, strictly limits 
the amount hat can he 
spent advocating or 
opposing any candidate 
or party. 
ADS NOT AUTHORIZED 
Clark's com- 
munications director 
Jodi White, said the party 
had not authorized The 
Sun to spend money for 
billboards or radio ads on 
Clark's behalf. 
"If any newspaper 
comes out in our support, 
it is a nice fact," she said. 
However, the party would 
probably not want to have 
to pay for it. She said 
party lawyers would ta]k 
to The Sun today, 
Asked whether he 
thought he might be 
violating the Election 
Expense Act; Sun 
publisher Clark Davey 
replied: "I hadn't thought 
about hat angle." 
He said the billboards 
were going up today as 
scheduled, but be would 
discuss the situation with 
Don Hamilton, Con- 
servative campaign 
manager in B.C. 
The message to appear 
on the billboards says 
Canada is in mess 
because unemployment 
and inflation are stalking 
the land. 
"We have a choice 
between a man whose 
government has helped to 
create the problem and a 
man who doesn't seem to 
understand it," says The 
Sun, which has backed 
the Liberal party in 
recent years. 
. I 
 :iiLetters 
 elcome 
T~:'~I Herald welcomes Its readers com- 
mefl~s:. All letters to the editor of general 
pubffC Interest will be printed. We do, 
however, retain the right to refuse to print 
lett~s on grounds of possible libel or bad 
tast~ We may also edit letters for style and 
len g~'. All letters to be considered for 
pub!~¢~tlon must be signed. 
- -  I 
/ 
.÷ 
.d~:" 
FOR THE HERALD 
Clark clarifies his stand, 
Jetting from one end of 
the country to another, 
meeting with campaign 
workers, runnJng-matee 
and the public without a 
minute to himself hao 
been the regular pattern 
for Joe Clark and other 
federol party leaders for 
the past several weeks 
leading up to the May 
22nd federal election. 
Nearing the end of one 
such hectic day recently 
while in Vancouver, Joe 
Clark had to put Ida party 
ahead of himself or yet 
another interview, hoping 
to put across the reasons 
why the tide should turn 
and the electorate of 
Canada should vote 
Progressive Con- 
servative, :. 
~y Marliyn MacDonald 
will'cost he government perienced graduates, 
an eatimated~100 million, paying as much as $1.25 
Clark al~o '~estinmtes it per hour towards their 
will bringa~i'eturn of $300 salary for a one year 
million from the con- period, 
struction industry alone "In other words we 
in the first' year, • would be creating their 
The Conservative first job for them," Clark 
predict 45.000 new homes - said, "This program has 
will be built in Canada in worked in Ontario and it 
the first year, creating will work elsewhere to 
100,000 new jobs in the . give these new graduates 
construction industry• experience, while at the 
The creation of these jobs same time providing 
will take the people off the assistance to business." 
welfare roles and make : Moving away from the 
them into taxpayers, The economy and em. 
effects of thisdeduction ployment, there are 
will have more far- several other issues 
reaching effects such as facing the country and 
an extension into the one which Clark she 
future, and possibly received agood deal of' 
bringing the return criticism over is his at- 
higher than the estimated titude towards Quebec. 
$300 million. Clark said. He has been quoted as 
"It is this stimulation of saying to residents of 
industry and private Quebec that they have no 
business which will turn right to hack out of 
the economy of this federation. 
country around," he "I just don't believe 
claims. Quebec will separate. 
Stating his stance as They will see there is 
truly free enterprise, Joe room to grow within 
Clark and the Con- Canada," Clark said. 
servative Party have He  claims Trudeau, 
pledged a "fairer deal" who continually turns the 
for private enterprise by issues to national unity is 
ridding them of un- the one who has failed as 
necessary regulations, 'a unifier. 
offering tax incentives to "There was no 
industry and spectal tax separatist government in
credits for investment in Canada when Trudcau 
small business, became l ader~ while now 
They plan to enter into there iea  feeling of 
long term contracts to separatism within many 
provide relief from provinces," Clark said. 
corporate taxes until new On his travels 
mualcatioss between the 
provinces in this and 
other areas," Clark 
promised. 
As a leader Joe Clark 
has drawn a great deal of 
criticism for his apparent 
lack of lendership 
qualities in a straight 
comparison with Prime 
Minister Trudeau. But 
Clark counters this 
criticism with the 
question of what makes a 
good leader. 
"Some pc~pl~ define 
leadership as drama, but 
we have seen this country 
over the past 10 years that 
this type of dramatic 
, leadership is no goody 
Clark contends that  
while Trudeau's styld is to 
' run the whole show';~his -*
own technique is to draw 
good people to work with 
him..  Trudeau cahnot 
keep strong people 
around him, Clark said, 
pointing out the number 
of people who have l~t 
him during his yekrs as 
leader. Meanwhile the 
Conservative Party has 
kept its strong members i 
businesses make a profit throughout he country, 
of $150,o00, The contract Clark says he sees a ef fect  on the foreign 
will be made under the pulling away or newspapers than he does 
assumption that the disillusionment on the on foreign policy." 
money will be put back part of many provinces, "Decisions are made at 
into the expansion of sayinghe will provide the ' the conference table, not 
business, thus creating type of leadership which .in the papers," Clark 
more employment 'and will pull the provinces asld,.add[ng his is fully 
stimulating the economy, together as a nation, confident in his ability to 
At the same time as the For instance, Clark well represent Canada at 
Conservative Party spoke on NDP leader the foreign conference 
pledge to stimulate the Dave Barrett's tatement lames, 
private sector ; ,  they that he would turn over Why should the voter 
promise to cut hack in Control of B.C.'s natural cast their ballot for the 
government spending, resources to the federal PrngressiveConaervative 
Cutting back on government if elected Party on May 22nd, Clark 
government spending leader. Dave Barrett was asked. For many 
usually means cutting hasn't been elected good reasons, 
down the civil service and ' Premier and this will not "Governments grow 
although Joe Clark says it happen but Clark voiced old and need to he 
will be done through his disagre ,meat with changed and now is the 
atrition, it is still a less of Such a stance in any case. time,, but more im- 
employment.. The provinces should portantly, Trudeau. at- 
"Through our policies, retaincontrolof theirown tempts • to change the 
the loes of employment i  'resources as they are /  country to flt his theeriea. 
the civil service will be better able to understand I and the Conservative 
morethenmadeupbytbe all the matters involved, party will establish 
creation of employment Clark says. ~llcles to fit the realities 
In the private sector," " I t  is easier for of the country. The 
Clark contends, ~' politicians in Victoria to atrengih of our natien is in 
"Jobs in the private make decislon on how the its diversities and the 
sector create more province's wealth should strength of the govern- 
wealth and the country be used that the federal merit is to work within 
can only grow flits Wealth politicians in Ottawa," he these diversities," 
base is increased," he said, adding he would' 
continu~l.._ extend this to offshore Editer's note: 8keona's 
While these economic Jurisdictions. Progreosive Conservative 
policies will create em- Clark said this stand candidate, Rod Cousins, 
ployment in themselves, has worked in Canada for says he decided against 
Clark is concerned over a long time and sees no bringing Tory leader Jea 
tbeunemploymout reason why it should not Clark in to Terrace to 
problom facing new continue. Under the speak, Cousins said the 
graduates wbo have the Diefenbaker government only day available to him 
schooling but no work there was a Council of was a Monday, and be " 
experience. Ministers o( Resources to didn't feel anyone could 
More and more, em- deal with provincial draw enough people at 
ployers are requiring resources on a sat'oral noon that day. Aa the 
experienced people when level, and Clark would like Herald has tried to expeae 
hiring staff, To aid tluse to see this reinstituted, its readers to each leader 
new graduates the "It was only. under equally, we have turned 
Conservative Party will Trudeau that this policy to this Interview done far 
provide business with an broke down, and Iw l l l  the escluslve use of 
incentive to bare inex. work to build up corn- Sterling Newspapers. 
Ottawa -Seldom ff,.lndeed,: l.Paper ~ ore the ' whole 
ever do you hear.the Pc6t thing with press ~ lassex ,  
Office Department • given ' 2. Stand ~to' one aide arid 
marks for excellency ~f  pretend t lkt  some otbei' 
performance, faceless btlreauerat who 
• " shall remaln ametem Is'at 
This, then, is it-the .time fault. ~ " 
when the postal people But after all, you're ptlli 
provide inspiration :for the the Postmaster General and 
entire public service In the even if you are'in the middle 
fine bureaucratic.art of the of a general federal elnctlmz., 
snow job-and receive well- the taxpayers tend to lonk'~ 
deserved taxpayer .. you for some sort. of ex: 
recognition for a classic: planation ~ this glant~sized 
coup. heist hat has become a mere 
It's a neat enough job to misdemeanor. " ..,. " 
charge 17 cents and take f ive . .  So you issue a prelimiM..~ 
• days to a week to get a letter press releape, announcing 
fl'om Ottawa to Toronto or thatlomorrowyou'll putout 
Victoria to Edmoutna and a'more detailed statement. 
reconcll~ a reluctant and ' This taken the heat off for 
sometimes resentful, public 24 hours while you propare a
to accepting such slow dedaratlou that !'a r~purt" 
motion service as the .best is being readied and the 
that can be expected, when you receive it from 
But when you can make a your officials: you will 
$6 ~dllion Post Office rob- "studs"' ILand "assess 
bery--richeat on. recent facts" todetehuine "wlu~t 
record--all but vanish, you' actionmay be appropriate o
have become a master ,of prevent any further ouch 
legerdemain, occurrences." " 
First off, when the rob'l~rs Get it? "Occurrences,"' not 
have made off with. the ~ - multl;million.dollar • mail 
million from your Post Of- thefts. 
rice where windows are But what you are really 
unlocked, there is no eaying is that you don't know 
burglary alarm and only one What to do until somebody 
lone guard is on duty in a thinks up something. .~" 
glass cubicle in the front of " Cornea then your'secund 
the hugely rambling mall press release: '~ 
terminal, you do two things 
instantly. 
1. You allow to Some slight 
embarrassment, but never a 
hint of real responsibility 
with a light-hearted remark 
like, "This leaves us in a bit 
of an awkward poeitton," 
2. You look around and 
latch onto a'  scapegoat, 
blaming one of your biggest 
customers' fur .giving you 
"There are so many 
confll~ting reports and 
allegations that I am more 
anxious thar~ beer that the 
~ rtinent details are made ear once and for all," 
Which really means  you 
ar~ confused, have no Idea of 
what's the score and don't 
want to talk. 
. On now to your next press 
relouze: 
their business with the in . . . .  Security• of the mail 
dignunt remark like, "What always has heen my first 
do they mean by bringing in priority from the first day of 
several million dollars on my appointment, and in the 
Friday before a long case of this particular 
weekend holiday?:' . robbery (there have been 
This has three immediate otherbig ones?) l would 
dividends: venture to suggest that at 8 
1. It shrinks the. Problem. ~ertain level of rcelzmsibllty 
2. It shifts some of the there has been a lack of 
blame, Judgement.". 
3. You further the process This is masterly. 
bybrt~hing offthe $6 million It does two things: 
figure as "media 1. Emphasize that you 
exaggeration" although that never expected, ouch a thing . 
was the' figure the police to happen. • ';. 
'cited; find.S1 mliliod on the ~ 2. And that it rcel~y 'isn't ~" 
floor In .another room:; and your can. to cai'ry; but tl~'*' 
discover bundles of fault of"a lack of judgement 
passports and securities at a certain level' of 
where someone must have responelblity,".on down the 
left them, line of course and far eneul~ 
This cuts the problem removed to leave you pretty 
down to size and what has well home free. 
been a multi-million.dollar . And so like so many other 
robbery beeomeslittlemoro things that happen in 
than petty theft, government, i t  becomes 
Tl len to complete the inexplicably obscured under 
brain-washing of the tax. :the administrative rug or 
payers, you: .ibehlnd bureaucreflc clouds, and are continually 
out the strong candidates 
running for the Con- 
servatives in B.C., 
making mention ' 
specifically ofPat Carney 
• and Jack Campbell in the ~[ I  I L~L JP l I / I lV t l L " I~ I I  I / 
Gl:cater Vancouver area..~. ] [ I .  v . .  . . . . .  ,.m • ~,, ,, / ] 
• In the area of foreign ~ 1 '  ~ ' : ' ' 
, affairs where ;ma~.  ] Read any good contracts lately? More to th(~ 
leaderC°ntend strengthhimself . . . .  '~s '" |po in t ,  did you understand,what you read? :' 
essential, Clark says, [ If you've eVer bought, a house or a Car~. 
"1'rudeauhasmuchmero " borrowed money, applied for a credit card or 
purchased on the Installment plan, you've signed 
a contract. How manytlmes did you completely 
understand what you were. signing? 
Of course you knew that signing your name 
would result inyour  obtaining the.goods, You 
almost certainly knew how much the monthly 
payments,wet e going to be. 
It doesn t take all those paragraphs of c iose ly .  
spaced type, however, lust to state the cost of the 
goods andthe amount of each paymenL The rest 
of that forest of legal iargon, with Its clumps of 
,1 l ,  I ,  I I  heretofores , Whereases, and "party-of.the 
first'parts", Is not there merely to fill up the rest 
of the page. Your obligations to the vendor are 
being spelled out, and you'd better know exactly 
• whet they areor you could receive an unpleasant 
shock later on. 
Practically everyone would agree that one 
should not sign a contract wlthout reading It, yet 
It's amazing how many people do lust that ;  Or , 
they sklp over the parts they don't understand, 
accepting the salesman's assurance that 
everythlng Is fine. 
Some consumers sign contracts they don't 
fully comprehend without concern, bellevlng 
they have a certaln perlod of time In whlch to  
cancel If Closer Inspection reveals a problem. 
In fact, the Cancellation period provided under 
. the provlndal Consumer Protection ACt"applies 
only to conh'acts which are signed or negotlatKI 
In the consumer's home. (The right to cancel 
contracts with reducing salons,, dance studios, 
health spas and self.defell~.i~rschools . will be 
added In the near future.) ,MoSt Other contracts 
are binding from the moment you put your 
signature on them. 
So whetdo you do when someone sticks a pen 
In your hand end thrusts a.flve.pound contract 
under your nose? 
Whenever you're pressed to sign something- , 
you don't understand, Youql often experience a 
feeling of unease.. Don't fight that feollng, It's 
your Instinct for self.preservation taJklng, and ,., : 
It's giving you good advice . . . . .  .~ 
Uppermost in Joe 
Clark's mind is what he 
terms "Canada's failing 
economy." The party's 
first job if elected to 
power will be getting 
Canada's economy on the 
right track. His election 
propoganda says "the 
past 11 years Under 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
has given the country a 
rate of economic per. 
formance that has been 
worse than most of the 
country's major trading 
partners, a rate of growth 
which )ms been well 
under Canada's poten- 
tial." 
The Conservative Party 
has developed an 
economic policy which 
will bring Canada clese to 
a balanced budget within 
four years, Clark claims, 
adding the further con- 
tention that a con- 
tinuation of the Liberal 
economic policy would 
take 92 years to create a 
balanced budget. 
Foremost in the Tory 
policy is the cutting of 
income taxes by two 
billion dollars, asaving to 
the average Canadian of 
$300 each, Other 
highlights of the 
economic policy include 
mal~ing mortgage in. 
rarest and property tax 
payments part ia l ly  
deductible from income, 
tax and taking the federal 
sales tax off many goods 
produced in Canada. 
These measures are 
absolutely necessary, 
according to Clark, to 
st imulate consumer 
spending, investment and 
job creation. 
But what about the 
contention and the very 
ap. .~nt  fact that this 
wm serve to Increase the 
already large deficit 
Canada now faces? 
Clark is the first to 
admit his economic ~a~ elea will create a • shortfall for a short 
period of time, but con- 
ds the country needs 
cuts in times such as 
this, He ako sees this as 
the only way to stimulate 
the economy enough to 
make the turnaround. 
He is also quick to point 
out the costs of these 
policies are not as large 
as they may initially 
appear. While the 
deduction on mortgage 
interest payments alone 
/ 
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Student placernentjjo~![pers for northwest are Ray Castelli, Gall Redden , 
Kathy. Davidson,. Ann~ii~'Rdey and ,Sandy Bunker. ,,o,0 ~, s,,,. o~.~ 
+b,' d,.']';:~,.l u ' ' "J 
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SUDBURY, Ont, (CP) - -  1L700 S'udbu'ry strikers're ..... callous a~nd.indifferent to its Basin 
Ed . .  Broadbent, .New jecting a .proposed set- 
Democratic Party leader, tiement last week. 
said Thursday his party The proposal was recom- 
stands solid by Sudbury mended by a majority of ne- 
nickel workers in their pro- gottators for militant Local 
tracted strike against Inco 6500, United Steelworkers of
Metals Co. and blasted the America, but rejected by the 
company for a "callous, membership. Some elements 
workers.?~ 
Broadbent quoted from a 
business magazine artiele 
saying lnco has been 
arrogant, bloody-minded 
and paternalistic towards its 
employees. 
because we'/'e not 
going to vote for the bosses," 
Rodriguez said amid eheers 
and applause. 
Brohdbent  assa i led  
mounting business profits as 
evidence of a public rip-off in 
his Sudbary speech, as he did 
earlier Ln the southern On- indifferent" attitude., in the union and the ~IDP' - "The NDP joins in battle 
tano commumty of Cam Broadbent, cdn~palg~0g: i I~ave,jp:P~e~. the.u~!~ib~w not only ag iim~ the Li!+erals _." __ " " 
be fow,~,tl~j;te,de~l, l e.t,~., ,,,l~+hl .~;f .o~te~ge~..o~Igailnst ,.; .~,p ,/;Inc~. ,~ car:,, ~ t,'Citlng, federal ,.statl,tlos, 
sald .Inco s attltune at a time when me, nasa .:poration++~ . uroadben thisweek showing industrial 
throughout the eight.month nickel, stockpile and world pledged, profits up by 58 per cent in 
strike is .'-'a prime example markets are depressed. John Rodriguez, seeking the first three months of this 
Broadhent skirted the 
strike controversy, but won 
applause by declaring that 
"the NDP stands with the 
workers, it's clear." 
,"Inco is one of the bad 
companies, there's no doubt 
ahout it ," Broadbent told 
about 300 supporters at party 
headquarters "It has been 
reelection as NDP member 
for Nickel Belt; joined 
Broadbent otf the platform 
and said Sudbury-area 
voters will reject the other 
political parties. 
"They have forfeited the 
right to represent the 
.workers in the Sudbury 
year, compared with the 
.same 1978 period, Broadbent 
said this demonstrated price 
increases have been feeding 
corporate profits. 
He is pledged to fight for a 
price-control commission 
that would roll back un- 
justified increases. 
of the need for a national 
industrial strategy and more 
Canadian control over Ca- 
nadian resources." 
The NDP leader, who is 
counting • on organized 
labor's help and votes in the 
election, made no specific 
reference to a controversial 
majority decision by the 
The Herald, Friday, May 18, 1979, Pa'ge"$ ~'~''; 
Trudeau warning i. Quebecer  
- -  mentsdurlnganappearance Trudeau spoke from a + Levesque. Like :Sas- I ~ MONTREAL  (CP)' 
• Prime Minister Trudeau lnMontrealSte. Marlerlding stage shaded by hundreds of katehewan voters "who 
warned quebecere Thursday where Liberal Jean-Claude pink balloons. When some of elected sueh strong le~)[~p~ 
they would be devoured by Maleparte faces an uphill them floated into the clear as Conservative. 
the. country's English. fight against Conservative blue skies, he compared Diefenbaker and tormer.~PJ~ 
language majority it they Andre Pnyette, a popular them to Conservatives. New Demooratte Premier T. 
didn't have' constitutional' 
language and cultural 
protections. 
"I don't have to tell you 
what It Would he like ff we 
didn't have a constitution, to
protect us," Trudeau told a 
relatively sparse lunch-ilme 
crowd of'300 in this city's 
poor east end. 
"FPaneophones would be 
devoured like they have been 
elsewhere." 
Trudeau made the corn- 
Quebec, television per- Conservatives were like C. Douglas, they had 
sonallty, balloons, he said, "taking off political smarts, he sal(L 
Conservatives are eoun- Into the wind," , ' • • : ' :P.l .~ 
ling on Payette to improve They change their policies Trudeau said no one 
their traditionally weak base in whatever way the wind province is strong enou~,,,~,~ 
I n  this 75-seat province, pushed them. stand up to Alberta demll~IK.;. 
Party leader Joe Clark drew Trudeau praised for a higher energy p~[ :~ 
a crowd of about 2,-000 Quebecers for electing but his Liberal gove i ~  
during • a Payette rally . strong provincial govern, was able to negotla~' a ~ 
Wednesday night, menta such as the Union lewer-than-lniernatlonal 
Conservatives were down Natlonale admintatralions of domestic pace that allowed 
to two seats from Quebec Maurice Duplessls and the ' Canadians to pay the s~, ~;~ 
when Parliament was current Parti Quebec amount for their satura~ 
oil+solved last March. government _ of Rene and oil acrms the co~ 
~fl" 
We can help you get 
the you want 
.++.! 
...a little sooner than you'd planned. 
A Royal Bank Loan can help you get the car you want... • 
a little sooner than you'd planned. We have fle×ible interest 
rates .and a friendl y andhelpful staff to serveyou. 
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Don't throw your May 16 Tickets away. 
They're still eligible for the May 30 Bonus Prizes. 
' • !;. + 
May 16, 23 and 30 tickets eligil for 
_1 . . / . I - 
$1 MILLION EXTRA IN CASH PRIZES 
TOTAL OF 1,000 BONUS PRIZES OF $1,1}00.00 
MAY 16, 23 and 30 Western 
xpress tickets are eligible for a 
)tal of 1000 extra bonus prizes of 
1,000.00'to be drawn Winsday 
lay 30. 
MAY 16, 23 and 30 Western 
Express tickets will bear an 
additional seven digit number 
shown above. Simply match this 
number to the one thousand 
drawn on May 30 and win $1,000.00. 
. - - - - - - L  
Tickets only $1. 
WHERE WESTERNERS WIN ALL -WAYI .  
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Recreation dept. plans a busy summer here . . . .  
.7 '=  , ,' , , ,  . , , , . ~ . . ' . . : ,+  . 
:.Terrace will be havi~ up to run the clinic on schools, In the evening a the courts next otheR,E.M. Fest", co-sponsored by .a alrea~ty expressed their . Watch this newspaper for " meet at the Parks ldeS~l  
Ihiothor "Tennis Clinic" t l~ Wednesday, June 6. They public clinic will be given at 
year. Two repre~ntotlves will be giving clinics during a charge of $3 per person. 
Jrom the B.C. Tennis the day, free of charge, to Instruction will be' at both 
i A/mociatian will be coming schoo I children in the "the Kalum Street courts and 
r 
U.S. road travel ** , 
* information . - -  
Phone toll free *** 
!'!*** 112-800-663-9325. 
+ *****%**********  
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If you're considering a driving trip 
anywhere i n the U.S.A., be sure to call 
us first. We're INFOROAD USA, an 
official free service of the U.S. 
Government. We'll give you information 
to help you plan,, including maps and 
brochures ab0ut+ihin~]S•to see and d0. I 
Whether it's a weekend Outing, or a 
driving tour down the coast or• across • .,+~:~'. ,,:?,~ ,+~ ~. :;,.~, . . 
~= ,the!country,: we can makeyou r trip 
~ ~':'" m'i~,~ehj0yable and worry-free. 
~i,i~. J~qs..t..give us a toll-free, call. •f '  
INFOROAD USA 
The United States Travel Information Centre ~ 
3id floor, '1199 West Hastings, Vancouver, 
B.C, V6E 2Y4 
Lee Theatre !n, beginners 
and intermediate Tennis in 
1V= hour sessions Starting at 
6 p.m. and 7:30 p.m, Bring 
your own, rackets. 
Registration "will be at the 
Terrace arena office starting 
Monday, May 7. Registration 
is limited so enroll earlyl 
The Terrace recreation 
department and the B.C. 
Whitewater Association will 
be co.sponsoring a kayak 
clinic Tuesday, July 24. 
Three B,C. Whitewater 
Association instructors will 
be bringing 12 boats, com- 
pletely outfitted. 
There will be two, ~hour 
sessions for beginners at8:30 
a.m., 10:30 a.m. and 6:30 
p.m. and one 4.hour session 
for advanced people at 1 
p.m. the cost will be 83 per 
hour for adults and $2 per 
hour for people age 13 to 18. 
Registration will be'at the 
arena office Monday, May 28 
to June 1, the office is open 
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
For further information call 
Mary-Margaret Smith at 635- 
2841, or 638-1174. 
On May 18 from 8:00 p,m, 
to 12:00 a.m. there will be a 
Teen Disco-Hillbilly Hoe 
Down in the arena banquet 
room with Sal-Soul. 
A ~r  rally will be held in 
(3anada Youth Works grant, 
a provincial Recreation and 
Fitness Branch grant and 
the Terrace Recreation 
Department is well un- 
derway. Two young people 
~have been employed on a 
YCW grant and are working 
out a of recreation depart- 
ment office. Volunteer 
committees are assisting the 
~vorkers on thisproject. The 
festival will be held Sunday, 
June 24, at Skeena field• The 
theme of the festival is fit- 
~'ness, fun, children and the 
family. Elementary schqol 
children .are. engaged in 
designing a logo for the fun 
feet. This logo will appear on 
t-shirts, buttons, posters, 
signs and banners. 
The~two "kickoff events of 
the Fun Feet are a parade 
and a "Walk-Run-Cycle". 
The parade will' be composed 
of children only. A great 
many childrens' groups have 
interest and willingness to 
participate in the parade. 
The,"Walk-Run.Cyde" is for . 
entire families to participate. 
in, Prizes will be given to all 
persons who complete the 
walk,run-cycle.i: ~ 
Project manager, D~nna.. 
Forsberg weat to Kelowna 
recently to Study their 
Fitness /Fest and she 
returned With many ideas. 
She also learned about the 
New Games tiiat will be 
brought to our Fun Fest by 
the provincial. Recreation 
and Fitness Branch: 
A crew of .seven "people 
from the Fitness Branch will 
be here five days before the 
Fun Fest giving clinics on 
' New Games. Equipment for 
some of these games include 
giant Earth Balls, W.W.,II 
parachutes, • Boffers and 
Goggles, reguhir gym balls, 
'and frisbees. All of these 
things spell fun for all who 
participate. " ' 
regular updates on Fun Fest "Parking lot on Satuday, May 
News, .For further ln- 26at lp .m.Afoeof~wi l lbe,  
formation of if anyone i s  charged and must be paid at 
interested in helping with the the Arena office I~ore'May 
Fun Fest please phone 635- 26. 
5809 or 635.2841. Natural Dyes on Cotton" 
Enrollment.space is still also starts on Saturday, May 
left. in the Adults and 
Chlldrens Orienteering to be 
held on Saturday~ May 26. 
George Kenney an excellent- 
orienteer will be teaching 
compass use, deviation, 
aiming off and use of 
topographical maps to the 
• adults.' Knowledge of these 
" skills could save one from 
'spending a night out. 
Children will ream pacing, 
compass use and map usage 
by games. Compasses will be 
provided, The adults and 
ch! ld rens  or ienteering 
programs were formerly 
going to be separate 
programs but have been 
combined because of. low 
registration i the childrens 
program. Participants will 
26. The Instructor, Joan  
Htmnphrey, an export ~in 
dying t sCh l l~qU~, ,  ' W~]  be '  
holding the workshop out- 
doors at her home for three 
consecutive Saturday. The 
student will. learn how to  
make beautiful •tie-dye 
creations With cotton Ua~g 
' traditional natural dyes such 
as indigo and rust. Further 
variations using, discharge 
"techniques will provide an 
interesting and subtle range 
of colours and textures. : 
Students must bring strung 
thread, Scissors and rubber 
gloves. Cotton and dyes Will 
be provided, Registration is
still being taken at the arena 
office. Th'e fee is $18 for 3 
sessims. 
She l fo rd  s lams GreenDeace  '
VICTORIA (CP) . --+ 
Agriculture Minister Cyril 
Shelford accused Green- 
peace Foundation members 
Wednesday of using scare 
Terrace Sunday, May 27. tactics to prevent efforts to 
This 'event is sponsored by end the' gypsy moth in- 
the Caledbnia,Community festation in Vancouver• 
Recreation Clmi.4 and the 
Ter race  Recreat ion  Sheiford said in a news re- 
nan = . . . . . .  lease that provincial -_,.artment. It ,= ,m, ~x-  . . . . . . . . . .  e" he 
cellent opportunity for in- legmmuon nngm nay to .  
dividunls to' test skills of .amenaea., to .maKe 
orgamzauons sucn as following directions and . . . . . .  
navigation. Drivers should ~reenp.eoac.e .Emanc!al/y 
• • ,~ . . . . . .  J.^,__ responsible zor me resusts oz bring their ,;,,o, = ,,=v,~tu,- . . . . .  
and a $2 registration fee. The melr acuons. 
rally starts at 2 p.m.. on Okanagan fruit farmers 
Sunday,... May 27, at the are concerned the infestation 
Caledd~lia High School in the city's Kitsilano district 
pai'ki~.*lot. Prizes will be will spread to their area and 
awarded to the most ac- destroy orchards. 
curate team. "As result of their scare 
The organization, of the a 
First Annual Terrace "Fun- campaign, we now have 
gypsy moth larvae well on 
their way to a potential 
beauty of the city of Van- 
couver, and pose a serious 
threat o employment in the 
province's • agriculture and 
forest industries," Shelford 
said. 
"It is regrettable tlmt the" 
scare campaign crested an 
atmosphere of near panic in 
the neighborhood concerning 
the pesticide carbaryl which 
has been cleared , by 
specialists inCanada nd the 
• United States as well as by 
the Vancouver city health 
department," 
Shelford, 'who was 
defeated by 'Frank Howard 
of the NDP in last week's 
provincial election, said the 
gypsy moth is one of the 
most destructive insects in 
North America. 
"It has a voracious ap. 
petite and, if .allowed to 
further establish itself, will 
attack most of the broadleaf 
population explosion that 
could wreak havoc on the 
trees Vancouver• The 
larvae is large, ugly and 
appears .in great numbers." 
He said the "folly of the 
Greenpeace anti-eradlcation 
program is that it is almost 
certain to lead to the future 
use of tons of control 
• materials demanded by the 
public to control thisnew and 
destructive pest." , , 
'.'If the program had been 
allowed to proceed unhin- 
dered, "only a few hundred 
pounds would have been 
necessary." 
Vancouver city manager 
Fritz Bowers said Wed- 
nesday that efforts are being 
made to renew .the 'spray 
program, 
Hesaid the pesticide would 
be u§ed if 80per cent of Kitsl- 
lane residents sign a petition' 
allowing Agriculture Canada. 
to carry out the program., 
Residents who opi~ese the 
carbaryi spray will be ad- 
vised of an insecticide soap 
'which also can be ~umed 
against the moth although its 
effectiveness is limited. 
Meanwhile, Gordon r '  L 
Powell, officer in charge of 
Agriculture Canada's plant 
quarant ine section, said 
there are fears the moth 
might have landed in the 
agriculture-intensive Fraser 
Valley and could pose a 
th reat  to nurserynten, 
among others. 
He said agriculture field 
workers will hunch an ex- 
tensive hunt for the moth in 
the Fraser Valley and 
Okamgan ext m(xlth. The 
search will then expand to 
• • the Kootenays. 
He said several states, in- 
cluding Csliforeia, are in the 
process of passing laws to 
require certifieatiou •of B.C. 
nursery' products to ensure 
the infestation does not 
spread to the United States. 
from the 
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Hot buttered • corn on the cob from the Colonel. 
Here's a great way  to liven up a meal.,. 
hot buttered Corn On The Cob  from Kentucky 4 
Fried Chicken, We select only the best corn, q 
cook  it to perfection, and  then smother each  cob  
with fresh creamery butter, 
Try our hot buttered Corn On the Cob. 
It's another  delicious addit ion to our mend. ., 
C 
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friends for life 
• The Canadian Red Cross Society 
. . . .  ~ I r l  lilt ill ill 
THIS 
TiME 
TERRACE 
638-8591 
' KITIMAT 
632-6385 
SMITHERS 
847/2668 
HAZELTON 
842-6629 
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In Skeena, only Jim Fulton and 
OTTAWA 
the NDP can defeat 
f _ the Trudeau Liberals. 
TUESDA Y MA Y 22 VOTE 
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Our Woolworth upto 
Our WoolWorth  ' . . i ' :~ : . .  ~•  ~, 
Sale Pri~' . "  ,. " . . . . . .  ~' ~,~. , 
t 
• ' :SA~RDAY ONLY 
LAMPS 
Ansi'd, oolours, 
ploaiod plastic shades 
o~ w.o~..~,.,... ,, ,,qi • go  
Our Woolworth d 
Sale Price "~ 
SATURDAY ONLY. 
Selected Lines of 
ASST'D SHEET SETS 
50% 
SATURDAY ONLY 
ASST'D 
BAKEWEAR 
" . . . . . . . . .  Your  Oho ioo"  I. 
, -  / 
• . , . . 
1.oo 
OFF Woolwor th  ~ 
Regular  Price 
• , , . , .,~:~...--_ -~:,  ~::, "~.~'-- 
• " "..," . . . .  . : ,1 .  ] ' : . .>~.~, . . , . .  
TABLE , ~ , , ,  
1so '  Our Woolworth Rephu' Price • Our Woolworth Sale Price " . .  
SATURDAY ONLY 
Selected Lines of 
MENS, LADIES and 
GHILDRENS OUTERWEAR 
50% 
OFF Woolwor th  
R0g. Price. 
SATURDAY ONLY 
ASST'D SANDALS - 
MULE SLIPPERS 
Our Weolwortb Rapier Price up to 9.00 i • go  
Our Woolworth .e,.. 2 fo r~ 
SATURDAY ONLY 
TUBULAR 
) BRAIDED RUGS 
tos"gtss" 5 9  Our Woolworth Regular Price 99.99 • 99  4 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
33"d3" 
Our Woolworth Repl,r  Price 5.49 d~ • 29  4 
OUr Woolworth Sale Price 
t 32"ldi3" A 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 14,09 ~ i  • ~q J  
Our Woolworth Ignle Price 
46"X68" OUr Woolworth Repl.r  Price 33.99 14" a 
Our Woolworth 8ale Price 
6~"X103" 
Our Woolworth Replmr Price 51.. 3 1  • 19 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
24"X72" ~ Our Woolworth ReSuiltr Price 13.99 8 • 39  Our Woolworth 8qle Price 
I"xlO8" 
Our Woolworth Regul|r Price to.,~ 1 1" 9 
IOur Woolworth Sale Prlee 
i 
SATURPAY 0~.  
O R  ~! :" . ,.. ..~ . .. INPKNIT 
FABRIO 
Inserted o~iom - ,~ 
metre I I" • 00  
• .~ : ~:. . . . . .  
SATURDAY ONLY-- 
ROSEBUSHES 
Our wo~wo,~ bp~.  ~ ~,o :, ' i . t A  
Our Woolworth .:(:?."'~:.~,'. . . . . . .  ~ i  m V V  
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EARL Y BIRD 
. . . . . . . .  : Sole~' 
Lt" 
GRADUATION 
SPECIAL 
L  ;ES 
50 % OFF SHOES 
7 a.m.-6 p.m. 
BOB'S SHOES 
THETORONTO-DOmlNION BANK 
will be open this S~turdag, m~g 
19 to accept appliccdions for the 
5 FREE B.C.R.I.C. shares. 
Also, wh9 not be one of the 7 
luck9 winners of a LOTO ticket 
b9 putting gour ncme & number 
on a piece of pc~per cmddropping 
It in the raffle box.The drc~wwill 
take place at 6 :00  p.m. 
S~turda9 , • 
We hope to see 90u there. 
l J" lk The bank whore people 
IlL.Jr make the difforonoo. 
~00/0  or more saving on selected * Mens & 
Ladies watches , Jewe l l ry ,  Giftware and our 
special $1.00 table for extraordinary savings you'll 
have to see to believe! ;RWIM .[;W;I ; I:~.~ 
• SHOPPERS 
- DRUG MARl :  
~THE PRODUCTS LISTEDBELOW ARE ONLY EXAMPLES OF THE 
VALUES AVAILABLE SATURDAY MORNING. CHECK US OUT. 
( A.B.C. ' )  " L 
/ °~ '~ '~ i  Y 
L .J 
L 77" ) R D 
• r BRUT 33-  ~ ("cHOCOLATE 
I ~,,R~.,.o I
P'°~"'~*'*'~'/ SA L69 '  ) 
BORN 
i SHAMPOO3S0mi [ 
N l 66 '  ) 
J _ 
- -  . I ii 
fFII~T z0 CUSTOMER8~ 
| MAKING A PUR-| 
I CH~E OVER St XNI 
| COSMETICS WILLi 
N nEVElVE A GIFT| 
~FROM "BABE" J 
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
NO RAIN CHECKS 
Ke l ly ' s  
S tereo  Mar ts  • . . . .  ~ i R C A N A D A  S A F E W A Y  L I M I T E D  . . i .  
ff May 9 - .  tOA~M ' * *  Prioes e eotive 1 7. 
] 
20% Wh,e , st ~ OFF . Stooks Last - Limits a afed , 
I " ,~ E 
ALL REGULAR • Ellison's Enriched -" " • • ~ " !me 
PRIOED , White . ! Jour . : . L IMt I  3. ............. ; ...... ..: .......... 10 ks..00.;., ~ ;,:i': 
L,P,'s, 8 TRAOKS & ' ,, ' • ' . . . .  , - "  ~, • *, 'm 
B. ~ , .,, i 
- ssm.  C. Sup[..,,,,,,~ .............. ;;.: ........ ,..., ....... , , -  ! ~, 
Apple ' .... 79  c /~ ~o, , ,o , ,  Juice.. L,.i'~i . . . . . . . . .  . : . . : . . . . . ,  . . . . . . . .  . .wo, .  , . ~oe i eee 'ee  e e ., , 
EARLY mAD 
I 
l . 
$5 00  • OFF 
Bacon Ends. ............... $ J ,D .4g  •~ 
,~ .  - . . . . . . .  , . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . , .S tk .B lx  I 
. . . .  ! 
SPECIAL hp,,r ,,,,, bob Coffee.: ;2 "As 
7 a.m.-lO a.m. Ha ~.,, 4 ............................... .14k,BaI 
i i m i "~_ 
c,,,,o,,,,,.,, Orangess., ,....,,,, ,, ,. ............................ 4,,.s1.oo 
Beef Cross Rib Roast c.,,,,,,, A ................................ , el.  ~0~ 
, i i • i J j .  
By The Piece 
Bolognaci,:v,~.::.,..:....: .............. o.ii~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ° 
B.C. 
Peewee 
v 
Sale dresses 
Potatoesc,,,,o., .... , , , ,  , . . . . . . . . :  ........ ,,,~..,,,., 99 ~ 
• m 
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL 
I 0 
10 ou.ft. Brentwood refrigerator in white. Right I hand opening door. 
IL 
i 
Two adjustable ohrome raoke. Large freezer opaoe. BUtter keeper I 
vegetable orJsper. 
Brentwood 30" eleotrio 
range, 1 large burner, l 
small burners. S!ngle p!eoe 
Q 
oven sleeve for easy olean!q. 
Air flow venting in door for 
oooler door, automatio timer,• 
matohing tiBerhandles. 
SATURDAY ONLY! 
Ro|ulnr 
329" e.oh 
6 
i 
i 
/ .  
, . i~  ¸ ' 
/ 
! 
/ 
I 
, ,  • , ,  
o , 
0 • - 
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SECOND SECT ION 
IF'[TH,,4-Z VICTORY 
wifh Chris Porter 
Habs turn series around 
Instructor Rodney Scott watches his students,closely 
(Cary Humprey photo) 
NEW YORK (CP) - -  Mea- 
treal Canadians made flrsb 
period goals by Steve Shutt 
and Doug Rlaebr0ugh stand 
up Thursday night to beat 
New York Rangers 4-1 and 
take a 2-1 lead in the 
• National Hockey .League 
Stanley Cup final, 
Marie Trembtay 'and 
Jacques Lemalre added 
thL,~ period geab to lmure 
the triumph thst brought. 
Mentreal within two'vle- 
t~es  of its =~nd Stanley Cup. 
since 1916, The fourthpme.  
in this best;of-sevea series k 
scheduled Saturday nMht. 
With:Montreal on a power 
play, Canadlens centre. 
Lemalre collected the puck 
behind the New York net. He 
foundShutt inbent, 15 feet to 
the left of Rangers goalie 
John Davkkan. A flick 
Shutt'm wriots at 7:27 
produced Montreal's t int 
• " shot of the contest-- and a I- 
0 lead.  CPR COURSE " d®b,od u ,  
~ ~ 1 " advantage at1S:44, taking a 
Ten " success fu l  , . ,= ,v . _ ,  are  " " "  quick, 2S-foot shot past ~ ,. ' Davldaon'a loft leg. 
'" uatlea Persomel A" . • ~ • The Rangers, meanwhile, 
Aqe . . . . . . . .  ; am ._ba le.eardia, e.. l~suppectin ot an ol~trueted airways and were ueable to oonetrato for 
• . ~u'race • aau ~uma¢ a~- urKlsn ~01umola i~ant ' .. . , . .  re=useintatlon. The dme-r • traded and were certified in Rodae Scot a eertlfl " sag nooring ebaneea. ~. . y t, ed program standards involve Thel 
n 1 a ~ " cewan a erewdad ance 
_ ...op~n. onary 10struetor-Tranier and rldid training including floor and every New York 
• . .}..~eause/..ata.tlon=_~ou_r_s_e ..hmt~et~for.tho. cueadian.ixaeUcosesnlonsonIlfeelze player: bad a red-sldrtod 
~' s ,~/ .uurums me wcuenu uear¢ Fouooouon,' zrom manuu~.  ' I " ~ for = ~ ~ ~p 
• - .~ , -~- -~.  =u,q~u~ =~ ~U~ or  ~ the '  ' * • .The u,., , ,  . . . .~, . .  ,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Terrace Recreation a-freak geal at 0.06 of the • ; - , - ,~  ~- , . - - .  ,=o =r~ec are =no am ' mmn~., ,',~,,"e is e ^ -,~,-*-' . . . . . . . .  ~q~_.__,. prosr Department and espedally, third .p~'tod, 
~ '~ '~ t~ dir~,fimt nr flw .q* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cary Humphrey the Aquatic . ~ppa~e in. I~.Y foreed a
. _ _ ,  , - :y  ~ . . . .  ? : - - , ,  - ._* mur~ a n  " ' "u ty  pedr~en[  Conrdtnnt lnn  fhi= ~^,,.=~ laco0ffin the creme 20 feet tn 
• OOm e &mumnee m u.c. an~ ~ t l~  "coune involves ae- =,;~X~'~TL='" ;,~'. =:=C "~ the 1 - "  ~ uX~7,,o~ ~,~.~ 
" ~ 1" w ~  nut  mmazv~ lumg~li ou~; | J  u - - .  - -  . . . v u ~ .  o~au~u : dealipte~ to imp~ve of- tually performln8 the Ken ' U e valuable auet to the Terrace Dryden New. Yacks 
,~fe~g~m.~Uof .emerge.ney various l i fe .  support area • '.; RonDumm~tookashotcff  
.~ :~.L~,  .m me ,l~..vq~ee. ~qLm~,.~ee~..,,.~.tm,,~ .... , -~. ~ : )~the draw. against the 
~- .~...,. =,=u.~,  . ~hle-5"/i~tz=tpmtiEi'~dii'-t6" ' ~rder'to !the 'foll~li~i"~uc2' "piiek'~."dSe~d~ wide ~ tin 
~., b,~.,'~z~ ~ @overz~g_._ ~o pr.~..tlCal ~!om,  .and _ceufd candidates:. From ca- getmtilltalekedthee-ka-~ 
,,- uu3 u©u©v©- ezzecuve ~ WlU complete+ written " rer raeb:  Gayle Heenan, of Montreal defeneeman 
• • cmergeney, eardine treat, and practical evaluations Kathy Wshb, Angele Rowe, Serge Savard and skittered 
• mont reqmres rapid and before achieving cer- George Kenny, Kathy past Dryden's right leg 
a,~proplate responses .by t/fleaU~.", he uys : .  " Samual, Elaine Hottot and The Rangers did ag "they 
:~! .~nm. ~ reslm=ae~_"__~_.,_t~_ As.part of the U~m~,  the Tara . Govray. F rom could to try and tie it, but 
• -=W~uu. , ,~  o .r.~.n.=auon -aquatte persoanm Learns to Kitlmat: Mary uagne, Tremblay tipped in another 
• un  .ocen. aeve.lopmg a treat~unwltne~n.a~rdla, e D..e~_ Robins'on and Eva Lambert pass with 5:13 
nmm~n.e~worrtopromote, arrea~maddltlontoc~earmg MeKone. remaining and Lemalre 
i 
/ 
: :  ' ;i: 
capped a twoon-ane break 'the lantthreeStaninyCups-- 
.with a rking M-footm' over ' need o~y win at the Forum 
Davidaon,s Idtshoulder with to add a fourth alraigl~. 
2:50 to play. They won rids conteK by 
The triumph teetered the " making it next to l~ l lde  
home-lee advantage the fortheRangeratogetaelear 
Canadkm bad surrendered shot at Dryden. The 3t-year. 
by losing 4-1 in the series old ~m]ie - -  banished to the 
opener at the Montreal baneh in the Rangers' serios- 
Forum. Of the four games oponl~ t r iumph-  did not 
remaining, two are on haves eingletough stop, and 
Montreal ice, and the the Duguay goal was 
Caeadlens . . . .  - - who have, won unusual,, to say the, least.,, " 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Grovel, Sags of 
.Cement, o/4 Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE &lS49~ 
F.J.H, READYMIX 
, ¢~s l rud ioo Ltd. 
• Plant 0tl  Krumm R~-nd 
. . . . . . .  : ' .  Tlmmhlll ' i " . . .  ' :  
I l l .  
Nolp Wantod 
• m u OOTIVE IREOTOR 
_ ~ Terrace Cerebral Palsy Aeaocktinn requires an 
Exeeutive Diroctm, to administer the operation d the 
• z uce  Cb/ld Deveinpment Centre. • 
~ The centre ~'an in~rdbc J~ treatment inelllty 
zor =ulU-luunm,,nRpe~ preschool age ehlldrm. 
Applieants hould have experience w6rttng wm 
children and should have some Understanding ~ the 
amman, ". ~ ; ,  ; ,,. ~, . .  . . . . . . .  .~ 
am smut, 
Apply in writing statin~ qualJfleattom and expected 
ealary to The Pvealdent, T.a~ ce Cerebral Palsy 
Assodst/an, ZSI0 8oulh Eby 8t,,Terraco, B.C. r 
Cl0eing date is June 1, 1979. 
BREATHES CLE/~ 
AIR FOR LONGER 
. ENGINE LIFE 
3600 RPH YL"-"~'~/'// 
ENSURES THE I/0" .~// /  
SHOOTHEST, // 7Y/ AVAILABLE IN 
,BEST CUT • I I  .~  GAS OR ELECTRZC 
LAWN YOU°VE f f  / / / r~  HODELS 
EVER SEEfll. /J •//.J v 
BLADE HEIGHT 
AOdUSTS EASILY 
NO WHEEL RESIST/~CE)N ~ 
HGHS [N ANY OIRECTI( 
TOOVET HOLD 
036-H20 05"/73 4940 6roig 
eu nn  tUNDAY 
FROM 5 RM. ALL DAY UNTIL 5 P.M. 
I) 
• i LOHG DIJ'TAHCE WEEKEND RATE TO MOJrT PLACEJ' IN B.C. 
B.C. Tel's special weekend rate 
'Is really cheap. 
You can dial direct (112) to 
• most places in B.C. between 5 p.m. 
Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday for just 
- 35¢  or less per minute. 
(~nimum charge 23¢ a call.) 
So call someone long 
distance this weekend, 
And talk it up while rates 
are down• 
Rate does not apply on calls 
from hotel, motel or coin telephones 
or to some Northern points not 
served by B.C. Tel. 
B D. TEL 
wheQ.tho B.C. Sports Hall of 
Fame & Museum holds its 
Annual Banquet of Cham- 
pi .o.~.)-.Lm~ 3rd, 1~,  at the 
Ho~I ~ncouver. 
I-[~s Tom German, now 
ret i~l  after 25 years of 
ca l l J~ 'em as he sees 'em 
bel~lhd National League 
pht~s, and he will be on of 
thb:headllne speakers at this 
~s  banquet. 
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2ect game umpi re  6" I PHILLIES" " :: W I N A  WI D ' / : : ' ' :  " ::" ::: 'l 
'ti i!: speak at dinner "1 23-22,SLUGFEST i : : .  . • ,ROUNDUP[  
' CHICAGO ,AP)' for runs lua game is 35, the.'f irst :n ~run ' " - -  , " ;~'' ' 
As in years past the Pur: Mike Sehmidt's second scored by Chicago homers by S~.hmldt and i 
home run of the game-- a .~'i~l':e!]l be a baseball slate of excellent ol~adw~ob~ againstLoutavilleouJuna Boone and a Solo shot by Yirat¢ 
mpp~::Jiehind one plato pose of the Annual Banquet speakers all two-out solo blast in the 28, 1897. , Larch. Lerch was I of Champions is to induct guarantee a highly en- 10th inn ing-  led Phila. The home run binge knooked outhltho bottom delphla Phillies to a wild 
23-22 victory over Chicago 
Cubs in a luugball slug~eet 
that tied a major league 
home run record. 
Dave Kinsman blasted 
three homers and 
knocked in six runs. Dill 
Buckner had a grand 
slam homer for the cubs 
and knocked in seven 
runs. There ,were II 
homers and 50 hits in the 
same, one shy  of the 
major league mark foi" 
hits. Chicago had six 
homers and Philadelphia 
•five. 
The run total by both 
teams fell four shy of the 
major league record of 49, 
ironically set by 
Philadelphia nd Chicago 
on Aug. 35, 1922. Chicago 
won that game 26-23. 
St. Louis Cardinals hold 
the modern National 
League record for most 
runs in a game by one 
team with 26 against 
Philadelphia co July 
6,1929. The alitime record 
by a major league team 
tied a record held by 
many toenm, most 
recentlythe total of I I  
made by  the Cubs and 
Cincinnati Reds on July 
28, I~/7 .  
A total of aS. players 
were used in Thursday's 
game, including 11 pit- 
chela as Chleagolstormed 
back from a 31-9 deficit in 
the top of the fifth inning,. 
, -. . • ' 
The Cuba finally 
managed to tie the game 
22-~ with a threerun ral ly .  
in the eighth inning en 
RBI singles by Bi l l  
Buekner, Jerry Martin 
and Barry Feete. 
Sehmidt'a earlier' 
homer wan a threa-run 
blast, aa were homers by 
Philadelphia teammates 
Bob Boone and Gary 
Madd0z. Starting 
Phi ladelphla piteher 
Randy Larch also hem- 
ered for the winners. 
Steve Ontiveres and 
Martin hit the other 
Clde#go homers. 
The Phillies struck for 
seven runs in the top .of 
new Honnured Members into 
the B.C. Sports Hall of Fame 
& Museum. The banquet in 
also the major fund raising 
activity for the Hall of Fame, 
a non-profit society. 
However, there is a fun 
side to the Banquet of 
Champions and this is where 
German, among others, 
comes in. He will join a full 
• , . . . 
tertaining evening. 
Gorman has a North 
American-wide reputation 
as an aftor-dluner speaker 
and no doubt with 25 years 
exper ience  occupy ing  
baseball's traditional hot. 
spet-home piato.-he'H have 
more than a funny tale or 
two to tell. 
During his long career, 
Gorman had many 
highlights including urn- 
piring five All Star and five 
World Series games. He was 
behind the plate when Don 
Larsen pitched his perfect 
no-hittor in the 1956 World 
Series. 
Gorman will be joined at 
the Banquet of Champions 
head table by John Wooden, 
for many years coach of the 
highly successful U.C.L.A. 
Bruins Basketball Team 
where he couched such west 
players as Kareern Abdul 
Jabbar, Bill Walton and Gall 
Goodrich. Wooden is also a 
reknown after dinner 
speaker. 
RAKE LAWN EARLY 
Lawns should be raked 
lightly early in the spring, as 
soon as the ground is dry 
enough to walk on. 
Radio-Canada 
est  a r r  
Prince-George 
!: .: 
Terrace ..... 
en radio Grgce au Plan accel~r~ de rayonnement, votre rdgion est maintenant relide aux reseaux fran~ais 
de radio et de t61~vision de 
Radio-Canada. 
Vos emetteurs-relais diffusent la 
programmation de nos stations de 
Vancouver qu~ ont pour mission de 
relayer les r,~seaux, sans decalage 
horaire, et de refl~ter le mieux 
possible I'actualite en 
Colombie-Britannique. 
En radio: Une quarantaine d'heures 
d'emissions, chaq ue semaine, 
prennent naissance clans les studios 
de CBUF-FM & Vancouver meme. 
Croque-matin, de 6 ~ 9h, place 
infc rmation et musique sous le signe 
de la bonne humeur matinale ..... 
Pacifiquement, ~ 11 h30, prddispose 
g I'heure du midi en charmant vos 
oreilles... 
Pacifique-Express, & 16h, livre 
I~information qu'il faut aux auditeurs 
du Pacifique, y compris celle du, 
R~seau-Ouest reliant, chaque jour, 
toutes les communaut~s 
francophones de rOuest du pays. 
Ddcibelles, ~ 19h, vous en met plein 
les oreilles avec des rythmes , 
d'aujourd'hui qui ont rheur de plaire... 
Prince-George 95,5 FNI 
Terrace 96,9 FNI 
" ' i ! :  
12 /  
N: 
-:.- 
~g 
2",, 
2 ' .  
En T/}l~}vision: du lundi au vendredi, ~t 
18h, I'~dition du Pacifique de Ce Soir. 
vous renseigne bien,., et en francais 
sur ractualit~ prOvinciate. C'est un 
ben d~but! 
r 
/ 
CBC is now operating new French radio and 
television rebroadcasters in the areas listed above, 
These transmitters are part of the Accelerated 
Coverage Plan which allows all ¢ommunilieS of at 
least 500 English or French speaking persons to 
receive broadcast services in their respective 
official language, In British Columbia, transr~itlers 
are linked to CBUF.FM and CBUFT in Vancouver, 
Met ;s.aown s 
PITTSBURGH (AP)  - -  St~'d i~.~c le  a winner of 
of the first when the Cubs Willie Stargell's two-rmi Ke~t, ~,~,vei~.i~,~4, and a 
scored six'r0|~s, three on homer - -  his second of the 10~i:~,~.~e,flreaco, I-2. 
same--  powered Pitisburgh . Earl'i'~ri' Lee Mazzilli's 
Pirates tO a 6-5. NalionaF RB I~ l~.h i ' the  New York 
League victory over 'New sevbiith snapped a tie to. 
York Meta on Thursday. .Wovide the Mete with a .5-4 
lead. 
Stargull, who hit a solo The Metahad trailed 4-1. 
shot to highlight a two-run going into' the fifth before 
fourth, blasted his: game- starting their comeback, 
winning homer after Bill one run scored on Alex 
Robinson drew a two-out Trevino's RBI single, and in  
walk. The homer wan the sixth, four stralgh[ 
Stargell's seventh of the singles by Frank Taveras, 
year. Mazzilli, Richie Hebner and 
.The drive into the right -WillieMontanezdreveintwo 
f ldd seats at Three Rivers more to tie the game at 4-4.: 
is hot ; 
Kulper, made it 3-1 with a f ly 
ball homer that bare ly  
cleared the loft.field fence, ~ 
Toronto tied the game with 
single runs in the third and 
fifth but Cleveland we~t on 
top to stay in the sixth. Paul 
Dade led off the Cleveland 
sixth with a single and able 
second. A single by Thornton 
moved Dade to' third dad he 
came home with tiie go- 
ahead run on a sacrifice fly 
by Jim Norris. 
Harrah followed with a 
line drive into the left-field 
seats. Harrah added his 
fourth homer of the season, 
this one off Tom Buskey, in 
the eighth to cap the 
Cleveland scoring. 
another 
third inning. The A's trailed 
2,.0 until Jeff Newman led off 
the bottom of the seventh 
with .his fifth homer of the 
season. " 
The first hit off Kravec, 3- 
3, was a single by J im Essinn 
in the third inning. Kraven 
won his third straight game 
and has allowed only seven 
hits in those three starts. 
the flrnt of Kingman's 
home runs. ' 
i ,h~dal~i o~c ~i~p 
with eight runs in " t~ 
third, Maddox started the 
inning with a double and 
dosed it with his three- 
run homer. Philadelphia 
added two m~e in the 
fourth for a 17-~ lead, but 
the Cubs cam~ back with 
three in the fourth on a' 
two.run homer by 
KinSman followed by a 
solo homer by Ontiveros. 
~ 
Philadelphia scored 
four in the fifth only to 
have Chicago. come back 
with seven in,the bottom 
of the fifth with Buckner 
hitting his wand slam 
and Martin following with 
a two-run homer to cut 
the lead to 31-19. 
. I  
The PhiliieS' added a 
run in the seventh on a 
triple by Greg Gross and 
• a double by Boone, who 
drove in f ive'of Phila- 
delphta's runs.. 
Harrah 
• CLEVELAND (AP)  - -  
Cleveland Indians pounded 
• four home runs, including a 
pair of twonm shots by Toby 
Harrah, to give Mike Paxton 
an 8-3 victory over Toronto 
Blue Jays Thursday. 
Paxton, 3-2, gained the vie. 
tory as he save up nine hits 
in his second complete game 
d the season. 
The Indians reached Mark 
Lemongello, 1-5, for a pair of 
three-run innings. 
' Andre Thornton tied the 
game at 1-I with a homer 
leading off the second. 
~Harrah reached base on a 
bunt single and Dave 
Roeello, filling in at second' 
base for injured Duane ' 
TAKE PRECAUTIONS a '~ • ' " 
Pleasureboatin~hap~em, to.  ~ S l o s e  
have an occasional don t, but • . : ,: ~. 
I sincecach pertaiostoanimpor- OAKLAND, Callf.;(AP) - -  
[ tantsefetyproosduredohesure LeR-hander KenKravoc.and! 
to heed these wara in~. ,  reliever Mike Proly com- 
[ ,,- One of t hcmis, d.ont pc. rmi.t, binod to pitch a two-hitter to 
cow ricing aooarayour coax W [ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., lead Chicago hits Sox over 
[ into m me pracuce.ot auow!.n8 the reeling Oakland A'a 5-1 in 
i i~usengers  tO  g ice  oa  the  n -  amm. ; tmr ,  l .~nm:~ 
[orward decks of fast boats,. ' ~','ooho~'~:~e-,~hunsda"~ °-"  
The MerCrumer stern dnve . . . . . .  's 
- -  -' "~ . . . .  oint out Tne loss was me s~ ocatm8 aumonues, p 
that most fo~ecks are slippery .seventh s~ai~__t and ~ey 
plac~ and lit/ve few good h~nd- ..nave. scoreaomy, rune rum :n 
holds, me aosmg arrest. 
Of cour~,."bow-rider" boats Ctaudell Washington drove Proly came in to pitch in the 
with rece,od cockpits and in Chicago's first two runs eighth and held the A's 
safety rails are another matter, with a two-out single in the hitleea. 
:.'Don't follow along close ,~,. .... :,.'. ;:.,:.'ii:.'.~ .:;~/."."',=,, i'_. =',T" : ,  
:.,l,.o,h...d,..at'.- Cards tle ": ' ;" ~" .  ;::'."'. ,1~,"~ i:',~- '"~"../' :.I"N::I'. / :"~/:".:'~;:~.: ."/'~.,: lt's'e~clting, hut ydb never ,,]~'~, 
know when the skipper ahead 
may close his throttle and slow ST. LOUIS (AP) - -  Tony the ninth inning, lifting 
down suddenly. Saiaito hit a solo home run in Montreal Expos to a 2-2 tie 
__  _ with the St. Louis Cardinals 
in a game suspended after 10 
innings by agreement ofboth 
baseball clubs Thursday. 
Selaita's homer, his first of 
the season, came off St. 
Louis right-hander Siivio 
Martinez, who three innings 
earlier surrendered the,first 
run scored by Montreal in 28 
inainp. 
Dodgers 
losers 
ATLANTA (AP) - -  Barry 
Bonneli's two-run homer in 
the sixth inning led Atlanta 
Braves to a 6-3 Natlmml 
League victory over Los 
Angeles Dodgers on Thur. 
sday night, ~vlng knuck. 
leballar Phil Niekro his 201st 
career victory. 
Bonaell's homer over the 
left field fence off reliever 
Charlle Hough, 0-1, came 
just after the Dodgers made 
their first error in IS games 
when Bill Russell booted a 
8pounder by Glenn Hubbard.' 
The'Braves added another 
run tater in the ~ with 
the help of a second error, as 
Pepe Frias, on a saeriflre 
try, reached first safely 
J!m's Tide & Tips 
Kit,mat Tides 
Saturday, May 19 - High 7:35 a.m. - 1%0 ft. 
8:55 p.m.  - 17i6 ft. 
Low 7:35 a.m. - 7.0 ft. 
2 p .m.  - 4.2 ft. 
Sunday, May 20 - High 9:35 a.m. - 16.7 ft. 
9:55 p.m.  - 17.2 ft. 
Low 2:45 a.m. - 6.4 ft. 
3:10 p.m.  - 4.6 ft. 
Monday, May 21 - High 10:20 a.m. - 16.8 ft. 
10:35 p.m. - 16.9 ft. 
Low 4:05 a.m. - 5.4 ft. 
4:30 p.m.  - 4.7 ft. 
When us'ing aflasher or dodger it is important to match 
the lure to It. H the lure is too heavy it will restrict its 
action. Generally speaking the leader length should 
cause the lure to dart sideways about an inch or so on 
each revelation of the flasher. Too short a leader will 
ca~e_w!d~LJum_ ps:of the lure ~ while witil.a long leader 
N OTIOE 
t en t l vision 
In observance of Victoria Day, Monday, May 21, 1979,, the 
following chan|e in refuse pickup is introduced, 
6arbap normally collected on Monday will be Picked up on 
Tuesday, May 22, 1079, 
! i 
The sanitary landfill will be cldsed to all vehicles 
on Monday, May 21, 1970, 
DI$TRIOT OF TEIIIIAOE 
L • " 
i • : 
j ~ 
I 
I • 
i / 
COULD DO IT TONIGHT / 
The Herald. Fridny, May 18, 1979, Page 11 
• EDI~NTON (CP) / -  No" Jets beat Edmonton 3-2 haven't had a break in two ~ Winnipegcr0wda~! ignored Erlimson was a surprise. 
tnam has evor won the World Wednsadayni~ttotakea3. serlus," says Sether whose complaints about. •Smith choice as Gretcky's hadow 
Hockey  Assoc ia t ion  f Icad ln the host-of.seven Oilers defeated New Jabbing his~'stick:,at Oiler because .the former NHL 
championship without series. If Edmonton wins England Whalenin a seven- players, i. .... .-..' playerhadareputatlnaana 
piacing flrst at the end of the tonl~t, the sixth game will game semi-ftns!. ' Atleustl~ldaywtilwarn poor checker. . 
rogular~scasen schedule; . . . .  be in Winnipeg Sunday end the guy," says gather. ':The' reason nobody 
Winnipeg Jets,-who were the seventh, if nacmsary, The Edmonton coach 
third this year' .bchind'Ed- hack here Monday. ' expects referee Bill Friday Edmonton fans wiU.see no thought Roland could chock 
mnntan Oflers~ahd Quebec Offer coach Glen Sather to be tongher tenight on Jets change in the gritty Jets is because he was never 
Nordiques, Cbidifbreak iliat says Jets turned lucky goalie Gary Smith tiumRen style which has brought asked to do it before," says 
jinx with aWin  tenl~htto ho~cos of the. puck into them three come-from- Jets coach Tom MeVie. 
wrap up the last-ev~'WHA" gca!s 'i twice Wednesday 
Harris was Wednesday. behind victories in the MoVie says he talke~i with 
'. . Erikm)n before the final 
title ...,s,, : gather says Harris was in- series. . ~ "s~dsa "Just to show him * ~ ' , . ~qV l t ,  . 
defending The  champion "We got no bounces. We tlmid~.ted by the  caucus Smithwillstartingcalund whatIthonghiitwonldtake 
CO- -M- - - -ALMO~ GAMES the.ne of Bill Lconk, Roland te contain the little magician Erilugon and Lyle Moffatt (Gretzky)." 
TH will be assigned to hound . Although Gretzky is aver. 
def i c i t ?  o , , ,  , . , ,  .d aging a point a game, McVte 
  -rp'us,.or . . ,:. , . . . . , , . .  'l 
EDMONTON (CP) --  Did policing and transit costs But that infor~nation was 
the Commonwealth Games during the games. 'presented and approved 
without settlement of the SPECIAL  •PROGRAMS 
' ' Jets in  position.,,.,,t o= =t.ak.e  final WHA t i t le  
Fousdatim really emerge 
from " last • summer's 
tremendously successful 
production with a financial 
surplus or, like so many 
other major sporting events, 
will it actually wind up in a'* 
deficit position? 
Theanswer depends on the 
outcome of City ~f Edmonton 
claims that the foundation 
ow~ it about ~2,5 millim for 
expenses such as extra 
city's claims. : ' " 
Foundation president Dr. 
Maury Van Cliet said the 
orgunization has met all- 
contractual obligations to 
the city and considers the 
matter elused.I 
But chief, ',city com- 
missioner and foundation 
director Doog:Burrows aid 
the matter of the "Out- 
standing statements" re- 
mains unresolved. 
The foundation clesed its. 
books, Wednesday, ap- 
proving a balance sheet 
showing • a sixycar 
cumulative Imdge't surplus of 
more than $318,000 tothe end 
of 1978. With.another $90,000 
expected in corporate 
grants, the foundatim could 
easily handle this year's 
final budget of about 
$315,000, foundat ion  
treasurer. Bob Lesie, said. 
Ulander will be second 
Mats Ulandar, a 24-year-old 
forward; will become the 
second Swede to Join Ed- 
montan Oilers when they 
enter the National Hockey 
League next season. 
According to reports here, 
Ulendor will sign a twe.ycar 
contract with the Oilers 
shortly. The deal will be 
completed, as  soon ca*the 
Oilers reach an agreement 
with AIK of. Stockholm, 
Ulender's Swedish team. -  
Ulander has played a half 
dozen gumes on the Swedish 
national team, but did not 
see aetien in th~ World 
Hockey Championships in 
Moscow last menth. 
Last weak, Swedish all. 
star forward Bengt-Ake 
Gustavsson played his first 
~ame for.the Oilers. 
Swedeto join the Oilers 
" ~OCXHOL-~ (Ar~" -- ,' 
'The Canadian Coast Guard Base at Prince Rupert 
cordlalIyinvites the Public to participate in COAST 
GUARD DAY, Sunday May ~, '  1979, featuring an 
exhibition of Coast Guard vessels, helicopters and 
equlpmont used to promote safe navigation. Doors' 
open at 1230 hours. 
.... " " PROGRAM' 
1300 hours - Life Raft deployment. " " , 
• 1320 hours - Buoy laylog operation 
~~1320hcm's~ Flarea nd l lne throwing demonstration 
1340 hours - Fire mnalter demoustratton 
' 1400 hours - Cloo Stungrides'.' i : ~ ' 
,1400 hours - Helicopter, ides':i-~ ~:i'~" 
ON DISPLAY 
Buoy tender "Alexander ~MscKenzie", Search and 
Rescue cutter, Radio & electrohic"e0uipment~ Buoys,, 
Beacon lights and work shops, Generators, Fog 
Detectors and horns, Pollution Cleanup equipment, 
Wind powered generator, Sikorsky helicopte~ 
,. • Don't be surprised to find a spider in 
your morning newspaper. The spider 
is merely looking to see which of the 
town's merchants is 
not advertising. He ~.~,~ .~ ~ 
will then go to that 
store, spin his web 
across the door and 
l ead  a l i fe  o f  
und is turbed  
peace! 
e ' -  
CONSULTANT 
Canada Employment & 
. Immlfp'atiou Commbsion 
Dawson ~ & Terrace B.C. 
TI~ competition is open to beth men and women who 
are residents of Brithh Columbla~ 
SALARY: $10,37e - ~1,710 per annum 
DUTIES: Pkus and evaluates Commission programs 
and services in Order to provide for special needs 
clients; provides guklanca to 'CEC Managers, Com- 
munity organlzaflom and Outreach projects In'the 
fo .re~stl~ ofres'onrce r qu]romante for special needs 
Client services and in the identification ef appropriate 
modifications and improvements required in program 
and service delivery; plans, administers and evaluntns 
Outreach projects; orpnizon and participates in 
s .l~'~i ne~la staff training; participates in the design, 
promotion and 'implementation f a coordinated 
cliProgram ,service delivery plan for special needs 
ents. • 
• QUALIFICATIONS: Completion of Secondary School. 
or equivalency. Evidence, through work - I~ ,  of 
having achieved good results in performl~flnancial 
admlnistratim and •eommunii~ development work, 
other duties related to those of a Special Programs 
Consultant, and in developing empathet/c working 
relafleashipe with special needs clients. Knowledge of 
English is'eeaenttel. 
ELIGIBLE LIST: To flu similar vancancisa in Nor- 
them B.C. 
Send your application form and-10~ resume, quoting 
Re~erence Nm~nhor 79-V-CEIC-54, before May 30, 1979 
to: W.G. Duncan, Public Service Commission of 
Canada, P.O. Box 11120, Royal Contre~ 500 - I065 West 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. VTE 3IA 
Clearance Number: 709.019-015 
TERRACE/KITIMAT 
DALLY HERALD 
• , , ;  - . :~ . ' :  
"Some hockey players 
can't be completely stop- 
ped," he says. 
In seven years of WHA 
play, no team has rallied 
'from n 3-1 deficit to win a 
semi.flual or final series. 
In fact, the 1977 cham- 
pionship ser ies -  when 
Quebec defeated Winrflpeg -- 
was the only final ever to go 
seven games. 
"It's definitely an uphill 
struggle. But then it's been 
that way since the series 
started," says Sether. 
He denies the Oller~,z~.us~. 
grab and hold .t~vo-g ,o~.l~d~ 
if they want to neat th~"3~l~. 
"Our team is ca .pa.ble of 
coming back, espe.~.~'P'llyi?d 
we get some colls~tdffl~: 
refereeing pnd: : -~o!~ v 
breaks." - .:, .:-'~ c~ 
SPECI /  " - 
'til May 24,1 
CR-320 Elite 30" wi~ 
oven tinier. Reces 
elements with 1 
Removable oven dc 
RF8-13 Satellite 13.5 cu..ft. CaPacity F re t '  " 
• Clear refrigerator.. 10.year. ,motor- 
compressor warranty, Fresh food: 10,3 ~, '  
ft. Frown Food: 3.1 cu, ft. TWO 10-position 
adjustable Shelves. Butter compartmenL 
Two qlg trays and two ice trays. Rear 
rollers. New euerSy uv l~ lm~t im 
reduces operating cute. 
I0 YEAR GUARANTEE 
on motor  compressor  
- frost free mode ls  
Pair rag, 1110" 
G i b s m .  
OTHER IN STORE SPECIALS 
Kalum TV, Stereo & Appliances 
Kalum Electric Ltd. 
3234 Kalum St. 636-6,286 
=OR SKEENA . _ .  
I 
~L 
VO7'E 
ROD 
t OUSl i J  W 
ON MAY 22, 
? , ' . ; . , - ,  ! 
"!'~:5 
Paid lot by the !:ii!i: 
Skeena Pro | res | i~  
6 ~' t .  
0onservathe  ~:~': 
Organization ~ 
it' 
/ 
} 
q ' 
y .  
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"FRIDAY 
KiNG 
IN|C) 
6 psm,,to midnight 
3 CFTK 4 ICB~} 
• . . . . , r  o.ro. -'. 
• ._1~ :~ Burnett Squad Million 
News Hourglass Dollar 
' . .~ , 'V  145 Cont'd, Cont'd, Man 
21 6 :Is :30 
:4S 
7" :30 
. .8  ;; + 
..~. 
e 
Cent'd, 
Cont'd, 
Cant'd. 
Cont'd, 
SeatUe 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares 
i Dill rent 
,Strokes 
Speciel 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
Friday 
Movie 
"The 
Keegans" 
Cost'd. 
Cont'd, 
News 
Hour 
Conl'd. 
Cont'd. 
/~  . • . 
Delta 
House 
Circus 
Cont'd. 
All In Different 
The Family Strokes 
;Front Page Hello 
'+  ', +'  MRi RETAI R ICTVI ' (PS$) e e  
Mister 
Rollers 
,.l=lm ona l ly  Company 
• +.  • . 
' i ' i /  ~ -:++G :, ;" 
The Best of Challenge , Larry Week , ' ~ ,; - :. -.+~ .,,'+ .~'+;.::::v 
• : • . ' + , ; " .  -:++: 
__. . .+ ,,,+,, For ,,++d + , , - - , , . .  
_-'1 ' 30 Live The Cout'd, C o n t ' d . . :  . : ""+:. ;;" 
' V ,5 Volumell Stars Cont'd, ACE-KFI'[MAT '": Cont'd. • ' :: i , :  
q A ~ Steve To Be The Royal 
| • • ~5 Martin Announced Rockford Heritage 
1 • • ~ 30 Cont'd. Cont'd. Files Cont'd. ' 
Cont'd. Cont'd, ,,m, W a5 Cont'd. Cont'd, 
q q O0 News . " The CTV Austin ih~/im, 
a z : 1s Cont'd. National News City v - - - -  r -  - ~ - , 
1 1 30 Tonight Night News Hour Limits a nationwide Creative Newspaper Art Service, we have 
; I l l .  45 Show Final Final Cont'd. the essentia.l ingredients forbuiidingmorepowerfui, =la--h Id 
' ~z~ 00 Cont'd. I NBA ' better-looking and better selling ads. As a Stamps- 
-~  ~5 Cont'd. KoJak Late Cont'd. Show I Playoff Conhaim subscriber, we have .ihe advantage of top- 
1 B"  30 Cont'd. Cont'd, "Puppet on I Cont'd, flight advertising professionals at  our  fingertips to help I . . .  K..,,, 45 !Cont,d. Cont'd, A Chain" I Cont'd, 
SATURDAY 10 a,m, to 5 p,m, you .  " ' . . : .  
;i~ J,' :.s 
Fred & 
Barney 
The 
Jetsons 
Mariners 
Baseball 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Houston 
Open 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. '] 3 Satu+y Movie "Apache" 
145 Cont'd. 
4 ooo,. Cont'd. 
Another Ft, 
: ~s Ov View 
ads]  . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  [ r  Studio 
See " : ~" " : " : : : i  . .~ :  : ' . ,+ i '~ .  -~+~,~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dick ' :  ~ .; ' ' ~ i : ';+ ' ~:~ " .... . . . . .  
Cavett ,' . .  ,,+. . ' -~  '~'~*:  ~,r~: . . . . .  ." "' . . . . . . .  
MacNeII " . , : :: ;"; i~,~;~'; y~!~+'. :'+:++:~/:::~;:i~':++.:. 
Lehrer •. +. ..: ~,•: .. :.~+,. ++., ;. "+'+ ++::; .,]. , ,,+ .~:+  , . ,  
Garden .,. . - .+"  ' '- ; ;:.':,~:!'~ 
+,.m.uten ' + ": :;?+::•+/:~ + + ; :  + /:+i+i+++ +.+++  + 
' + + +~ • ' 
Wall St, . ,  '+: :: i ~.i • ,~: : '+  
Sesame 
Street 
to0 Huntley 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Sports- 
Week- 
End 
Cont'd. 
:ont'd, 
:ont'd. 
~nt'd. 
Coot'd. 
Cont'd. 
Circle 
Wild 
Kingdom 
Reach for 
The Top 
George 
Cont'd, 
Kidstuff 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Show 
Biz 
Feel 
Like 
Dancin' 
Cont'd, 
CIAO 
C0nt'd. 
McGewan 
& Company 
Kentucky 
Derby 
. I Cont'd. 
I Cont'd. 
Wrestling 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
World 
or 
sports 
Studio 
See 
Vegetable 
Soup 
Book 
Beat " 
Education. 
Cont'd, 
Footsteps 
('oot'd, 
Turnabout 
t'ont'd, 
Movie 
"Lavendar 
Hill Mob" 
i Cont'd. 
.. Cont'd. , 
Cont'd, 
The 
Originals 
Magic of- ' 
Oil Painting 
Thomas 
Remembers 
Filing 
L|ne 
Cont'd, 
Ceat'd 
/ 
# 
h 5:00  FP°rta ~ I Stanley I , ' " On May. 22 I Stan I vrevm i : ~5 Legends I Cup I Kann I And : 30 KING 5 Hockey You The : 45 News l Cont'd, Tell Us Pittaburgh n I \ ~: :~" e! +:;': + ; , 1 loot+ . . . .  I++,++,+++ ..... Cont'dl |H  oul:=' ' ~'"" 'l Classic I "" '~' ~":"~%'g+'~'~"+ News 
Animal Cont'd I Cont'd. I Julia I 
. :a5~ World " + ~ - + + - - ~  v o z e  o0 Wild Cont'd B,J. & I Nova I 
Kingdom. Cont'd' The Bear Cont'd. 
Gong Cont'd' Cont'd. Cont'd. 
45 Show Cont'dl Cont'd, , Cont'd, 
C,H,i.P,s. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
~5 Cont'd, 
B.J, 
. ~ and 
30 the 
Super- 
Train " 
Cont'd. 
as Cont'd, 
KING5 
News 
Saturday 
~S Night 
' "  
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
~S Cont'd, 
...,SJlND AY 
45 
4S 
45 
45 
' 45  
6 ,30  . 45  
, 45 
~ 45 
U 
. . . .  ., ,.<,., ~, 
• " t .  ; .  
i ql" q GO 
, {,! 1~ • 
i~ " oo 
~ / I  3o 
;~MIz m,-- ~s :~,  , , 
Hockey 
Special 
Old Timers' 
Hockey 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
National 
Prov, Affairs 
Night Final 
late Show 
"G.I. • 
Blues" 
Cont'd. 
Cnnt'd 
Whitecaps 
Soccer 
Vancouver vs 
San Jose 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
, Fantasy 
Island 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
CI'V 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late 
Show 
"Diamonds are 
The Two 
Bunnies 
Dad's 
Army 
Cross 
Country 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Sneak 
Previews 
Saturday 
Night 
Movie 
Cont'd. 
"A  
Case 
or 
progressive 
Conservat,ve. 
Legends 
Of Golf 
Sports 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
;Explorers 
Cont'd. 
Contenders 
Cont'd. 
Great Amer, 
Game 
Tony 
Brown 
Meet the 
Press 
KING 5 
News 
NBC 
News 
How 
Come? 
Wonderful 
World 
Of Disney 
Cost'd. 
Big 
Event 
'Swashbuckler' 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
College 
Sports 
Inc. 
Cont'd. 
KING 5 
News 
Five 
Star 
Movie 
'Legend of 
Cougar 
Canyon' 
Country 
Canada 
Hymn 
Sing 
V.I.P. 
Cont'd. 
Gallery 
Cont'd., 
Music , 
To See 
Where' the 
Sky begins 
Special 
Cont'd. 
Man 
Alive 
Bugs 
Bunny 
Cont'd+ 
Cont'd. 
World of 
Disney 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
i 
The 
!Beachcombers 
Loto 
i Canada 
Cant'd, 
Cont'd, 
Three's 
Company 
Dallas 
cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Temlseamtni, 
Quebec 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
National 
Nat. Bus, 
Night Final 
Late Show 
"Sail a 
Crooked 
Ship" 
i Cont'd, 
Terry 
Winters 
Sunday 
Theatre I 
"Second 
Chance" 
Cont'd, 
Cost'd+ 
Sunday + 
Theatre I1 
'McMillan 
& Wife 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Question 
Period 
Untamed 
World 
Show 
Biz 
News 
Hour 
Travel 
'79 
Osmond 
Family 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
CTV 
;Movie 
"Rollerc~aater" 
Cost'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cost'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Stan 
Ksnn 
crv  
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late 
Show 
'*Chisum" 
Cont'd.,, 
Washington 
Week 
Global 
Paper 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Global 
Paper f
Cont',d. 
Cont'd, 
Global 
Paper 
Frankie & 
Johnny 
Royal 
Heritap 
Cent'& 
Cont'd, 
German 
Soccer 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Life 
Around Us 
Close to 
Home 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
• Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Cont'd, 
Cost'd. 
~e 
Prhoner 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Sunday 
News 
Sunday 
Movie 
'"there's 
A Girl 
In My 
Soup" 
Sponsored by the Progressive Conservative Party of Canada. 
178 Queen Street, Ottawa, 
g=*l 
? , ,  , . f  i -  
• , + 
• + 
• /2 
• . ' i :.- • . ~ , • 
: ; l, 
~:~[  (J[,~J~ d" l~t~ . . .~  ~ The Prime Minister and "makebelieve. Ted Follows drama series, Sussex Drive. 
his wife take a stroll outside and Patricia Collins star as The series; which began last 
their residence at Sussex Prime Minister Macdonald fall, soon gained national 
l d Drive. The Setting is real, Coleridgeand his wife Julle attention and: 13 new ea_er  ~t  ::;,~rthoy'reonly :;,~ on th~. .W~kly  ~CBC~ RAdio. ~dpisdcJ~were aired. 
~"'" " .~h " " - '  ~'i!", '. ~i i " ~i ( ' ,  ~ .? '~i ~-~ !~..-'! ,~'~~" 
Low budget f i lm a sleeper 
' CANNES, France (CP)-- was screened Thursday at Secure de la Saints Famille Week. And it was pr_educed 
A charming low-budget one of seven films ehemm (The Little Sisters of the for just $90,000, less than the 
documentary by a ~ new worldwide by a committea of Holy Family) from Sher- Canadian Film Development 
Quebec woman director id French film critics during a brooke, Que., the docu- Corp. is spending at the film 
getting attention inthe front- special part of the two-weck mentary is a remarkable festival on news releases, 
• ranking Critics' Week at the 
, Cannes international f hn and second films by un- ~ T-shirts pushing Canadian 
..~ , ,•,  
+ " The' Herald, Friday, May 18, "1979, ~ig9 |3 
Terrace group to tour here  
Members of Terrace L!ttle' . This year, the festival is 
Thcatre will be travelling to not a competitive program .Mr*****~k*****~c'k~k*~k***dr*'A****** q~ 
'Vancouver to present the and will use a showcase " I  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ # ~  
Skeena Zone entry 'qsadora format. Elaine Fleiach- 
and G.B." at the Theatre •mann, one member of the ; 
B.C. annual drama festival cast said the festival "is a i 
June 5 to 9. 'I~e piny/ which can be' lovely week." "Amateur • theatre is a hobby for all of 
seen by Terrace residenis on us," she c0ntinued, "andthe ~ Hidden somewhere In thOL  [ 
Friday, June 1at 8:30 p.m. at festival is a' chance to get 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, as together and exchange ideas l ¢ . J  - 
partofthe"Win~er'sCircle" with people from all over ~ paper amtwo ]'ormeo 
presentation, is not the first B.C." 
play the Terrace group has About l0 members of the ~ phone numbers. 'Z 
performed in the annual Little Theatre will he  . | festival. In. 1976, when making the trip. P or- Terrace hosted the Theatre formances of all entries will Find them, and if one is yours you've 
B.C. festival, Terrace won beheld Tuesday to Saturday won. 
/'best play" in a competitive at 8 p.m. at the Centennial Pick up your tickets at the Herald--~ 
program. That year, they Theatre in North Vancouver. office~ 3212 Kalum St. , 
performed "A Streetcar During the daytime 
Named Desire", which workshops are scheduled for [ ~  
starred ElaineShepardand representatives from the 10 I IT S iLL  HE l lE  
was directed by Robin zones in the province who ~ ' 
McColl. will be attending the festival. 
N d pi di i ote  artist es  gourmet dining ~. 
TORONTO (CP) -- Con- the coveted Rose Bowl at the' ' :~ 
cert pianist Sheila Henig, annual Kiwanis Music ~.~, . . , , , . ,A  ? : '" 
whose international tours Festival in Toronto. Shethen ~ .... 
were acclaimed by critics in switched, to piano and won entertainment, :, 
the united states, Europe many awards. 
andCanada; hasdiedat age In 1954, she was a con, dancing :=~=~: 
44. testant in the Miss Canada 
Bornin Winnipeg, shewas beauty pageant. ~ ' ' ~  ¢" "~ 
a prodigy in spelling by the She is survived by her hue- ":~ 
age of two. By the age of four. band~ William Sydney, two ~ : .ii' 
she turned to tap dancing children, her father and a enter ta inment ,  ': !:i 
and her parents took her to sister. .~: ' 
Hollywood to audition for Metropolitan Toronto . . . .  dancihg,~ . . . . . .  
Eddy Cantor. Police said Wednesday that' , Tuesdays , . .  amateur ,  nile 
He told them she was Miss Henig's body was found 
talented but suggested they Tuesday at the wheel of her . Thursdays ... dance contest 
take her home and let her car with the engine running - Prizes .., both  nites ::--~ 
mature normally, in the garage of her home. ::.. ii 
Miss Henig began her She had been depressed for ~ " "  , - , .  ; : i . ~  ~- !  
career as a singer and won some time, police said. ,~ 
conventions, ! 
meetings, : 
weddings :, 
• w wiLioUivou ! 
TO THE BEST ... H$8-8141 
.¢ 
i Teve 
.~ .1¢ 
4720 LAKELSE AVE, PHONE 638-81111.1( 
SHOWING AT 8 P.M. i* .4( .g 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
MAGnO"= ' ~'"" :" :; i 
l ; ~ :  'i 
: i~ ~ THE WILD GEESE i 
:4( Matinee 2 p,m. i :~ 
May IU festival dedicated to first film in many ways. hotel suites and promotional i 
COME STAY WITH US 
festival, known directors. It's both the only docu-" movies, at FNGLISH BAY near STANLEY I'A RK .... 
LeaServantesduBonDieu Portraying the lives of mentary and the 0ely The film, by director i,Jb'eautifuldowntownFANCOUVER ~ BLACK GE~UTY 
(The Handmaidens of God) members of Lee i~etites Canadian film for Critics' Diane Letourneau, 36, gives 
• . , • ; ' the viewer a peak into the . • "g~ ' '4c~ 4  
~kTlL'~/'l N~TAI~' I~  AD ] r~L  "~ , lives'of the sisters whose TOLL.FREE 800.268-8993 4( ' "~ ~ 9 p=m= "~:  
j~'J~aU,/V~Jl~J[~/-JI.J[1LJ[~JE~ : : , order was founded in 1880, 1755 DAVIE STREET VANCOUVER B.C. V6G lW5 4( • ' ;- ', "k 
" .... . . . .  ' "" ' • ' ,, dedicated to the servceof .rELEPHON =`  ,_,=,,, ._....~, . . .  ~ May 13-1S . !! i~* 
l r  • •  1 ::  1 , priests. • ~ . . . .  .K 
[] . l i lZ 'd l~  Q i " l kQd ' l  l~d ' lk~[Z la l~"  While other nuns care for "1( BOOK HCGERS un the  2§ th  UEHTQf, 
J Ld l i  i ' l k11~ ~ JK.JF~/,4,qL4t I l i l~ . JW y l I L j  the sick or teach in their 
• ' schools, Los Petit~ Soeurs L'~e~'~'~r'~6"~'~"~6"~r:'~'~AN~'~"~4~J ~* May 20.22 CHEOKEUED FLAG '~ * 
MADRID (AP)'-- At 9:18 school and celebrated the handled as ajuvenile, cook meals., for priests, do ~ . /  f . . _ ~ ~ .~ ~ i~  
on a mild April night, four memory of Adolf Hitler in Police also raided the ~e!r, mu.n~.y, was.n t.,oors p ~d ~ ¢~fA~ld  ~ '~ ~ Z 
teenagers chased 18-your-old the Spanish capital's main headquarters of the illegal an.~. aoa|~ me me ma.~ casks ~,~ .~ ~ '  r.,.....-~, g 23-26., Mature  i:" 
Andrea Gareta into a side square. . Nationalist Revolutionary w mcn ge.pt preso.ytemes.anu ~ ~ ~ 
8treet es he loft a movie and Although Garcta was a Youth(JNR)andarreatedl0 ore.or cnurcn msutuuons , I I ~ .~ THE B ig  FIX ' :! ! '~ 
stabl~ him to death, communist sympathizer, his members, including the going, f_ IB -~ .~ ; i: 4( 
They did it, they told pursuers didn't know that leader of. the movement, We sea these tinyladies_ - -  ~ ~ 
police, because they didn't When they left him birding Juan Rubm Gomez, 18. the average age of the 8~0 ~ ~ ~ **********************  *******drd{  
of their Nazi ann hands. 'Spaniards, the killing was have between 200 and ~ white habits working as ~ ~ t] 
A few days earlier, gangs another sign that law and members in Madrid. About shoemakers, jewellers,  ~ - 
of black-Jacketed youths order was falling apart in the .same. n.um.ber .are print~rsahdenoksproviding ~ 
attacked Shops owned by postFrsneo Spain. memners ot a slmmr group for their fellow members and ~ I* 
Jews, waded into an anti- • To others, it was new and in Ba'rcelo.na,. the Spanish we hear them describe in (~ ~ 
nuclear demonstration with disturbing evidence that the Club of Frtenas 'of Europe. simple terms their daily f~ = . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
clubs and chains, stormed fascism of Gen. Francisco Throughout Spain, memoers work. ' :t ~,~,~,~%%~' bZ4-ZbZI or bZ4-&~:~ 
the Madrid University law France, who died in 1978, is of nee-Nazi grou.pa re es- To gain their trust, Ms. Le- ~ ~O~V~.,N ~,,,,, w.,,~,~s,. 
' floqrishing among some of timated to total spout 1,000. tourneau lived with the .t, A t~~e. ,~Nt~~~t~. .9~P. . .~At ,  q 
"It J|" • £'~ l r l r  ' Spain's youth. BlasPinar, political leader congregation for three - ' . 
EVIl ] ]~1~lB ' l  To Madrid's Jewish of Spain's ultra-right, says months before shooting took ' . 
. " ' ' "  " . '~ '~""  community of 3,000, Nazi his New Force party, which place in March 1978 and 
__ . ' flags,'armhands and attacks won one seat in the 350- there was a special av'ant- / ' f  , l ' t  I~  IP , 'N~Nt 
~[ [ f~n41.1~ --something that did not member lower house of premiere for the sisters lnst I I  _,d~. k ~ I ~ .41 lb .  ~ 
~J I .~ ,¢UJL  happen in France's time --  parliament "has never had fall. They all loved the film. In 4~k ~[~,[[~JklkJk [~d~ ~J~JP~ I1[ 
are not just a reminder of anything to do with those Finally, what remains for [ |  ~KNk.]b~"- ,~',.~._~"~AW'J'~ | [  
- -~ . .~ l .~  Hitler's Third Reich, They Nazisoranyothergroupthat theviewer is tho remarkable l |  M, v ~. ,~q~,~,~ v I I  
~p{[~[[ , ] [~k.~ bring back memories also of uses violence." ! simplicity and happiness of I | I I~~"~f / ' f~ ,  | [ 
another historic force of But the JNR appears to the nuns, something which I II ,~ ,~[ , /~k-~ l~,~/~.~ II I 
NEW YORK (AP) -- fllan antiSemitism, the Spanish enjoy supportandmoney Ms. Letourneauherseltsays I I  ~'q:.~.:~P'~ 11 
Aids ts an actor. Hawkeye Inquisition, which drove the from influential sources, she found disturbing.. [ |  ~ ' . ~ y  | [  
Pierce is an Army surgeon. Jews from Spain in 1492. Before the midtown "It's troubling because I m ~ , T ~ _  ~-=. . . . . . . . . . . .  I I 
The two of them have some Not until the 1960s were zelebration of Hitler, it they're not unhappy. They're l |  THE i~Sr~U~U~I" FOR ALL THE FAMILY ! I I 
advice for new doctors. Jews able to worship openly plastered the area with 5,000 .very charming and very . . . .  . 
• "Tne . . . .  nea¢l" none-- m" con in Seain !~.  illegal posters and put them warm. , . ~ --"" ~t l~ ~ l 
. . . . . . . .  " Marcus Emergu[, a up in broad daylight. The film closes on a sad 
nee=co to me heart Done . . . . . . . .  - -  Seanish Jew who has bcen in Ruble Gomez, the JNR note with the funeral era  CN~ ann non z let mem come ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  business in Madrid for 22 leader, said his group s member. Funerals are 
I:OOO- UANADIAN | a art "" Ales tOlU me charter ~ad'.-'ttng class of Colhm years, says his stores are a copy of that.of community is common in the 
bta Universi""s Colle'e ~ under police protection the Communist Party, winch as the average age climes B OONglT IONEU-  
. . . .  t~ . . a became of attacks by riuht- now is legal and therefore and 'with the end of re- | ynySlclans anu ~urgeons ,, - " ,, . . . .  . . - -  late. Butitthesegangsstart the govern ,m, entwillhaveto cruitment in the last 15 ~( -AIR 
weaneaoay, to give us a hard time we wili recognizens esalegitimate years, the community ap- ~ -UIIIIII6 LOUNGE- 
Aids, 43, --  who plays Dr. pack our suitcases and go." political party, pears doomed to disappear. 
Pierce on television's Whet has me worried is Government officials say But when asked about he 
popular M-A-S.H -- was the way they march with there is no chant:e of that, future one petite soeur ~ -HUSIHES$ LUNOHE$- ii::[ 
dloeen to speak at tom- impunityin the streets," 10ut they willnot explain why replles with optimism: "I'm ~ - - -  Men.  to  F r i .  11 ,m -2  pm ,i'..| 
mencement by the students, says anoiher Jewish leader. Pinar and.his followers are not worried. Ood will 
Hewaareeelvedwarmiyand "Polite'certainty are co- allowed to violate the provide." 
made an honorary member operatlng~wlth the extreme government inban on The film has been PJ ~ ITN T I - i l TR~ 1 ] a.m.-12 - "~a 
of the 139-member class, right. There has.been no demonstrating uniforms, screened in art cinemas in ~, Ju~, . 'aaaua , t~, .  p . su  
Alda noted.he hod few interesttngolngafterthose With the blue'shifted Quebecandprobablywillbe t - ~ ! "~ 
qualifications to speak at a guys." ¥ouhg Guardbf France and seen shortly on Radio- FRI. ,& SAT. 11 a.m. -,2 a.m : 
prestigious medical s, chno l . .  The police arrested the other ..right-wing Qupbec and Ontar io  [ _ l J  '~ ~ .~' '~ 
In the first place, I m not tour teen.agora who killed organtzauons patrolling, educational television, which 
a.great fan of bleed. I dent young Garcia and brought Pinar led tens of thousands both helped finance the 4643 PARK AVENUE PNOUE |=16-Glli 
mind nsonie's havir.¢ it. I indictments against three of in a march through Madrid a production. Other financing 
jnatdon~-;t'enJoyseei~them them who were 16, The week ago to celebrate The came from the Canadian 
t
wear it," he said. fourth, being 15, will be Day of the Fatherland. Film Development Corp. 
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/i •' TO CELEBRRTE OUR 
/ 
GRANI) 
PRIZE 
DRAWS 
" 64TH RNNIVERSRRY 
I I  
FLuS 
*]I 
BE SURE YOUR• 
ENTRIES RRE IN 
7 
p.... 
I • . . . , . " . . .  . . ,  . i ,  ' 
I 
o 
'O-SO-GOOD' 
BRAND 
REGULAR 
VARIETY 
IPOUND v;~u% 
OVERWAITEA 
HOT DOG or 
HAMBURGER 
VARIETY 
"1 
PER 
PKG 
ROYAL CHINET BRAND ~,~;~,o~[ ~NC. 
DINNIIll PLATES I~  
FRENCH'S PREPARED 
MUSTARD   z.79 
PICNIC REGULAR or PINK 
LEMONADE 
2 
12.5 FL OZ, (  
TINS 
SALADA ORANGE PEKOE 
TEA BAGS 60" PER PKG 
NOVELTIES 
YOGURT ON A STICK - -  RASPBERRY or ORANGE 
or DINGBATS - -  CHOCOLATE COVERED 
VANILLA AND FUDGE 'NEW AT OVERWAITEA' 
6 1 
PER 
PKG • 
/ /  
NALLEY'S BRAND GRILLTIME BRAND McLAREN'S BRAND ~ 
POTATO Barbecue wuuuum 
or HOT DOG CHIPS 
ASSORTED VARIETIES 
BRIQUE 
10 LI 
BAG 
RELISHES 
12 
JAR 
~r 'q 
L 
tookAfterYou rove It 
. -  , .  , . . . .  . . , . .  
t 
" . . . . . .  i ;~:~:~*~ 
. . . .  ;~  
• , . '~ ,  . . . . . . T - ' .~ .  / / . . /  , . . ,  : "  , ,  i~  ~ 4 , . .  * . . -  
• . , f . 
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LE E PWALICER 
" : i;•: .~" 
9P,M.-  12 MIDNIGHT 
,Sizzling HotSpecials 'FRIDAY 
9P.M.- MIDNIGHT 
, . 'i,L ~' !~i ~ y 
f._ s,,,i 
P 
Everyone's a winner with the many 
Sup_er Hot Specials,i, ..... .~,.. Tou.n 
READY-TO-EAT 
HAMS 
FRESH 
BROCCOLI 
McCORMACKS 
COOKIES 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
O-SO'GOOD 
HOTDOG 
~E.,.:i $1 49 I 
OLD DUTCH 
POTATO 
CHIPS, 
C 
BOX 
7-UP OR ¸  
rEr  
C 
BOTTLE 
(plus deposit) 
OVERWAITEA 
Medium 
O-SO-GOOD" 
BACON 
M HOt ? d~ ystery ,/lot 
\ \P r i ce  Mystery  , @ 
,~ Price .~ 
~ ,  ~ _  ~:"  
B.C. SPARTAN 
SPARERIBS I APPLES 
*139 
PER LB. ~LBS. 4 
DAIRYLAND 
2% MILK Utre 
Mystery 
Price 
FRESH 
HOT HOUSE 
/lot 
Mystery 
Prices 0 
PRIZES TO BE WOHZ 
Best dressed customer, funniest dressed customer 
& many spot prizes. 
Come & join the Overwaitea and mall  staff in the 
biggest pajama party ever in Terrace• 
IDON'T MISS IT! a . Q  
O~ 
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FEATURE H O M E  O F  THE WEEK The basemen[ as in most RV-pla+ns is at grade level in the reaFr~,,~,¢,, 
This, of .course, gives you a covered patio under the sundeck f0~cr ; ,  
use' when the sun is too hot ol: When It Is raining. Fenced n, d|.:=. 
by would make a wonderful outside play area for very.young..¢t~tldren. 
TYNAN DES IGN LTD.  f I 
• v , " 1208 SO, FT.: . 
I ,A  ~'~ '4.', " "  " • . ,~ . . . ,  > ~ . . . .  :,:..:,:,~: ; '  
, i t , .  ~,~ ,.,, ;e  ~ .~ '~ 
~++~ '" .I.' '. ,~--- .. .. 
PLAN NO. RV-411 
~ E "--'-IE'-,~,,' .... 
F-- i 
 i;i?J 
I( ..... J 
• i .  • i . , "  • 
An 85-ft. wide lot would suit this lovely little rear view home very ' "  "1;7 ~': ,~+, . .  ~ '. ....... , (Unfinished) - • 
h c i ~  ~, . , ' .  =-  nicely. ;'..O" ~,, , . ~ ,  ; . . . . .  
h/  " .  r ~  ~,=•e r l . l L ,  |oo .  
plal~ can b!.= modified to your indivldu!A requir?menls; 
- " ORDER COUPON 
TO: TYNAN DESIGN LTD• "' 
13659-  108th AVE., SURREY, B.C. V3T 2K4 
PHONE ORDERS: (604) 581-$722 
MCCOLL  
'~REAL ESTATE SERVICES 
A~J~ McCOLL (Notary/Public) 
635-6131 
3239-.,0+ KALUM STREET 
HOUSE PLANS UNDER 1800 SQ.  FT. 
Please send one set of Plan No. (', $65.00 
I I Additional sets to original (. $10.00 each .... 
P R H B H  g f i H R R I ~ , , , , , I T D _  i 5 set ECONOMY PACKAGE (includes first set) $95,00 "" . ...... l ~.&..~JI 
5% sales tax (B.C. only) ................... 
Postage and handling $ ..3...0..0. ...... 
(if C.O.D..desired-add $1.30) ..... ~ .............. 
total'~lmoljnt~.o}..qPLeque or money order i~nd coupon 
il 
I 
1 
Acreage -- 2 bedroom l
country home on 22 acres 
I 
beautifully situated on 
Kllby Road, New Remo. 
Large tilled garden, ex- 
cellent soil, large barn & 
chicken coop. For details 
call Dick Evans. 
IS GARDENING YOUR 
THING? 
Here is almost ~/~ acre with 
a great garden area & 
established fruit trees. 3 
bdrm. older home. 3807 
Marshall St. on the bench 
has been reduced to 
$31,000. 
2 Storey duplex located on 
double lot 144x125 in 
Thornldli. 3 bedrooms, full 
basement, stoves and 
fridges included. To view 
call Dick Evans. 
READY FOR FAMILY 
Well constructed split level 
home with over 1200 sq. ft. 
of living area, carpeting, 
patio doors to a rear 
sundeck, covered front 
entrance, ensuite plum- 
bing, easy care exterior 
aluminum siding, gas heat 
and hot water, attached 
carport and this home is 
located in Caledonia 
Subdivision. To view phone 
Rusty Ljungh. 
ACREAGE IN DUTCH 
VALLEY L 
9.57 acres with 3 bdrm.' 
mobile home wit'~ addition. 
23'x30' barn, 20'x30' 
garage. Land is call 
cleared. $32,500• 
AVE.••CENTRAL FOR 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
Attractive family home, 
lawh, trees and shrub- 
s...sundeck. Double car- 
port...fenced and land- 
scaped rear yard. For an 
appointment to view call 
Rusty or Bert at 635-5754. 
JUST OUT OF TOWN 
Large 3 bdrm. full bsmt. 
home on 2 acres. Large 
kitchen with plenty of 
cabinets, bdrms., living 
room etc. are nicely car- 
peted. Excellent condition. 
$52,500. Call Bob Sheridan. 
Drive-Inn Restaurant. 
Good location, modern ew 
equipment, newly 
decorated. Basement 
storage area. Large 
parking lot. For further 
information call Dick 
Evans, 
, IA  i l i i i 
NEAT AS A PIN 
Compact bungalow, with 3 
bedrooms, 4 ~e. bath, 
laundry room, oil furance 
with an air cleaner, at- 
tractive brick fireplace, 
carpeting, located on just 
under a ~& acre of property 
and including a guest 
cabin, workshop and a 
double concrete block 
garage. For viewing phone 
Rusty Ljungh. 
EVENING 
PHONES 
JOHN CURRIE . 625-5865 
BOB SHERIDAN • 43S.2444 
DICK EVANS . 635-7068 
NEW LISTING - 4021 YEO 
ST. 
3 bedroom, full bsmt., 2 
fireplaces, 4 bdrm. bsmt., 
rue room, sauna, bathroom 
in bsmt., nat. gas heat. 
Double carport 
reasonably priced at 
$58,000. Call Bob Sheridan. 
ATTRACTIVE 
CATHEDRAL EN- 
TRANCE 
Over 1200 sq. ft. of living 
area in this well kept home 
with wall to wall carpeting, 
eating area in the kitchen 
as well as a dining space, 
finished laundry in the 
basement, concrete rear 
sundeck, and a carport 
located on a landscaped lot. 
For viewing phone Rusty. 
Attractive 3 bedroom 
bungalow in a new sub- 
enclosed $ ................... " 
HOUSE PLAN BOOKS AVAILABLE, EDITIONS 14 & 15 
Please send one of the above books (,~ $2.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(circle choice) or send both'books., $3,50 per set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Add 50c postage per ;0ook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cheque or money order and coupon enclosed, $ ............ 
"NAME 
ADDRESS 
~ CItY PROV. CODE 
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Tips on Building Outdoor 
Patio 
Probably no home-im- 
provement prospect has 
such wide appeal as instal- 
ling an outdoor patio. It can 
udd much to family (und 
guests') pleasure, during the 
pleasant" outddbtsy months 
The handyman house- 
holder or professional has 
the choice or mdny building 
materials. 
Slender concrete patio 
block is 'available in sizes 
and colors that lend them- 
selves to many pattern com- 
binations. A mixture of sizes 
achieves a flag-stone ufl'cct, 
while units in difl'ei'cnt 
colors create u checker- 
hoard pattern. 
In ,nstalling.a patio, its 
boundaries arc marked off 
and the soil, is excavated ~,o a 
depth that will accommo- 
' [ date a 2-inch layer of sand 
division, with an old brick [ with the conct:etc blocks laid 
fireplace, good quality on top. . 
= carpeting, double windows 
[ and the property is land- [ With patios shutting the 
I soaped in lawn. Beautiful |' house, a slope of about I 
I view of the mountains in a | inch per 15 I'cct will assure 
| new subdivision fully | proper rain run-olT. Some 
| serviced with underground i installers lay blocks on edge 
| services, storm drains, | around ihc patio boundar- 
i paved road, etc. i i es  before leveling ofl" the I 1' sand and layingthcbhlcks *', ;:~.~:,'~ in a preplunncd pattern, 
starting from one corner. 
When I'inishcd, loose sand is 
sprinkled over the surlhce 
and swept into the' cracks• 
A good pain! job depends 
Thornhill...CMHC flesh: 
cing avallable...on this 
three bedroom home. 
Rura l  l i v ing . . . l ower  
taxea...good garden soil. 
For an appointment to view 
phone Rusty or Bert at 635- 
5754 EVENINGS 635- 
61421..days. 
I 
BERT LJUNGH . 625-5754 
RUSTY LJUNGH - 591-$754 
on the right si/e and t.xpe of' 
brush for the task in hand. 
For painting~large areas. 
a brush that is 41: to 5 inch- 
cs ~ide tqll speed your ~ork 
and produce goad results. 
l-'or narrow strips, such as 
those on ~indows• use a 
round one-inch sash brush. 
For trim und most wood- 
~ork. you'll find a I I. Io 2- 
i,ch hrush h:mdicst. 
" .  o , 
. -  1 • . " -  
' '  . '~ ' "  ~ • . 
" : ' T , , ,  
H~VE IT BOTH WAYS Comfort and cmc can be jo.urs, even m a one-roo~" 
apartment. =f you use a htt e ngenmty m furmshmg your hrmtea space.. 
i 
" " iExcellent well constructed 
" ~triplex in top conditim. 
Very suitably located near 
schools and hospital. All 
units with bedrooms up• 
! rooms and modem kit. * chens with dining area. Metal storage shed for each unit. Very nice 
=-:,,, garden area• Listed ex- 
elusively for $130,000. 
I 
63'xi09' lot zoned R2- Vacant. Faces lower Little Park. 
Listed M.L.S at $30,000. 
~ Rural Homestead 'in Rnsswoud area. 80 .acres 
with good view of Goat 
l~ l  "~ i i~Y~j iT t [~ l lMounta in .  Severdl acre~ 
, ~' '~l i , ,~,~.  ~, i ,~ '~learedandsome readyfor 
•  d.om 
~ ~ J ~ l l ~  residence with large 
~ ~  I -'~.~lll~country-style family area. 
~ ~ W o o d  stove. Listed ex- 
clusively at $32,000. . 
Rosswood acreage, Large parcel with 200' of lake 
frontage. Good road access. Much of acreage in 
hillside. Listed M.L.S. at $33.500. 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. OOO qw|la*'e''A'e" 
4619 PARK AVEHUE, TERRACE, B.0. V8R 1V5 
I~Xceptionally attractive 3
bedroom home on Yen St. 
Features many extras. 
Completely finished up and 
downstairs, New carpets. 
Fpr details call Horst or 
Chrletel Oedliuski. 
O~er 1100 sq. ft,, 2 bedroom 
home. Extra bedroom, 
bath & ree room in 
!basement. Some flnkhing 
needs to be done. Located 
on Davis Avenue. Asking 
$52,000. Call Horst ~r 
, Christel Gedlinsld. 
Good rut"re and present 
investment. Modern 3 
bedroom home, 1188 sq, ft. 
Close to high schools• 
Basement suite with own 
electric meter. Call 
Chrlstel or Horot Godlinski. 
Large lot on Skeena Street 
with a 5 year old 3 bedroom 
house. Call Judy, 
Cute cabin on acreage. 
Only 5 miles ,from town. 
Has power and own water 
supply. A good opportunity 
to start your own 
homestead. Listed at only 
$23,000. Call Chrlstel or 
Hoist Godlinski for more 
details• '" 
Look~ 
S acres with cabin- Old 
Bemo Rd. , 
80 acres and Improvements 
. Rosswoed. 
Older home on 2 acres . 
ltaugland Avenue 
Almost new home on 5 
acres - Old Remo Rd. 
For more information call 
Horst or Christel Godlluski. 
if you are tired of renting, 
why not buy this com- 
fortable 3 bedroom home 
with an acorn fireplace. 
Call Judy. 
I I , 
Ideal, for the start ing 
couple. Side by side duplex, 
Live in one and let the other 
make the payments. 2 
bedrooms each, wall to 
wall carpets, Very • clean, 
Asking $42,000. MLS. 
Phone Horst or Chrlstel 
Oedllnski. 
l~oldng for a first home or 
retirement living? This 
three bedroom home offers 
two four piece baths, 1152 
sq. ft. and a quiet rm'al 
setting. Asking $32,000 and 
open to offers. Call Kelly 
and let's discuss your 
New home on acreage. 
Quick occupancy can be 
arranged in this 3 bedroom, 
ful l  basement home. 
Spacious kitchen and large 
dining room. Some 
flnisMng work has to be 
done yet. Excellent rural 
holding 10 miles from town. 
Asking price 151,000. Call 
Christel or Horet GodHuski 
for further details. 
New l i s t ing -  brand new 
home is nearing eom- 
pletiou and is available at a 
reasonable price. Situated 
in Caledonia Subdivblon. 
Call Murlel for more In- 
formation. 
New Ilstingt Two storey 
home located on semi.Hew 
lot on bench. 3 bedrooms, 
family room, 2 fireplaces. 
Muriel has more .in- 
formation. 
i i  
2 bedroom rural home on 
approxldmtely 2 acres of 
cleared land. Asking 
130,000. Call Zena for more 
details• 
III II 
Phone Judy for in- 
formation on this family 
home. Fully fenced yard 
has area with a playhouse 
Horseshoe area three 
bedrooms, full basement, 
two fireplaces and at- 
tached carport• Paved 
street and treed tel Asking 
A home for young and old 
alike! Three bedrooms, l½ 
baths, , carport and 
basement. Locllted in a 
rural setting and asklag 
$32,000. Call Kelly for your 
home needs. 
Almost new S bedroom 
house on 5 acres located on 
Old Remo Rd. Sehoul bus 
service. Asking ;Qa,0o0. 
Call Horst or Chrintel 
Gedlluski. MLg. 
17 acres of land for 
residential development, 
Ciese to town, scbooll and 
services. For more in- 
formation on this at- 
tractive property call 
| * *At ,  
this well kept 4 bedroom 
home will sell qulekJy. A 
new listing, the property 
features a full basement, 2 
fireplaces and a large 
fenced yard. Call MuRal 
needs. ,for the children, for more details. 
I i I 
LIST WITH REALTY WORLD - THE BUTER FINDERS 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSK I  -635.5397 KELLY  SQUIRES - 635.7616 
MURIELNEALE .63S-2944 CHRIsTEL  GODLINSK I  . 635.5397 
ZENA FRANCIS :  635-3913 
JUDITH J EPHSON - 638.1652 FRANK SK I  DMORE . 635.5691 * 
Fake ,memo 
sho,ws up here 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  A fake 
memo that" suggests that. 
police are going to disarm 
the . populaUon after 
Tuesday's general election 
has., been mailed ; f~n , 'Ot .  
taws to ~ i i  cl~bl fr~rc0ast 
to coast, .the ~CEihadian 
Wildlife, Fed~tl0fi~:~:sald 
Thursday, 
"The majority are taking, 
it seriously," Ken Bryuaert, 
e~ecutive director of the 
federation, said In an in. 
torvlew.. "It's.. turning,up 
from Vancouver to Halifax," 
The" -three-paragraph 
memo is dated Jan. 22, 1979, 
and bears the signature of. 
Police Chief Thomas Welsh, 
• But ' the . signature 
evidently was taken from 
another document and glued 
On, and the letterhead, also 
clipped and pasted on, is one 
that.hasn't been used by the 
p'olioe chief's office for 
several years, • 
Gun laws are ranked by 
politicians with capital 
punishment, abortion and 
obscenity as emotlonal 
issues, In a letter to the 
National Firearms 
Association at the outset of 
the eleetion campaign, 
Conservative Leader Joe 
Clark said that it was hls 
party that forced 
modification of .a bill. that 
Photnetaia mailed to fish 
and game cluM, skeet clubs, 
gun'collectors arid outdoors. 
groups acress Canada ap 
parently are calculated to 
throw suspicion ongun laws 
that came Into effect Jan. 1 
and that require anyone 
bayin~ a gun to get a 
firearms acquisition eer. 
tlficata from police, Police 
can turn down an applicant 
who has a history of criminal 
or pathological violence. 
The Natiohal Firearms 
Association, a ~m lobby 
group that opposed the new 
laws, last year circulated a
document suggesting that 
police, under the now. laws, 
would effectively disarm the 
pepulatton within five years. 
Welsh may have been 
singled out to become the 
author because he has been 
known as an anti-~un chief 
since, altor a high school 
shooting, he held an amnesty 
program in which citizens 
turned in hundreds of fire- 
arms for destfuetion by 
police. 
The federal government 
espied the amnesty program 
last fall, when 47,330 
weapons ranging from rifles" 
and shotguns to grenades 
and pistols were turned over 
to police across the eonntry 
for destruction. 
i 
/ . . 
, "  . .... il, 
• ' CREDIT CARDS 
HA BECOME A REAL ITY  
:TORONTO [ (CP) --  .... " Most ad~i~., with a R~ovew.. S..arv.icet lnc: 
Now that credit cards are .decent credit rating can oaten me vim who get  
a fact of life, Idde are -  get e~rge, cards ~or a cards .on ~t~.,~ .il~r~ula' 
I~.ln~ introduced to them person under 18, even if a.ccounl~ on t aoop. up 
alongwith ~the bh'de and that person isn't a son ,: the . l~.ymenm., m~ 
the bees, , , daughter. ' ~'omme to mane, ne sate. 
That's right - p iss~ The adult just has to he . Th. e ,,parents, ,. mean. 
for teeny.boppers. ' willing to foot the bllk, A waue, lust aren t aware 
More and more of the lot of parents get these of,!t.:.." . . . . .  
skateboard set are get. cards for children away . T.ney tmn~. t~.son or 
tin~ credit usrds on their a t  school . ,  oaugnmr has Kept St Up m 
parents' . accounts or The o~l l t  card Corn- i de.to. ,They're very sur- 
carrying around thei# panies, department • p~ea.  . . . . .  
parents' cards, Some stores and nil compaoles Tonyuerqua: couec~!~ 
even have their own say they donCt have large m.~.ager _ ox . ~.m~ 
charge accounts, say numbers, of lyoung card. uouecuonAgenctes, ,.to,, 
spokesmen for credit holders, but the numbers agrees, 
- - - - - , - .  - o . . . . .  t,,~ ~ " "The kids abuse it to a 
And what is the verdict And they claim they ve degree, They den t really 
on the new'yoanl~ sat of had  little abuse from know how to handle it." 
plastic money users? Junior consumers. He said some kids go 
Credit managers say 
most of the teens me 
eredlt well. 
Tean~gers under 18, 
"There haven't been 
many problems," said 
Leslie Burns, credit office 
manager'at Eaton's, "In 
my time in this pnsitiun I the legal age to, slgn a 
'eontract, Can't get credlt have only run across. 
at any department s ores .one," 
or with oil c0mpaniea, nor Some collection 
can they get their own .. agencies, however, have 
ChargexVlaa, American had a 'd l l fe rent  ca- 
• Express or . Master perience . . . . .  
Charge accounts. • "We find there's quite a 
But they ean get a card few problems," sa id  
souse on someone lse's Charlie Gilbert, credit 
account, manager of Ct:edit Card 
"hog wild" with their 
cards, especially when 
buying clothes. 
"When the time comes 
for the bill, it's gottou out 
of hand. It get~ to the 
stage where they've 
finished their line of 
credit. 
"The father will 
probably pound his son 
out and pay the bill, with 
usdragging it all the 
way." , 
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Farm land cuts have;:: 
st i f f  "" opposltlQ  some , , 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) - -  But a BCFGA spokesman spokesman for the Cal~d~[~ 
A city application to remove said producinglandwouid he Scientific Pol lut lon~!~i  
1,~30 acres from the lost if the exemption, was Environmental Co .~,~ 
provincial ngrleultursl land granted, He also said the Society (SPEC), sa t~ 
renerve'metstfffoppoaition fruit industry and the method of drawing up~.q~ 
at a public hearing Wed- financial future of the frull plan by seeking exe~p~ 
nenday from the British Co- packing houses would be'ad- from the agrioultura~l~dd 
lumbia Fruit Growers versely affected, reserve is wrong. ~ 
Glenmorc orchardkt J~  Sid Rowe, of the K e~wllllll~; 
Bulach said the BCFGAo Inter-Church comm"l[tee; 
Aeaociatlon (BCFGA) and 
environmental group~. 
0rebardiais who farm the 
area north of this OkauaKan 
city, told the hearing that he 
land has little agricultural 
value, while the asseciatlon 
and environmentalists said 
the exclusion thre~itenc 
viable land. 
The city's application to 
the B.C. Land Commission 
calls for the exclusion of five 
parcels of land ran~in8 in 
size from 27 acres to 092 
acres, At least 50 per cent of 
it now'iz being farmed. 
.Removal of the land from 
the reserve is part of the 
elty's proposed long-range 
development plan aimed at 
laying down guidelines for 
the location of future urban 
growth within the city. 
The main area disputed is 
a 692-acre block in the 
Glenmore Va l ley  and 
several Glenmore or- 
chardists told the bearing 
the land should be removed 
because it lies In a frust 
reasoning for opposing the said he questloned::::tl~e 
application was prompted by wisdom of  the appeal not 
greed, only because It means the 
"We. have frost out there loss of productive land but 
every year - -  even crop because the whole de- 
insurance doesn't help. All velopmentplan seems baaed 
we're doing Is subsidizing on taking the cheapest route 
the better fruit growing for the city, 
areas. "Fifteen years ago the city 
Another Glenmore or- thoughtitwascheaptodump 
chardist said he has heeome the sewage into the lake/"he 
so discournged" by loss of 
fruit to freat hat he has often 
contemplated cutting his 
trees down, a view 
frequently expressed by 
other farmers a t  the 
meeting. , 
Environmental groups 
said the city and the 
province cannot afford to 
lose any more valuable food- 
producing land and that it 
would lead to hi~her food 
prices. 
said, "But now we see that 
wasn't so cheap after all." 
Geoff Paynter, a Central 
Okanngun regional district 
director, said the city's 
appeal represents short- 
term economics it should be 
reconsidered. 
Kelowna alderman Bill 
Kane said the city's appeal Is 
one part of a planning 
exercise and the land 
commission-- not the city --  
will make the final decision 
Peter Chataway, on the exemption. 
I fd ndsf lif  I • The Canadian Red Cross SoSlety :! • l : ' '~ l  pocket, making much of tt became law this year. Clark In Ottawa, poller say the poor foi" agriculture, pr0misodathurongh review new laws Would • have -' 
o f  grin laws ff Conservative prevented a 16-year-old from I1 
g0v~rnment is elected, buying a cheap shotgun In 
• Welsh, who terms the 1975, to~ing it to school the 
menio a: fraUd, has ordered next day, and shooting 
~ifivestlgallon. It eame to several teachers and stu- 
hRl::iuttentlon, a week ago dents before killing himself.. .. ' a o,,.ve. , . .  . ,o MB REPORTS: The last in series f t7 
wl~n'the O~/tarlo Federation A similar incident occurred 
of. Anglers and Hunters ent the same year at a high " .~" .  ' , ~ , . ' "' • : 
17 !i • , - t . "  " . ; I , - . ,  ' ; *  " ' " . • , . ,  ' " • " " . 
a three  year  te rm i i:, : i i :  :)[/;:5. o 
/ SURREy, B.C, (CP) -- read extenaion in SurreY devloprili Walter after Link he 1,,7. Earl ier testimony " .' i:" '"'~'"i : • '. " i . . :  " " i ' 0 f  0 H r  . C  . [ .. : '( . :  : . ' i .  .:- : t : t l  
was sentenced in provincial showed that Link intended to : " ' ' [ ' ' " ! '  : . : . - • . . .. • ' ,  ,_.. l 
.courtyears Thursdayprison to three" build a sawmill on the site. . "" '~[" ' . 
. , , . .u ,~ ,,~-o,,~,~,,,, .~t.. ~ Crown prosecutor John " 
; ....... ~ . . . .  v,,-.,. . . . .  ,' Hall earlier told court that 
tormer~urrey mayoron a |.inl. stood to ~aln hundreds . . . . .  " i,-" .'. . .  !,. ,. - . . • . ; .  :~ .  : . "  ' ~ ~,..~ ,., 
land deal and other charges ~'~'~;,~,**.~1. ,  a~llu,.~ .~m • . : ' " i '~  . .  . i . "7  j • . .~  .~ , , ,~  " C -.[.:/' ? .  . . - "  ..... 
7 of fraud and possesaioa ,of [~'.'~,o-,~,~"i~i ~n"~rn~v 'tol-en~p'r°'po~tY'"-ud~e'.revme,a court ~ ' "'~l~'i~'a~iz"f'acin-g'-t'r[a'°n16 charges, some of them ' h/ace m i~.(, • "" Husband also toldLink,. . . . . .  . ,.: ~¢~g.]~ i l}~} "Llf~"" " d ' - " t  t the °'relatecL':t°' ' 'the Charges . . . ' -a t lR~/~t : !~ 
'tourlittle chargeS,hope he wouldteat nereformnan -.The judge noted in the' " . ~. ' ,  . " "  . . .q  ' . . . ! . .  ; . . . . . . .  " 
and eald Link had eriminai other fraud eharge that Link . .. , . . . . . .  . ,. . . . . . .  . 
connections of some had already repaid Edward 
magnitude. Pousart $35,000 in the hotel •"" It is the nature of the for'est industry that, "Wil l  this improve the well- ';.-.~{ 
Link was also sentenced to transaction and that Link . . . . . . .  . . " '. • " ~ i  
two terms of three years {o and his wife Pat owed $1.5 " to a lar e extent, we live where we work being of people in the community, #~ 
run concurrent after ad- million in land assessments. . ~ , ' ~-  
niitting to possessing bet- The charges followed a At  MB we beliwe that as good citizens we in the province?" It is a philosophy ~.,=,, 
ween $20,000 and $30,000 in 
Stolen property Including a 
t6,000 watch and a ring 
stolen in Paris. 
• In'addition, Link was sen- 
"tenced to s concurrent two- 
year term after pleading 
gusty to defrauding a Surrey 
businessman i the sale of 
theT.hompson Valley hotel in 
Yale, B.C. 
The Judge said Link had 
taken advantage of in- 
• formation about a land deal 
• leaked to him by Ed 
McKitka, a former mayor of 
• this selni-rural municipality 
kouthand east of Vancouver. 
He said Link used the 
information to try and buy 
property in advance of a 
lengthy investigation and 
RCMP raids on Vancouver 
area homes and businesses. 
Court was told there was 
evidence to eoannct Link and 
Surrey businessman Steven 
McGulre with the estimated 
$1 million robbery of Van- 
couver Safety Deposit Vaults 
in January, 1977. 
RCMP said transcripts of 
tapped telephone calls 
between the two men show 
they discussed the 
disposition of goods from 
that robbery. 
Five men were tater 
arrested at Vancouver In- 
ternational Airport and 
convicted of possession of 
stolen property. 
Trudeau is backing 
SALT negotiations 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Prime Trudeau refers to the Unlied 
Minister Trudeau has 
congratulated Presidents 
Carter and Brezhnev for 
finishing the once-dead- 
locked" Strategic Arms 
Limitations Talks (SALT) 
• ~ and said he hopes they will 
'continue the process with 
more negotiations, 
The letters, •made public 
today but sent from Van- 
eouver Tuesday, are iden- 
tical in content but have 
d i f fe rent  sa lu ta t ions ,  
Food 
prices 
,up little 
VICTORIA ,(CPI -- Food 
lCes In British Columbia 
reased marginally during 
April, the agriculture 
ministry says, 
The mlnistry's monthly 
survey found there was an 
over-all increase of 0,18 per 
cent during the four.week 
period which ended May 0 
with increases inpoultry and 
vegetables offset by declines 
in beef and pork, 
Prices currently are 8.7 
per cent higher than one 
year ago and ~3.7~ per cent 
Idgher then two years ago, 
States president as "Dear 
Jimmy" and the Russian 
leader as "President Brezh. 
nev." 
He sailed eomplellon ofthe 
second-round of SALT. 
negotiations an important 
step but said that even more 
significant Is "the 
recognition that he strategic 
dialogue between the two 
major nuclear powers is to 
be a continuing proeesa," 
"In the further round of 
negotiations which is 
planned, SALT III, I know 
you will carry forward the 
search for agreed reductions 
• . .  on nuclear weapons," he 
wrote, "The goal must be to 
end the competition for even 
more efficient means of 
destruction," 
Although the first SALT 
agreement limiting strategic 
weapons, signed by former 
president Richard Nlxon and 
Brezhnev in 197~., was due to 
expire In 1977, the 
framework for more 
negotiations was created by 
Brezhnev and Nixon's 
successor Gerald Ford at 
Vladivostok, U.S,S,R,, in 
1974, 
Each fide will police the 
other by using spy sateliltos 
and electronic eavesdrop- 
ping stations to ensure 
compliance with the treaty, 
• , - . ,  
• should help enhance the quality of life in 
the province. MB Place, our forest 
information centre at VanDusen Garden 
in Vancouver is our gift to the people of 
B. C ; , our contribution to a better 
understanding @the forest resource. 
"1~ a' l -} Place attracts thousands of 
IVID people every year. Many 
schools use it as a teaching facility. 
Other visitors find it a source of 
delight, mysteryl and information. 
Th~ centre is orle example of our 
commitment o British Columbia, 
but there are others. The company 
contributes to education, through 
bursaries and scholarships, helps the 
arts, sports, and charitable organiza- 
you can expect from this independent 
B.C. enterprise. We are committed 
particularly to. the communities in 
which we operate. Our people who 
live there devote a lot of time to 
community affairs. The company 
helps too, by providing funds for 
local projects: 
MB operations in the Lower Main- 
land and Vancou~,er Island are 
tangible evidence of the company's 
presence in British Columbia, but 
there's more to a company than mills, 
plants and logging shows. There are 
the people, and from their skills and 
efforts flow many benefits, including 
thriving communities, social ser- 
vices, taxes and purchasing power. 
When all of these are combined with 
MB's commitment o worthy causes 
it strengthens and enhances the 
quality of life in the province. 
MacMillan Bloedel has a place in 
B.C., and our roots are right here. 
I f  you would like )~tore information about 
MacMillan Bloedel, we'll be happy to 
send you some material. V/rite to MB 
' s impleA AREPORTS, 1075 V/est Georgia t,ons. ~ At MB we have a 
philosophy that helps guide us~~kStreet ,  Vancouver, B.C. VSE 3R9.. 
in assisting a .variety "of causes: ~ MACMILLAN BLOEDEL 
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PEDIGREEg 
USEg CARS 
HOH file HPDOG Of COURS[I 
11974 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER 
$4995 .14 speed with winch . . . . . . °H , . .e~. .• l ,e•• .~ ~ e ee•e 
~1i978 FORD F600 3 Ton 
With 18' van body, only 12,000 miles $12,995 
",1976 PONTIAC ASTR4 ' $2495 
:~4 cyl,, 4 speed 
978 CHEV V= TOH PICKUP 
[;; • ; 
i .::6 eFt., 4 speed. Only.lO,O00 miles, .~ 
1976 GM CREWCAB 1 TON 
$6195 
DI l l |  whee l  Camper  Spec ia l .  Loaded w i th  a I i  op~o l~,  $ 9 8 0 0  
, .  e . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .• l ,  e . .•eee•e .* l .e•eeo*eeoe•• , .  = .•  • . . .  
--"-' 
1973 6RAN TOeINO 
1974 BLAZER 4x4 
V8 automatic trans, P.$., P.B. • $629S 
1977 6M¢ 4x4 ¾TON PICKUP 
..................................................... $6895  
1972 DODGE VAN 
.V8, automatic 
b...,,ee.=llel...l.ee.....lellee.ee•eelleee eeoc e • • $239s  
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE 
.................... , . .... .............. $4695 
19" /1  B210 DATSUN "ATOHDAOK 
$3795 
. . . . . .  i i iisiiii; ...................................... - . . . .  
An Alternative to Private Ownership 
Advantages Include; 
No Capital Investment 
Budgeted Transportation Costs 
Current Model Transportation 
Simplicity 
Convenience 
Possible Tax Advantage 
ENQUIRE TODAY. 
SPECIAL 
1967 BUIOK WILDOAT 
v,, ao,o .................................................. $69S 
i ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ [~Nc:]' i 
Terraoo Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keit5 
636-4984 
A Few Easy Tricks 
Saves $55 A Year 
Do you want to save $55 quickly as .  possible. 
a year - effortlessly? No Staying in first gear too 
loss of.comfort, you don't long increases gas 
have to tlult smoking or consumpUqn by 30 per- 
eat beans with peanut cent andeouldadd $165 to' 
the a~mual: fuel bill, 
Staying in !second gear 
too long increases con- 
sumption by 15 percent. 
FUEL LINES - simply 
• tightening lall fuel lines 
will eliminate leaks 
which can/accumulate to 
several.wasted gallons of 
fuel a year. • 
IGNITION SYSTEM - 
the longer it takes to start• 
the car.the more gas is 
used. Gqod points, plugs 
and condensor will help 
aslong as the battery and 
wiring system are good. 
SPARK PLUGS - a 
single misfiring plug can 
cut mileage by 10 per- 
butter for a month. 
With gas prices 
averaging 92 cents "a 
gallon (and higher) and 
the average car  
travelling 12,000 miles 
per year a mere 10 
percent reduction in gas 
consumption will save 
$55,20 - and that's enough 
for a night on the town. 
And taxi fare home. 
According to the B.C. 
Automobile Assecla~lon a 
motorist can easily save 
money by turning a few 
gas saving tricks into 
regular driving habits: 
CHANGING GEARS - 
shift to a higher gear as 
cent. That can cost $4.60 
for every 100 miles. " 
FAULTY CHOKE - a 
stubborn or stuck choke 
.forces the engine to suck 
too much gas.line. This 
can cut gas mileage by 30 
percent, or $13.60 for 
every 100 miles, notes the 
BCAA. 
CLOGGEDAIR 
FILTERS- a car uses a 
certain ratio of air to 
gasoline for a car- 
'reduced by 75 percent. 
Think of the number of 
times you stop-and-go 
and remember that gas 
costs you over SB00 per 
year. 
TIRE PRESSURE 
underinflated tires can 
cost more than a mile per 
gallon - at a cost of $2.30 
per 100 mil~s. Air is still 
free gasoline is 
decidedly not, Put air in 
the,tires instead of ex~a 
gas in the tank. 
burretor mix. If air can't 
get through, the filter, 
more gas is used to make 
up the mix..Changing a 
dirty air filter can im- 
prove mileage by 10 
percent. 
STARTING OFF - if the 
car starts f roma stop 
smoothly, the gas 
required for poweY is 
IDLE WARM UP 
never leave the engine 
idling to ,warm it up 
(except in severly cold 
weather), it wastes 
gasoline and can cause 
premature ngine wear. 
Never race the engine 
when it is cold -besides 
wasting gas it annoys the 
With a little pre-plan-' "stretching-time" more en- 
ning; you dan make your joyable. 
next camping trip a real Dried and freeze-dried 
family vacation. As an aid foods-a~eniJtr;tious, i;ght- 
to easy packing, have every- weight; and easy to pack. 
one store supplies in one And, a number of enjoyable 
special place. Keep a check meals can be made corn- 
list of necessary camp equip- pletely from dry milk, soup, 
ment and match items powdered juice and pack- 
against it. In this way, you aged dinners, for cooking 
will be sure .not to forget convenience. 
items you may be unable to' To save time, prepare 
purchase later, food in advance whenever. 
Frequent campers may possible and store it in an ice 
find it helpful to keep dupli- chest-cooler. Include a plas- 
cate kitchen utensils in a pie- tic jug of frozen water .for 
nic basket with the rest of drinking when the ice melts. 
your outdoor equipment for Each member of the fam- 
time-saving convenience, ily should keep a duffel bag 
You needn't purchase spe- to separate dirty clothes 
cial campground imple-from clean ones. Plastic 
ments, as standard kitchen 
items are less expensive and 
just as easy t o'use. ' I 
You'll want to plan "your 
meals in advance to insure 
having all necessary ingre- 
dients. Include several pic- 
nic menus to enjoy while 
driving to your destination. 
These special meals will 
make stop-overs  and. 
• .. , ,  
nelghbours. 
SEAT BELTS- wearing 
seat belts can conserve 
gasoline in many ways: 
less likely relatives will 
• have to drive to visit you 
in the hospital, am- 
bulances will .not waste 
fuel rushing to the scene 
of the accident (high 
speed driving causes 
greater fuel con- 
sumption) and being 
firmly belted in aids in 
maintaining an even foot 
on the accelerator. 
None of these gas- 
saving hints will intrude 
on your personal driving 
style, says the BCAA, and 
the extra bit of money 
spent on maintenance 
will be returned to your 
wallet or .purse in the 
form of lower gasoline 
costs. ~, 
Make lCamping  a Fami ly  A f fa i r  
one can make a list of pref- 
erences concerning camp 
quarters and. a'~family dis- 
cussion can be held so these 
needs may be met. 
Recreational vehicles of- 
fer families a variety of 
choices. Ma'ny choose to 
make their RVs as com- 
fortable as home. It is not 
unusual to see vehicles with 
carpeting, draperies, air- 
.conditioning, heating, .and 
,plumbing facilities. In con- 
trast, others may prefer less 
trappings and conveniences 
in favor of a back-to-nature 
experience. 
Tent camping .offers less 
variation, with preferences 
reflected in simpler ways. 
Your familymay want to 
follow the example of those 
who place an old rug in the 
doorway tO prevent dirt, 
sand, and leaves from litter- 
ing the tent floor• Many also 
find an indoor-ground cov- 
er warmer and more com- 
fortable. Still other families 
• forgo these conveniences 
and feel perfectly at home 
sleeping "under the stars•" 
bags can be used tostore wet 
bathing suits and towels. 
Accommodations should 
be,planned with the entire 
family's preferences in 
mind. Tents and recre- 
ational vehicles offer un- 
limited possibilities for 
either "roughing it" or hav- 
ing a comfortable "home 
away from home." Every- 
|nnnillialninaillannlillililiilillUlmlnliilai i 
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I KITCHENER, Ont., tread wear due to lm. 
-uper lo r  "x ' -aus"  May 4-  Results of a tire proper balance, align- 
safety campaign con- ment or '  similar 
we_ , "  ducted by BFGoedrich in problems. Nearly 21 
_ six U.S. test markets percent of the vehicles 
WE GIVE YOU-  
Better installed prices. 
Complete line of Mufflers andShocks. 
Custom-made Tailpipes and Exhaust 
Pipes. Customer can be promised quick 
installation. 
YOUR CUSTOMER WILL RECEIVEm 
SUPERIOR'S FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY 
covering muffler, tailpipe, exhaust pipe and 
Shocks, INCLUDING LABOR. 
COMPLETE FLEET INSTALLAT IONS AVAILABLE 
WITH LIMITED WARRANTIES. 
Call us TODAY for more information. 
m 
-" ANDRE'S ENTERPRISES, 
• LTD. [] 
• 3026 H'way 16 East • 
• Terrace, B.C. • 
,. 604-638-1710 -" 
lanamlnallaamnaunmnn|nnn|niuainnmmlnim i i l i lmnm 
show that nine out of 
every 10 cars inspected 
had improperly inflated 
tires. 
One of every five cars 
had at least one tire with 
too little tread remaining 
for safe use. ' 
"Even more critical," 
says Bill Noil, manager, 
product service for BFG 
Canada, "was~ the 
discovery that one of 
every 20 tires inspected 
was in danger of ira-. 
minent failure. This 
consltutues a major 
threat to highway 
safety." 
Major findings of the 
inspection program: 
Inflation - More than 48 
• percent of the tires in- 
• m spected were un- 
• derinflated, an average 
• of 3.94 psi. Nearly 30 
• percent were overin- 
• flated, with •average 
• overinflation of 3.93 psi. 
Only four percent of the 
vehicles inspected had 
proper inflation in all four 
tires in use. 
Tread - Seventeen 
percent of the tires in- 
spectsd showed unusual 
had at least one tire with 
ilmufficient tread. (2-32 oC 
an inch is considered the 
minimum tread for safe 
operation.) 
Replacement 
Recommended Im- 
mediate replacement 
was recommended for 
more than five percent of 
the tires inspected. 
Replacement was 
recommended, only in 
cases where tires were 
determined to be in 
danger of fmmediate ~ 
failure because of severe 
cuts and cracks, blisters, 
abd similar conditions. 
"While the tests were 
conducted in the U.S., 
driving conditions are 
similar in Canada," says 
Noll. "The tires in- 
spected were of all 
manufacturers brands 
and had been used under 
almost every type of 
driving condition. The 
results demonstrate the 
need for drivers all over 
North America to un. 
derstand the importance 
• of regular tire main, 
tenance.,' 
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Dual 
Solution 
A little brass valve not 
much bigger than a pen- 
Imife is about to 
revolutionize the truck 
fire industry says Cory 
Fleming of Cedarland 
Tire Service in Terrace, 
B,C. 
Recently returned from 
an annual customer 
service conference atKal 
Tire's head office in 
Vernon, he says the Ettco 
F.~nallmtion Valve Is the 
first effective develop- 
merit in tire history to 
solve the problem of 
unequal air pressure in 
duals. • 
Developed in Swit- 
zerland and already 
proven throughout 
Europe, at first glance 'it 
looks ll~e a 'T' coupling, 
mounted on each outer 
dual and connected by 
high pressure hoses to 
both valve stems. 
"The dual system has 
always had one major 
flaw" he  explains, "in 
that two wheels bolted 
together evolve at the 
same speed, yet on even a 
gradual turn, one rolls 
further than the other. 
The inner wheel scuffs. 
"It receives less 
cooling air. As it heats 
up, pressure increases, o 
it expands. This puts 
more of the load on this 
inside tire, and the 
problem intensifies." 
And the Ettco Valve? 
"It equalizes pressure 
between the dt/a]s and 
keeps them equal unless 
pressure falls fourteen 
pounds below normal - 
then it closes, to keep one 
tire functioning even ff 
the other loses all air. A 
clearly visible red 
marker shows ' the 
current pressure at a 
~flnce,"  
The Vernon meetings 
included Goodyear and 
other product in- 
formation, customer 
service studies and ex- 
tensive discussiOns. 
"The theme of the 
conference was im- 
proving internal ap- 
preaches to customer 
services in order to better 
our external per- 
formance.., and in-the 
competitive market of 
today we're having to 
hustle to stay on top 's 
says Cory. 
(left) and CuryFlming of Terr~tce, B.C. Bruce Cameron of  Barriere examine revolutionary E~co Valve at Kal Tire Customer Service con- 
far ,Yemen ' • S9 '~ ..... , l ' . . . . .  , ,. " . . . . .  . . . . .  
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MARK YOUR ': Tests  prove a tun.e-up 
qi t'3W TTR gg I saves  a ge • .  n avera  of a 
• v • • • .s , gallon of gasol ine in 
KITCHENER, Ont., radial tire after it has prior to storage takes belted snow fires should - . . e  s 
my ~-r, acUal, snow tire been 'broke. in' by. only a few minutes, yet :ot~ rnteted frees!de every  l :anKTUl .  
owners hould mark their switching the tire and insures proper m sloe, to prevent stua 
tires "left" or "right" wheel from one side of remounting next season, lessening from driving 
prior to removal for car to the other, ca:' ]~]oll adds, torque, 
storage this spring in  cause ride problems or Conventional bias and Nail ~dvises motorists 
order to maintain the result in less than op- 5ias-belted snow t i res to store mounted snow 
same dli~tion of' for- 
ward rotation when the 
tires are remounted next 
winter. 
"Changing the normal 
dlr .eetion of rotation on a 
~,4 im 
I 
' r  
LUBRICATION 
Good For Opt imum Wear  o f  
V i ta l  Mov ing  l~tts .  
Change oi l  and filter," lubricate 
the chassis and check all hydrau- 
l ic f lu id  levels. 
timum service," says Bill need not be marked, t~es tminflated in sealed 
Nell, manager, product since they are normally plastic bags to reduce the 
service for BF Goodrich rotated from one side of weathering effect of 
Canada Limited. the car to the othei', Nol l  exposure to the at. 
Marking the fires with .points out, however, mosphere and the stress 
a piece of chalk or crayon studded bias and bias- of internal air pressure. 
SHOCKS 
Good For Smoother  Ride, Basset'  
Contro l  on the Road. 
Check  for condition. ' 
.... VISIBILITY 
Good For Safe.Vision. 
Check windshield wipers ,  weth.et 
SFSt~, headl ights,  turn signets, 
backup and br ike  l ights. 
nm. ~------.gmw ~ 
I 
r 
TIRES & WHEELS 
Good For LonAer Tim Wear,  
Check  Tires Foe Go_nell Condi- 
t ion and Rotate Them.  Check 
wheel  a l i snmsm end balance. 
BRAKES 
Good For Safe Stopplns, 
Have  l inings Inspected, seals, 
nu ld  end adjustments checked. 
~, ,mp ~- .mb 
TUNE-UP 
Good for surer starting, better 
B ionns  mi lsase,  peppier  per. 
l rotm~ce,  teduc]na harmful  ee ls .  
J |On l ,  
Should include new spedt pluses 
I~ints, endanger| distributor ,,no 
wkin  8 check! let  t imin& tom. 
ptession test and servicTns o| 
~nti.pol lutlon devices. 
A lso  beery ,  slecteical sy l tem 
and carburetor  check. 
With a Rabbit Diesel 
it's like eve.ry_third 
Icilometre m free. 
While the Rabbit only uses 8.0' litres 
of gasoline to go 100 kilometres, the 
Rabbit Diesel uses just 5.4* IPres. it's, One, Free, Three, Free...  
That's 33% less fuel for the same 
distance, saving the cost of every third 
kilometre, Right? Don't settle for less. 
* |e t imotss  based  On l aboratory  tea ls  us ing  approved Tronspor l  Canada les t  methods ,  You ,  fue l  consumpt ion  w i l l  vary ,  
Howeve, ,  the ,e  e l t imote ,  p rov ide  a gu ide  fO ,  compar isons ,  
r 
OOLUMDIA AUTO HAUS 
133 River Drive 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 
And that's compared to the economical 
gasoline Rabbit. Compared to a big car 
636 6844 m Number 00555A 
NEW FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE 
PLYMOUTH HORIZON "rc3. 
Also available in a 5 door model - 1979 Hater Tread Car 
of the Year Wiener. 600D SELECTIOH IH STOCK, 
OOH'T OELAY - TEST HIVE TODAY! 
' Faro  roa/doa/L~yar/,n ~ at 
,i! TERRAOE OHRYSLER 
Doalor Liconce Hembor DOO430A 
4gID l l i iHWl¥ ID W, 636-71ii7 
, [  
o 
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Chuck Giarard, gospel singer, signed autographs in Terrace on Monday between concerts. 
• Photo by Brier Orego 
Deaoon Bruoe Freeman 
635-2603 
Corner of Halliwoll and N. Thomas 
, RELIGION- 
ROUNDUP 
WINNIPEG (~)  ' -  
United Church minister Bill 
Cross say8 he is unable to 
Judge whether anovel radio- 
advert~ing campsiSn has 
attracted more young peope 
to his downtown Winnipeg 
shush. 
"It's hard to say whether 
attendance has imrensed," 
Cr~s said in an interview 
about the 12.weak effort 
which started in told.March, 
A series of ~0-sacoud a - 
vertlsemente broadcast 
three times a week on a local 
rock station su~eets young 
people should attend the 
church for answers to 
qucetkm about living in 
modern society, 
Crees said • decision on 
whether to repeat the ex- 
periment Will be made after 
the initial run ends. 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  
There are five steps to a 
healthy marriage and they 
are all in the Bible, says 
Henry Brandt. 
Brenda,. psyoho]ogint, 
author and lecturer now 
l ivi~ at Singer Island, Fla., 
said dur~ stop on a lecture 
tour that all five can be fousd 
in Phlllppeano, Chapter 2. 
The first step is to come to- 
gether in a spirit of friend- 
l iness ,  honesty •nd 
willln~nena towork tegether 
toward a mutual goal, 
"There are some people 
who never intend to come to 
• meetin~ of the minds. They 
say, Tve got t ° be me, r l l  do 
it my way.' 
"Well you're not made to 
o it alone. You're made to 
end, to co-operate." 
The other steps are being 
willing to compromise, 
developing mutual recpect 
and mubmi concern and 
approuehi~ your partner 
"in the spirit of a servant." 
ATTEND THE OHUROH 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
THIS SUNDAY 
--_ " 9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching _ _  
/ ~ , Sunday School / 
"~ ':: ,~"  "~= 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship Service / 
,~  r~=" ,r,, ,,, D . .  . , .  ~ ." .=, d. drsIL. . . . .  R. ~ 7:30p.m. SingingandBibleStudy / , . , ,  • . .  i., • , ,.~, , "  
, .  / l aauu  l J ,m j~e,S~l l ,  q.~uurou  ~ Wednesday8:00HomeBibleStudies / C ,~ Js~'a ,~ Reformed Church 
• "You Are Welcome at Uplands" / Corner Sparks and KeHh ' ~ ~ A  Welc°meaf Up lands7  Sparks Street and Stream e Avenue 
Pastor PHI M_°bn in|or / ~ Reverend S. Van Dealer 
4830 Straume Avenue, Terrace 636-2312 
Mennonite Brethren Church 
3406 Eby Street 836-3016 
4726 Lazello Avenue 63§4019 
t 
II 
One should ask, "What can 
I put into this?" rather than, 
"What can I get out of tlds?" 
Brundt said. 
MONTRE/K, (CP) - -  The 
Canad ian  Centre . for 
Ecumenism, founded by 
Paul-Emile Cardinal Lopr .  
16 years ago, is in the midst 
of • coun~'y'-wide (hive to 
establish a 1;900,000 fund for 
oper•t~g com. 
Pau l  H, Leman, Vice~ 
chairman of the boardd  
Alcan Aluminlum Lad;, has. 
been.  appolntd genernl 
chainaan of the appeal, 
Friends and reliaiou= orders 
have  already- donated 
~0o,o0o a'nd the centre has 
turned to the business 
cannmmity for supixwL: 
Director Rev. I rene 
Beaubien. said the cqmtre 
"tries to foster a climate of 
mutual understanding, 
mutual rcepeet and dialogna 
wherein Joint enterprises 
among various denomi, 
nations can be carrlall out." 
HALIFAX (CP) - -  Two fe- 
male evangelists from the 
Minlatl~y of Miracle In 
Toronto are on a two.mouth 
tour of the Maritimu with a 
message ofspiritual Imd~i; 
. Rev. Estelle Lehnen and 
'student minister Miranda 
Laurence are speaking to 
church groups, assoelafl=m 
and the news merlin about. 
the work H their fotmdatiou, 
Miss Lehnen said the. 
foundation's teachinp are a 
new basis for living that 
• lleviate feelings of 
helplesmess and dnspsh', 
Miss Laurence, a forme~ 
soda! worker at a treehnent 
centre for emotionally 
disturbed children in Lou- 
deR, OnL, said there is a 
need for peycheleSY, 
medicine and rellgiou to 
work together in molving. 
individual problem=.. 
' Their n~nistry aMo nan 
approaches such u a clawa 
ministry for Children and • 
music ministry. 
CALGARY (CP) --  The 
first annual Southern 
Alberta regional conventien 
of the Fun Gapes Baaing= 
Men's Fellowship I n -  
ternatinnal inCanada Will be 
held.May =( tom in CaiplT. 
workshops and fellowship~ 
More than 1.000 buslmmmten 
SATURDAY EVENING 7:30p.m, 
SUNDAY MASSES 9:00 a.m. 
11:15 ~.m, 
7:30 p.m. 
Sunday Services - 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. Adults Discussion. 
11:00 a.m. - Holy Communion for the family 
M0nisler: Reverend Lance Stephens- 635-5855 
10:00a.m. Sunday School 
11: 00 a.m. Family Worship Service 
SALVATION ARMY 
Weloomel 
You To 
Worship 
4637 Welsh Avenue .~ ,  
SUNDAY 
9:30a.m. Christian Education Hour 
11!00 a.m. Family Worship Service 
7:30 p,m. Evanglisfic Salvation Meeting 
TUESDAY NIGHT 
7:30 p,m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting 
WEDNESDAY 
and their families •re on. 
peered t• atteed. 
The fellowship wan =tab- 
llshed in the early l~0e. 
WINDSOR, Ont. (CP) 
Dr. Norman Vincent Peele 
says he likes tough l~t~ems 
because the Me•test 
solutions emerge from themi 
Peals, the 80-ynar-nid New 
York City minister who 
wrote The Power of Positive 
Thinking, hi.ought his wit 
and eloquence to • United 
Church aedimca of more 
the• 800 people last wedt. 
In a 4S-minute pruen. 
taUon H humorous 8nac. 
dote~ and diversions, Pule 
said pos i t ive- th ink ing 
Christians know how to 
"work problems for their 
own benoflL" 
"Problems constitute • 
sign of life,'" he said, "The 
more prchlenu you have, the 
more • l ive  lyon are . "  
"And if •ny of you here 
toniEbt have no problems st 
all, I warn you you're in 
great trouble. Go home sad 
pray to the Lord for 
trouble," 
Peals said hls church, 
Marble Collegiate Church on • 
Pifth Avenue, Ms • team d 
'10 psychiatrists to help 
asses the problenm-mome 
people in the church face. 
• His book 'on ,positive 
has add nearly five 
,million copies in 3S 
languages. 
7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship 
. i SATURDAY 
7:30 p.m. Youth Group • 
//: Christian Counselling 
Emergency Welfare 
• Spiritual Resources CHRIST  LUTHERAN CHURCF 
635.5446or 635.2626 " Corner Sparks Street and Park Avenue 
Reverend Rolf Nostorud 036-6882 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m. 
Church School 9:45 a.m. 
CHURCH OF GOD SundaySchooI, Confirmation 
Youth and Adult Classes 
] II 
B p,, 
~ ht fro= Im~ u...iss ~' 3341 River Drive Terrace, B,O, 038-1681 • ~ . . . . .  
Reverend R,L, White 
•Sunda y School 10:00 a.m 
~ , ,  Reverend R. L. White , ,~  
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
0 ~ Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. ' J 
~ Servlce Wednesday 7: 30~,~ ~ . 
It's time to call your 
Welcome WaKen hostess. 
Lois Mohnlnger - 6.1S.S309~ 
Evelyn Anwsiler 63.q.~ 
L J 
"! 
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/i deau v°te l S t h e !  daily"herald L i  ra l s  p rob lem 
• ?he (~anadisn Press . ' :that he would do anything to: Again, on Conservative 
Prime Minister Trudeau's retain power: : sponding promisos at a time SECTION 
: biggest battle in the May 2~ Trudeauaisor,nintocrit i~ when energy prices are T H I R D  
= election campaign wasn't cism for tellin~ a heckler to driving, up living costs} ' . " 
withJoe Clark's Progressive get off his ass and find work "They would increase the ' ' .= • 
• Conservatives . or Ed and foi saying farmers are deficits, • they would • ' ', 
Broadhent!s New 'grumblers. There were no stimulate the  .economy 
• Democratic Party. '  :. 'setbacks of like dimension ~ more. Now is not the time'to , !~ 
Clark  " " " " " ' tl" I t  was with v,ters who felt during the f in~lha i fo fh i s  stimulate' the economy remains  quite oPtlmlt the tUhe had come to change ~ campaign . '  , unless you want to push C i~ a government thal~ has been:', A giant rally in Toronto s inflation through the roof." :; 
.in pbwer 11 years, • Maple Leaf Gardens --  the ' ' ' '" 
Ttudeauputoq a flnalblitZ largest oaf !..he campaign 7- .'Whether those issues, or The Canadian Press ceremony Of the new prime, pul~lic opinion surveys taken Clark s' campaign lacked his wife, Maureen MeTeei;, 
.to counts1" that '  att[tude, same ouwtmout a hi(cn. ~n his promise to claim the con- The crowds were not minister and talking : during the campaign, the spontaneity of joined in the vote-seeking. 
stretching his campaign i to estimated crowd of 18,000, stitution with a guaranteed . throwing rose petals, but seriously'of how Clark would • In all regions, except 'rrudeau's. 
the  final 'weekend'.with ..a attracted in part by a dutch list of human and language they didgivethe Progressive lead a minority or majority Quebec, the Conserva'tives The Conservatives 
• major rally'Saturday night ..0f.big-name ntertainers, rights, Would return him to Conservatives optimism in government. , have a lead. The Liberal carefully controlled events 
in Hamilton, Ont.,: and a ~' turned out in the heart of the office, even with a minority their efforts to move Joe The voters will rbveal predominance in Quebec so Clark could deliver m~et 
• .political pinnicl sunday in : critical 23-seat city and o.f Parliament's 282 seats, Clark into 24 Sussex Drive. Tuesday if Clark's vows to  means the two major parties speeches to safe audiences of
Ottawa; .. ':', [heard him promise to brlr~g was uncertain at best. 
:Despite the occasional.: the country's, constitution Polls throughout the:Cam- 
stumble, Trudeau's lat~t - -  home from Britain whether' paign pointed to an 'election 
and perhaps, last " cam, the provinces agree or not, night equeak'er, with 
,. paign for federal office was' Then he tangled face-to- Trudeau strong in his native 
one of .his best. He • con- : face with. Clark. and Quebec and Clark ahead 
outdrew Clark and Br'oadbent in a national elsewhere 
a thousand with a line few 
Other modern political 
leaders would even con- 
template using. 
Yet he was confronted 
nearly everywhere but 
Quebec by citizens ap- 
parently-quietly convinced 
that it was time to give ':the 
other guy*' his turn. 
Trudeau's toughest com- 
petition was himself. 
• His biggest, mistake may 
have been an off-the-cuff 
comment mid-way through 
the campaign, when he 
"suggested he mi~t  try to 
hold onto power in any mi- 
nority Parliament even if he 
won five or lO fewer seats 
. . .  ; _=. t l t~Cinrk  Ma~,22, ~; .... :. 
The remark -- he later 
confessed it may have been 
wrong to discuss hie !%- 
narmest .feelings" on the 
question during the cam- 
pa ign-  reinforced per- 
ceptions of him as an 
arrogant leader. And  it 
opened him to Clark charges 
The people who came to 
hear the 39-year-old career 
'politician from High River, 
Alto., were. a mixture of 
dyed-in-the.wool' Tories, 
sufferers of Trudcauphobis 
and Canadians who Just 
• ~-/eistontly It was clear, however, that plainly wanted a change of .. : ,  Hroadbent at : publi~ television debate and. was 
meetings,  undercut what  able to cast doubt on one of Trudean Was determined to government. 
• might i~ve beenl key cam. the .  Conservative leader's go down swinging if he was For two months, Clark' 
Paign { stands, by his op- : central campaign assertions :to go down at all, using skills 
p0nants on inflation,, energy -- that a Clark government developed through three scattered election promises 
• and '  medical •.-care and would usher.in a new era'of national elections ahd a across the country to 
- finished by focusingon his federa lprov inc ia l  co- lohger periodin power than audiences whose loudest 
' favorite Issue' .--- national operation, any ,  leader" in  the .in- responses were evoked by " " "Trudeau must go.'! 
'~ i: unity 'tbr.ongh' constitutional. While,: .Clark laughed i d.us)r~li.z.~^wurld. . . . . .  Clark tried to exploit the  
• reform.' ." . .:. - hollowly, Trudeauforcsd the ; f ,~ ,y~,meywmve,  
• • . . ,,o©u ,,s,,,- , ,  w ,~ .~ negativism of these crowds Thran~,hout -oils' |"  Conservative leader to . . . . .  . . . .  
• . o ,. t, . "" cunced: t~-t he  disi~-rees uggests wet oe ms last and as his campaign .un- dicated Canadians. con- " ~ .~a : s - ..... -- . . . . . .  ~ , major political fight theone folded without a disaster~ the sidereal hi,, , ,  ted,,her mote  with Conservative,Albertu s . ._  . • _ 
. . . . . . .  cam etent leader" ' ' than pusS for.. " greater contro lover  against ,~"remter .' irene, Conservative leader began 
P • ' * . . . .  er 'a d Levesque s promised ref, appearing more relaxed and . Cle a" and he w^rked t ^  trade and comm ce n • , . . . .  
• ' " " "  . . . .  i ' s  erenaum on-~ueDec in- confident: . . - 
' bolster that im,,resoiun ~ with with Nova,, Sept a Con- , . . . . . . .  , His aidss were extending. v ~ nepsnnence expecteo wumn 
"the kind of forceful' 'humbs-  servative government on the . . . . .  invitations to the swearlng-in 
• tn-theheltnlafformst~lethat " question o f '  fisheries me year. • 
| 
" helpedm~e h ima winner in jurisdiction, . ' . , 
the last election five years ?~.  dean opened. ~e JaS~ ' ' 
wec~ wire a nang m ~mra s ag6 ' . . . .  
"h-w-;',~ *~ vi,,,~,~" h~ native Alberta, helped in DONALD J. HENFREY 
ahou"t'eda'ta'Kami~p's'rall"y par[byheadline n ws al~,iut • . . . . .  " 
in the final week of the..gas-staunn queues in me R E C E I V E R  M A N A G E R  
campaign, lifting a crowd of Umted States and sharp new 
inereases in energy prices.' 
,/ 
Before a capacity crowd of 
3,-000 in Edmonton's largest 
auditorium,. Trudeau at- 
tacked Clark as "confused" 
on the key issues of energy 
and inflation. 
Oil and gas finds by com- 
panies helped by the govern. 
meat's •energy corporation 
Petro-Canada would never 
be made "if Joe. Clark was 
l~rime minister," he said. 
Clark wanted to abolish the 
• government company. 
• Then, pointing to Con- 
servative spending promises• 
that he said would cost $7 bil-' 
lion. -~ Clark says about $3 
bil l ion,, he noted that Clark 
would.increase tl~e co.u~t~.'s 
was ever given a chance to 
follow through with his pledges. 
The following day, he 
underscoi'ed the point by 
announcing a major natural 
gas find in the Arctic by a 
consortium financed, in part, 
by Petro-Canada. 
Broadbent 
looks to labor 
jet and appearing in polished 
prime time television ad- 
vertlsements to plug his 
party. 
Trudeau and Clark paid 
little attention to Broadbent 
early in the campaign but 
changed as voting day ap- 
proaches. 
At virtually every publie 
"appearance, Clark' said a 
vote for the NDP was wasted 
because it could split results 
in a way that  will leave 
Trudeau io power. Vice- 
versa, say Liberals. 
Both Clark and Trudeau 
"repeatedly appcalled for a 
clear majority, aware of the 
constitutional 'possibility of 
the NDP holding the balance 
of power in Parliament if 
neither of their parties wins 
a majority. 
New Democrats held 17 
seats in the 264-seat pre- 
election Commons. The'NDP 
record of 31 seats In 1972 was 
enough to pitt them in a 
position of maintaining a 
minority Liberal govern. 
meet in power for two years, 
Broadbent has yet to spell 
out the tactics he would use 
The Canadisn Pres,; 
Ed Broadbent faced two 
big questions as he folight his 
new and relatively flashy 
campaign leading up to 
Tuesday's electinn: ' 
Could organized labor 
deliver a significan[ number 
of votes and were Canadians 
Sufficiently disenchanted 
with Pierre Trudcau and Joe 
Clark to turn. to the New 
Democratic Party? 
As he cries-crossed the 
countiv in the unaccustomed 
luxury of a chartered" Air 
Canada jet, Broadbent 
sought to convince 
Canadians that.not only did 
they want to dump ll-year 
Liberal Prime Minister 
Trudeau but that Con- 
servative Leader Joe Clark 
was no alternative. 
Early in the campaign he 
said that with the support of 
the 2.3-million member 
Canadian Labor Congress, 
the NDP could win 60 to 80 d 
the 282 seats in the next 
Commons. Later he refused 
to talk of anything but the 
possibility of forming an .  
NDP government, brushing 
aside questions about sup- or demafids he would make 
port for eLther a minority of a minority government if 
Liberal or '  Cons'creative 'that is the outcome of this 
government, election. 
The CLC is running what it While continually 
~ll~.a,pa.ralle~l~ca~m~ignian stressing that he is in the big 
t,~,,-, v. ~.~ ,.~,. o.~ loose,, f ioht in form a 
Hroadbimthasbeenlinkedso g veernme%'~, " 'however ,  
clonely with big labor that Brn.ab,~nt in re~ent da.s h-s 
Trudeau has said the party is ms'de" c l~r 'he would ~' sh'a pu 
abandyn~lng~it~',p°pull~t "minOrity government  to 
u'-~:"~.:~-'Y.'T~,'~'~',,"~e implement the kind of 
ol t.neN.uJr.ut,u' zoo . .  reform he has, advocated 
n~u ,l~eeaer.,L~e~,~m,.~v~tc,~ "during the campaign. 
"."). '  . . . .  '. "Y'~-.° ...... .  ..'.'t His message to voters 
aounm, avout .tne.paranei emphasized two themes: 
ca. mps~gnw~cngot.otttoa The need for economic 
slow, sottsturt~ aec, mre~ leadership and a longterm 
toward the end. I ts  no i_~u.,r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
| IU  tSt. i~ |  l~t l - /A t l¢~'  t l l t l t  
longer a question of success w,,ul,~ increase. Canadian 
of  o trol of the onem , 
gr . Built around that were 
Unlike his predecessors, pledges for more control of 
Broedbent has ~mpalgned and public investment in 
in style, flying about the resource development and 
country on a chartered DC-9 'manufacturing industry. - / r . , 
restore'a healthy economy approach the finish line 
and harmonious federal- almost neck-in.neck and the 
provincial relations were isst-mlnute decisions by the 
enough, to circumvent his II per cent of the electorate, 
lack of charisma in a who claim to be undecided 
campaign dominated by the will pick the winner. 
personalities of party From Newfoundland to 
leaders. Brit ish Columbia Clark' 
Clark depicted himself as wooed voters with dozens of 
a statesman more con- election promises -- tax 
ciliatory than confroniative, breaks for businessmen and 
He would work not only wlth h 'omeowners ,  g reate i  
a team of Conservative MPs pro~,incial powers over 
butwiththepremierstocure fislteriss, culture and lot-. 
the country's ills. terles, a refusal to bargain 
Clark presented Prime with .quebec separatists, a 
Minister Trudeau as d less secretive government 
friendless man; abandoned ands legal process to permit 
by his ministers and fighting RCMP law-breaking in 
personal Vendettas against certain cases. 
provincial leaders. Trudean was called "the 
A' Conservative victory prince of broken promises" 
Tuesday would be easy if it - -  inflation had not been 
were not for the Liberal wrestled to the ground and 
stranglehold on Qnebec, say separatism was not dead. 
: i 
businessmen or party 
supporters, Major an- 
neuneemenis were timed to 
permit maximum news 
coverage, especially on 
television. Attacks were 
made on Liberal and New 
Democratic Party 
politicians but no one else. 
Trudeau was more un- 
Predictable. He swore at 
hecklers, put down farmers 
and postal workers, refused 
to deliver speeches prepared 
by his aides and addressed 
some unfriendly audiences. 
Consequently, the image 
Clark projected remained 
more . consistent and 
unemotional than that of the 
man he hopes to replace as 
prime minister. 
A more relaxed and 
human element entered the 
Clark entourage whenever 
¢ 
t I 
Her winning smile, 
flashing •eyes and free- 
flowing conversations in 
both official anguages made 
her a natural for nmimt- 
resting, 
A subliminal message w.ae 
projected -- see what a sen- 
sible, dedicated woman Joe 
Clark married and then lock 
at Pierre Trudeeu's wife, :: 
Following Clark's highly- 
publicized, pol l t lca l |y  
embarrassing round-the- 
world trip last winter, Ida . 
handlers were afraid of tlio 
Conservative l ader malting 
The Big Mistake that could 
send their campaign Into~h 
nesedive. The BIg Mistak.v 
never occurred, ;~;~:': 
In Clark's first eampidgh. 
as •party leader, :!:c0n- 
troversies which could.hp~m 
pitted hlm againsti :cpn- 
servatlve premiers ! : . ' .~ere  
ambushed by s idest~ 
such issues as oli prlces:g~l,. 
medicare, .::= ~::: "?-'_ ? "  
/ 
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conomlsts say surg, E ; ves a false v iew 
segment of the economy, showihg of the four. Last showing is dramatically OTTAWA ' (CP) -- It was the largest quar- 
Eeun~mkto and government erly increase in five years 
dfldals expressed concern and wae hailed by some 
;Thursday that..the'~ppee, federal statisticians as a 
taeulareur~e tn~ltmt~al  breakthrough. But gov.ern. 
• ' ' ' ~.ment spokesmen warned 
~q~af l~~m~aa~g~l~ive t .that the figures tell an in- 
a false view of fl~b~-(m~0-niy,, complete story. 
• . They were reacting .to , One of tho maJor problerns 
preliminary figures released with recent high profit levels 
'.iWednesday by,  Statistics Is that hey look much better 
C~na~.. showing after-tax on paper than they really 
pi0flts . 'o f  industrial cor- are. 
parsiism for the first three Although profits appear to 
months 0f the year were 58.3 he at record levels; a firm's 
par tent higher than for the actual performance may be 
c(wre~ponding periodin 1.978. mediocre while the price of 
STOCKS 
,"Swings in profits are'year, :  for example, profits 
generally much larger than increased to $3.3 billion in 
the second ,quarter, $3:4 
billion in the third quarter 
and $4,2 billion in the fourth 
quarter. 
Economists imist it is fair 
only to eomparea quarter 
with the corresponding 
three-month period of 
previous years. 
On this basic, the 1979 
stock that has been sitting in 
a storeroom for months rises 
dramatically. 
Government s udies have 
shown that more than 25 
cents of every dollar of profit 
last year was an illusory 
gain. 
A second misgiving 
government officials ex- 
.pressed about he attractive 
profit pieiare is that it 
represents only a limited 
TORONTO~(CP) -- The VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Toronto stock market was Prices were mixed in 
sharplylz~gher at the close0f moderato trading on the 
active t radi~ Thursday. Vancouver Stock Exchange 
The TSE 300 index ad- • Thursday. Closing velume 
vancod 9.85 to 1,461.86. .was 2,256,837 shares. 
In the industrials, Go]dale 
The rise foilwed sharp Invesbnant A dropped .10 to 
gaina inemrgy iasues and a $4.30 on 2,800 shares and 
h~er  market in New York. Daon Development Corp. 
iVolump Was 3.92 miuion was ,down.1-8 to 710,~ on 
compared with 3.~7 million 2,000~ Keg Reetaursnts was 
Wednesday. unchhnged at $1,80 on 1,800 
, and Austin Investment Corp. 
Among indust r ia l s ,  was unchanged at ,~0 on 
WestbUrne International 1;500. HalReach Studios reee 
rose l~  to $42%, Dome Pete .10 to $3 and Computrex 
1½ to $33~, General Motors Ceatras was unchanged at 
1V4 to~97%, Inter-City Gas 1 ,17. 
to $1~-~ and Falcenbidge Pan Arctic Explorations 
Nickel.A ] to $59. - , .  led resource and develop 
• O-raft/m Ore," fell 3 ~L' to menttraders, dropping .1S to 
. . . .  ~ ,. . . . . . . . .  ~,...$8,25 ~ind Amber Resources 
l l t l l~  I l~OW~ ~.UrJp, "/4 VJ t ~  N9 fn  Q~t ~n gq RNI  
~6½, Thamas Natianwide ~5 ~,'~,: o~,~',,, ~'~,,,~'h_o~" ",~ ~ 
cents to $1.25, Strathearn "a= , , ,  ~ ~ ,,, ~2o~ and 
Home A 20 eents to ;2.30 and ~.  ~ot... ,= . . . . . . . . . .  
~:|ectrunome A % to ~'/4 • ' .02to .80. on 45,500, Carolin 
- Pine Point Mines ad- Mines was up .45 to $8.55 and 
vancod %'to ~Vd, Mclntyre Rio Plata Silver Mines ruse 
Mines % to$44% and Sherritt .01. to ;68. 
L ~m V4 to $10V4. Hollinger ' On' the curb exehange, 
. Mines A declined ½ to 40 and Edina International dropped 
Dickeuaon ½ to ~½. .02to .81 on 48,800 and Mecca 
Minerals Ltd. was un- 
I=,anger OilCanada was up changed at .30 on 41,000. •, 
1½ to :;23%, Numae Oil and British Pacific Investment 
changes in the country's 
economie performance as a 
whale," said one spokesman. 
The $4.1 billion In after-tax 
profits for the period ending 
March 31 compared to a 
firstquartcr figure of $2.6 
billion for 1978. 
The first quarter normally 
has the poorest profit 
increase in first-quarter ',This means high l a ~  
profits: are not eating into co~J~ 
--Production among ex- profits as much as th~[~ 
during periods of h ig~ 
porting industries is rising and salary set t leme~ 
rapidly. With the dollar 
selling at low priced on world . ~ , -~ --Many industri~Jr/~d 
markets, other countries can operating near capacity. 
buy Canadian goods at Thia means that tho-y':-c~n 
bargain prices. This gives increase the length o~:;t~ek 
industry acompetitive edge. production runs and .~]  .~ 
--Wages have been rising operating their p lants '~ '~ 
only moderately this year. efficiently, " t 
above any recent first- 
quarter results. In 1975, first- 
quarter profits were $2.2 
billion, in 1976, $2.3 billion 
and in 1977, $2,3 billion. 
While urging that these 
profit figures be taken with a 
rain of salt, meet analysts 
found them encour0ging. 
They identified these as 
the major reasons for the 
plan said sha Nuclear utility, get~m?~71 '':~''~'' 
HALIFAX (CP) --  "projects MEC. would un- Pa., have made'  the Nova Brunswick's failure to the province may become so a 
disenchanted that it will not Changes saught by Ottawa in dertake. Scotia government "gun- provide necessary figures minimum 100 megu~ ; 
Under the memcranLm]. the concept of the Maritime Secondary, but reportedly shy" about its Involvement. for anaudit of the~nstsof the sell Nova Scotia any nuclear understanding elgin" n 
Energy Corp. (MEC) and a real irritant for  New Officials of- New Brun- Lepreaunuclsarpewerpiant power. 
Nova Scotia's reluctance to Brunswick, is Nova Scotia's swick Electric Power near Saint John, N.B. That, Kirkpatriok said, February, Nova ScSfla 
would deal a serious blow to the option to purchase an failure to say how much 
nuclear power it will pur- 
chase from that province 
under an agreement eigned 
in February. 
Some sources ay political 
considerations and mounting 
public opinion against 
nuclear power since the 
accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant in Harrisburg, 
say how much nuclear power 
it plans to purchase from 
New Brunswick may scuttle 
the four-government utility 
before it is born. 
The .centre of .the dif- 
ficulty, says a New Brun- 
swiok government official, is 
a move by the federal 
government, supported by 
Nova Scotia, to control which 
Commission (NBEPC) say 
they are fed up with Nova 
Scotia delaying a decision 
that should have been made 
months ago. They also are 
coneerned about Ottawa's 
new posiUm on future 
projects. 
Premisr John Buchanan of
Nova Scotia said Thursday 
the delay results fromNew 
"We're not going to walk/ 
into a project without 
checking costs," he said. 
L.F. Kirkpatrick, 
president of Nova Scotia 
Power Corp., a provincial 
Crown company, said New 
Bl'unswick's attitude in MEC 
negotiations has hardened 
since the agreement was 
signed. He is concerned that 
Nova Scotia's plans to additional 100 meg~dflls, 
• reduce its dependence onoil- for a total of 200,~la~bf 
generated power below 30 which would be sold.tp. 
per cent in the 19809. Un- New England states ~t~4~0~t. 
certainty about further coal- Nova Scotia will not .~.~.'~.. 
generation development nuelear power untl['~-~ll 
deepens his concern, he said. agreements are elgn~zl/i~d 
Officials of the NBEPC Kirkpatriok, "and tbt, fea~e 
had told the Nova Scotia a lot of things that haven ,s  
utility that the province will agreed to yeL .--'- .-:-, 
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[ MAY 22: OUR MOMENT oF' 'RUTH " " " ' 
"!i CAtlADJAHS" WERE WA""=n  "'' ' 
I rah. A Legacy of Speudin| is "essential reading" I 
for every serious and concerned Canadian. Available I l l~ - '~  
, t IIi i 
IMMIGRATION: Lilxrai Prime Minister Macken- I l~ i  
: :i • io ' April ~s/~i£1dth:Crr°;i;t~de c i~ i thu~!  ;:1' !as'fOr zie King, ohMay i, 1947, said: "The peopleof Can- i [ ]~  . i ada do not wish as a rerult of mass immigratlon, to | i = :  • " make a fundamental teration in the charactei" of I I , , ;~ :  nt our population " And our traditional immigration I []~--3 
' NO. 590  Suppl n 30 policy allowed for a hcavy flow of immigration--but I [ ]  
"pl a flow related to the ethnic mosaic of our country | [ ]  ~ 
(over 95% of European extraction). I I [~.~ e ' 1 9 7 9 a y 2 2  Our  But when the' Liberal Pany fell into 'progressive' . ===~"~ 
M M°m; ;Uru;s & Rea l i ty  " , ' hands in the '60s and '70s, all that was changed, and i [ ]  !1 Mr. Tmdeau's colleague. Jean Marchand, instituted | .  :~,.~:~ 
'~': "~:  the "open dour" immigration policy, opening up ira- I [ ]  ~'~ 
' migration offices throughout Asia and Africa to I [ ]  ~,~ 
" . enlist a flood of coloured imm|gradon. The results I [ ]  ~ 
i ' are evident in such cides as Toronto and Vaizcouver. | [ ]  F~, 
Ottawa is importing the seeds of the very 'racial' I i .~  
~!:~ ~ a problems which now so bedevil the U.K. and U.S.A. 
Douglas Fisher, the former NDP Member of Par- | [ ]  i ; -~ 
' noted that the "Liberals are avid to change the | [ ]  
" nature of 'English Canada,' but are not so anxious | [ ]  
' to challenge the racial and cultural heritage of | [ ]  ~ .~ 
ii 'French Canada.'" And, writing in the sam e paper I [ ]  on July 29, 1974, Mr. Fisher summed our immigra- I [ ]  [_~T~ 
tion policy up in this warning: " I f  the recent rend s
: . : • " " ", . rted ! a • ". " P ." " ' . . ' ' . in immigration continue for another decade there is | [ ]  
no question that we will be the most polyglot of all | []  ~_.~ 
nations other than the USSR, in terms of the diversi- i I ~ -~ . . ,, ~'.~'~ 
ty of ethn,ctty, color and culture. " l i 
i i  
' . ,, I i ~-~ 
GUN CONTROL: Omwa, through |as'recent gun I 
i ' control" measure, is moving to disarm not the crimi- I 
: , nal elements (they won't register their weapons) but 
~',,'over, and became a rabid admke~ Of Mao Tse-tung. the law-abiding people --  at the very time that they 
,1951: Back in Montreal; he:launched the lefdst pub- accept nuclear defence weapon. Affd while we have been cozying up to the Reds need weapons to protect life and property from esca- 
lication Cit~ Uhre. Am0nll ithe well-known Reds these past yearf;and welcoming Marxist "refugees" ladng lawlessness and violence, much of which is the 
il 
196S: Having derided to 'use' the Liberal Party as an 
who collaborated, we: note: Prof. Raymond Bayer instrumetit to propel himself to political power, he 
and leftists Jean Marchand and Gerard Pelletier be. (convicted of Soviet espinnage in the Gouzenko 
Case); Stanley B. Ryerson, leading theoretician of came 'Liberals' and were elected to Parliament, 
the Communist Patty and editor of Mmxbt Review; where they formed the "New Guard" of the Liberal 
Pierre GeHnas, Quehec director'of Agitation & Prop- Pasty., .... ,' 
aganda ("Agitprop")of the Communist Party. 1966: Appointed Parliamentary Secretary to Prime 
' 1952: Led delegation 0fConununists to the Moscow, -Minister Pearson. , 
EoonomicConference. '("TrudeauRevealed") " !::, 1967: Na~aed Minister of Justice. Credited in Red 
1953. Barred entry into the United States as an "in- press with intervening personally to reinstate hippie 
• 'admi'ssible" ners~n --'- " rag :Goorgia Straight,' which had been banned by 
" . . . .  :---~. - -  ' . . . . . . .  , ..-- Vancouver Mayor Campbell for obscenity. 
iw~:~: Launcnea t.e Kassemolement, a l e f t i s t  un i tes  ~....~t......u.I k | l l  t~  I=,*nl;~ ak~.,;~., eta.4 h~mne*tXt 
er~nt"  ra l lu  in t3.aha.,~ k, ,* , k .  t~ l~ e~o| ;e te  r a 'KI[iletJ'~AU~W~'UUIIIt~'/|~'BI~II&'~tUUUttlI/&IallU I|UUlV~V u" 
. . . . . . . . .  . ... -<- -~.  ,,-- -.,. . . . .  ,,,- . . . . . .  - . . .  . . . . . .  h.o.4;., a.;,,..,. ~h;¢. ronadian ;ustice (al~Pd~ (*eL;..in ~llilCp it w-= tN. b.rti= t ,u.~, ov-.~--,.~-,-~ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a ""~.  ".~a" ~--~ ~.*'~" . . . . .  _ .  , "  from Scriptural to "humanistic" basis. 
s~ee: t.m a t:ommunist delegation to t~exing sor 
into Canada; Ottawa has been waging economic and 
ideological war.against li tle Rhodesia, which is mili- 
tantly anti-(~ommunist, and sniping away at South 
Africa, another Free World outpost. 
As a crowning act ~f suicidal folly and treason, the 
Trudeaucrats have been allying Canada with Castro 
and his Red regime and sending rants of our tax- 
dollars and long-term low.interest loans to Hava'na 
at the very time ~hat Castro is sending his Red client 
troops to spearhead the Communist advance in more 
than a dozen foreign countries! And, to add the 
crowning touch to this folly, Ottawa has been 
authorizing rants of our tax.dollars to the guerrilla 
and terrorist so-called 'freedom fighters' presently 
result of our Justice Department's soft, permissive 
approach to crime and punishment. 
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT: Capital "punishment 
for the worst type of murder was abolished by Otto- 
wa in spite of the fact that over 80 percent of the Ca- 
nadian people wanted it retained! ,. 
MErRICATION: This is being foisted on Cana- 
dians, at tremendous expense at a time of inflation, 
without any mandate for the move. As a matter ~f 
fact, Trade Minister Jack Horner admitted in Parlia- 
ment that no legislation had ever been passed to re- 
quire metric onversion i  Canada. 
" Red victory celebration. 19611:' Propelled by fantastic Press-TV buildup into attacking both blacks and whites in southern Africa. Government action on Gun Control, Capital 
] 1961: Serial Perpme for Canada, the socialist hand- Liberal Pa{ty leadership and PrimeministsT., retain: An incredible 'Canadian' foreign policy l One Punishment, and Metrication, is an example of its 
I ' book written by Marxist and NDP leaders, was pub- ins omce tnrougn clever use of "language" issue ana would think that it were drafted in the Kremlin. insufferable arrogance and unmitigated isdain for 
I lished, containing a chapter by Mr. Trudeau in which exploitation of French and other 'minority' groups • " w the grassroots electorate and taxpayers 
I - " helaudsMaoTse-ttmt, ur=es ocialists not to "w&ter bywayofgeneronshaodoutsoftax-doilars, l NATIONAL DEFENCE: Our hole defence sta- .a , - " , -~  
I I " ~.rl ~~i~; - :.:. ~,'~-~.,..:~.,.:,,,;;'~j.~!~ / !~!!: . . . .  ,.i.~ . . .  ' . '  . i.~. ; *..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ . . . .  . ......... ,~,.~,..],..- ~......~...,~... f.-.~..,•?.~,~yj~,~r, decade. Canada no~sl~ends.onlya few.cents of eacb mnl'tntin¢~ "ennttlt,ttlnnmlt' t.nnfrn~tnt]nn' wh'h th@ 
[ ]  | The revealing book, Social Purpose for Canada, was written by a number Of leadmg sac•lists, m- ............................................. 
:..ram, eluding Mr. Trudeau,and financed by the Boar Foundation, a trust dedicated to "socialist educa- defence dollar on. maters.al .and ~mpm.ent,. w.h!!e provinces, is now threatening federal control of na- spenumg most el it on salaries ann overneafl we . . . . . . . . .  ' tural resources --  according to the BNA Act, a 
I1  I t ion. ,  This book is out of print, but a substantial summary of information about its produciion, and seem to nave more uniers man mumnsx • • • • . _ . . . . . . . . .  .sphere of provmclal jurisdiction. This usurpatton of
Anti tO our great sname, uttawa anow¢o ~.,astro s [ ]  [ revealing quotations by Mr. Trudeau in the section he authored, including his expression of admira- . . . . . . . . . .  provincial rights could lead to further dissention and 
[ ]  I tion for Mao Tse-tung and suggestions for a more effective and "flexible" strategy for advancing so- planes to use our taanuer asroase in r~ewtounalano ,,,~;ht, r,,gm,,,,,ti,~, t,  ~'=,,,,~, 
[ ]  I cialism in Canada, ate to be found on pages 16.-18 of the booklet, Canada: The Moment of Truth, to refuel as they ferried Red troops overseas! And ,-- . . . . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~---. , 
. . . .  • , p e 1 ] compiled by Ran Gostick - -  available from us at $1.00 a copy ($1.20 by airmail), airbaseOttawa henfor allowedthe trans-shlpmentthe use of heofMontrealsovlet Mirahelmlhtary POSTALained werSERVICE'ur stalUntil he. wreSentonG°vernm" t 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g po ,o  PO servtce as eofthebest 
[ ]  I Another most significant book is Trudeau RePealed, by Toronto newsman David Somerville. This eqmpment toreru, wmcn is evmently, nemg. nullt up m' the world. Todayit is oneofthe worst. If Ottawa .~ 
as a Red base for future Commumst operations would w th ~]  " 225-page work, with index, includes an exhanstive documentation OfMr. Trudeau's background, de- . i draw from the jurisdictions it is trying to ¢~_~_~ 
1 tails'of his activities in Moscow in 1952 as head of the Canadian 'economic' delegation, his early has- usurp So much of  our  • ' t h r is from the orovinces._ . such as Lanan. a.e= and Na- . ~ ~..., recent defence recruitment has I am 
[ ]  ] tility to the Liberal Party and his activist role in Quebec leftist circles, and his battle with the Roman • been French.speakmg and pro-separatist tha t e e turai Resources, it might have the time and energy to '[ [ ]  ~ 
some concern as to whether our defence forces would see that our mail is delivered s m ~¢"~ 
l ]  Catholic Church. This book is available from us at $5.00 a copy ($6.00 by airmail) . . . . .  ' "~* be reliable in the face of even an internal crIs,~l I I , ~  
HI I~TIRglU.N AID Ott;wa is now ladlid- out 51 2 ECONOMIC: POLICY: The Trudeau team has cur- I mm ~'~ . • ,, ,, tamly aecomphshed somethmg umque in the realm • ~1 . The  Trudeau Record: 1968-  79 " bdhon annually to au assortment of neutralist and . . . . . . . . . .  ] l  ~_*.~ "third world" states, Marxist regimes uch as CaB- el"  economics. --  namely, unemployment a.ao. I I1  ~ 
are- 's, terra- r'tst groups assaulting Rhodesia . . . .  and other Kampant satiation at the same ume. ,,,no. mrtatlon ~-..- 
I I So much for the background of our Prime Trudeau has been attempting to implement the bottomless sinkholes. Foreign aid, in recent yearst .not only millets the most Rv. ere hasdsin.l~, on those ] [ ]  ~...~, 
has become largely a racket on the taxpayers backs. . I l l  [ ]  I Minister, briefly summarized on the front page. destructive policies based squarely upon his ex- , toast ame to protect tnemmves - - our otoer people 
on pension or fused income -- but generally contnb. I [ ]  ~:=~ 
[ ]  I "' But what Of his record since he gained office? It pressed ideology and earlier background. =,..,~,..,,, ,  au  .r~. ~..~w ~...b_.~... ~,,..,,. tea heavily to tnstabilitv, rod•atrial unrest, and loss . . . . . . . .  I mm ~-~.-e 
I l l  has been wisely noted that policies flow out of =na'~;l~;s~°O;taw~'oug=f°~t~ng'~'h~ ~:r~'h -'~v "'-- "'e't]me as u°f faith in °ur c°untry anti °ur future--- -~ Ama!  or cause of infl 'atton toda inCanada is  [ i  : .~:  ~ [ ]  I philosophies. And, therefore, those aware of Let us examine the results of the Trudeau 
[ ]  I . his early background and philosophy have not policy since he gained power in 1968. Follow- language on ten pro incus -- at the sam " J " ' Y' ' I i uebec has been shifting to a policy of French only* Government - -  too much Government. When Mr. I • 
" been surprised at his regime' s policies and ing is the cold, naked record of the Trudeau re- ' This compulsory language policy is a most poisonous Trudeau....bbbbbbb~tm. e P.M..the federal budget was just - -  
I I  record, indecd, duringthepast i i years, Mr. gimeinthefollowingareasofournationallife: . anddivisivefactorinCmmdianUfetoday, andan overSlO-btmonannuauy. Toeayt tnovm' l~NI -  I I ~  
added burden on the tan~ayers ' Hoe -- an increase of 500 percent in only 11 years: I 1 ~ '~ 
I I  • ~ " The result is a taxation level so high and oppressive I • 
[ ] l  I 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1  . - - l i l - -  I - -  I I I I I l - - I I ' l i i - -  l i i~  THE GREAT "GRANT" RACKET: Equalling the that it penalizns the lndustrion, and discourqes initi- I []~..;~ 
r ' " perfidy of some of our "foreign aid" grants have ative, while rewarding the deceitful and the slackers• ] [ ]  ~:~.~ I I  | Clip and send to " " i ; -  been some of Ottawa's domestic v~iriety. From the Perhaps the situation in this very area -- the I [ ]  ~ i~ 
[]_ .I I THE CANADIAN LEAGUE OF RIGHTS J inception of this "Great Grant" racket with the so- Georgian Bay district of Ontario --illustrates the I 1 ~.'~'~'~ 
called Company of Young Canadians, which bank- asininity of Ottawa's present welfare and economic s mm ~.  
rolled a strange assortment of weirdies and revolu- policies, in this part of Ontario each fall, we have an , , .  ~- ,  " ,!" . BOXpleasesendme2797, Vancouver,the foflowing:,B'C" V6B 3X2 ' - • i ;o;::~et~sPtS:i;ogme:e~xthailnsgmfr:~ mT~Olskyin:?Ott: ~n:/~tOfurW;~t~cndopanws~f~mw~i~,~O~a~:s o I1  ~ 
EE l  II ' copo~ofthoabovearUcle(15-$2.50-$5/100-$9/1000-$50) $ ~  | wa has heen perverting otherwise le~tlmate domestic . . .  . . . ,~ , .  * ,  . ,  , .  ' , , . , . , ,o , . ,= '  . . ;  ling 
• 1 [ I : copies of CANADA -THE MOMENT OF TRUTH : . _ aid projects by slipping in grants for downright sub- 'welfare' cheques. Is it any wonder 'that a govern- I [ ]  [~;~ 
1 1 ] ($1 a copy - $1.20 first class) . $ ~ ' I versives. Newsman Ed. Murphy, in his bombshell ment which tax .  its workers to pay welfare to its I [ ]  
best-seller, A Legacy of Spending, documents this non-workers so they can sit on their backsides during i [ ]  .;-~.~. 
• I I j copies of A LEGACY OF SPENDING I incredible area of federal spending, giving facts and harvest while fot'eign hands are flown in to bring in I I ~ '~ 
'~:!: I ($3.50 a copy - -  $4.00 first class) " $ ~ I figures relating to Canada Council grants - -  some of the crop -- is it any wonder costs and tastes and in- !~  
i I [] ~ copies of TRUDEAU REVEALED ($5 a copy - -  $6 fit'st class) $ ~ _'J them,to pornographic poets to produce some of the flation spiral, and that often too little is left to ado- I 1 ::::'~ 
1 I I ~ copies of BILINGUAL TODAY - -  FRENCH TOMORROW ' I most filthy pornography since Sodom and Go•or- quately care for genuine need and welfare? ~ 
• i 1 ($3,50 a copy .  $4 first class) $ ~ I ~::: 
l Plesse find enclosed $ ~  in payment for the above, i Disaster Threatens Cana ! 
! ] I ~ Send me Information about The Canadian League of Rights " I I • Since 1968, annual federal spending has Increased l ~ 
11 I . NAME (P lease  pr in t )  ' ! I by $40 bIllIon -- 300%; andour annual federal I II I ' ' I [ deficit has Increased by more than2,40096 i ~ i I  
I I  I • , PO T,L CODE I Slnce197,, annual lnterast on our natlonal debt , , . i~!  
_ _ t " ' " ' - " ' - " ' ' " " " - " ' " - - - ' ' J  I  rom S .S ov , r .  I - - , .  
II I 
' . I IIN i l THE CANADIAN LEAGUE OF RIGHTS i con Canadians stand? i "" .,-, , , 
• 1 TheCa ad anLeag e fRights s FreeAss ciati n fCsnadiansdedicatedt thopreser ati n , O=0,'O,' re"  I "'N 
;,:;,i of individual freedom and liberty and supports the private ownership of property and the means I 
I l l  of production, It is also opposed to all forms of socialism, regardless of the label, i ' I I n  ~ 
i t  . . . .  . . . J~  ~ 
• . .  ~.~'..~ 
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:!;,,i!i roy., ro ., rot,. 
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" iii ~ ~CLASSlFIEDRATE$ 
!i~;:iil'QCAL ONLY: 
::£:=:'.::: . -... 
i:~'~:~'~20!w0rds or less $2.00 per 
~-~r t lon .  Over 20 words 5 
:::.~::.¢~.tS per word. 
::,",.3 o r  more consecutive In- 
~i','l~eHIons $1.50 per Insertion. 
::% "REFUNDS:  
~;.~:,Fl'rst~ Insertion charged for 
:~!" ."whether un or not. 
,: :~ ~Absolutsly no refunds after 
= : :ed has been set. 
i-' !CORRECTIONS: 
~'Must be made before 2nd 
: ~ Insertion. 
"-:! :AII0wance can be made for 
.~:..only one incorrect ad, 
=:'•" BOX NUMBERS: 
.~ i-.75 Cents pick up. 
i~" :~ $1.15 mailed. 
~:  . - . .  
~ :CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: , 
': ":~Retes aval  ab • upon 
- irequeet. 
• o • 
i ~.'-:NATIONAL CLASSlFI ED 
:" .I!'RATE: 
i l .  ~22 Cents per agate line. 
• ~:Mlnlmum charge $5.00 per 
~: ~lnserflon. 
• =,  : . : . , -  : "  
~;".'LkbAL. POLITICAL and 
: :~T ' ]~AN S I EN T AD-  
:- "*¼VERTISING: 
.: .$,.3.60 par column Inch, 
: T : :  . ;  
.BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
-~$4:~.por line per month. 
".." On a 4 month hasls only. 
" DEADL INE  
: :DISPLAY: 
4"00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
:,, pbblicatlcA1 day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
" 2:00*l).m. on day previous to 
i- - day Of publlcatlon Monday to 
Friday. 
:" ALL CLASS IF IED CASH 
ii " 'WITH ORDER other than 
• . BUS INESSES WITH AN 
• ~ iESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
Octobar 1, 1976 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall yea? 46.00 
Sanlor Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
Unlted States of Amerlce one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The Herald reserves the- 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate hsadlngs and to 
set rates therefore and to 
datermlne page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advert isement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mai l ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of ~ 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vert lser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In theeventof ailure CLINIC 
Skeins Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit.. Staff: 
CHILD ~HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:.50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhil l  
Elementary School on the 
fourth Fr iday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
!Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Ira. 
munlzatlon. , 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parent~. Pitons 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
.from their ~amlly doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap. 
pelntment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday a t .  
ternoon at 1-2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The publlc health Inspectors 
are now sltuated in Eby 
Street. They.wlll be pleased 
to asslst wlth any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
" • i Service chili11 ot ~$.00 on i II . to publish an advertisement 
:': =*:N~S~F, cheques. -'" : ..gr In the event of aner ror  
.:. " .... ~ " , ~'ppe~rlng In, the ad. 
-:' WEDDING DESCRIP .  vert lsement as published 
: T[ONS: shall be l imited to the 
No:charge provided news amount paid by the ad. 
submlftedwlthlnonemonth, vertlser for only one in. 
$5~00~ production charge for corred Insertion for the 
wedding and.or engagement portion of the advertising 
• plcteres. News of weddings space occupied by the in. 
• (~rlte.ups) received one correct or omitted Item only, 
~ month or more after event .and that there shall be no 
• $10.00 charge, with or ' l iabil ity teeny eventgrsater 
without picture. Sublect to than the amount paid for 
• Cbndensatlon. Payable In such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
A N .  Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
5.50 vert!slng that discriminates 
5.$0 agalmt any person because 
5.$0 of his race, religion, sex, 
5,50 color,  nationality, ancestry 
5.50 or place of orlgln, or because 
S.50 his age Is between 44 and 65 
5.50 years, unless the cqndltloo Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
: - .advance. 
CLASS IF IED 
i ~. ~ NOUNCEMENTS:  
• .: Births 
~ Engagements 
i ~. Marl'lages 
Deaths 
i Funerals 
Card;~ of Thanks 
Mem0rlal Notices 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classlflod Advertising Dept 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5~36 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Mon. B'p.m. - Alanon - 
Skeins Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:50 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. (nc-tfn) 
iWelght Watchers meeting 
~ i he'ld every Tuesday at ? p.m. 
a t l the  Knox United Church 
:Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
" ' SKEENACENTRE 
• ~Skeena Centre offers to the 
-::Senior Citizens of the 
Ter;'ece and Thornhlll area 
• : the f011owlng services: 
- Activity Centre for hen. 
dlc~;affs 
i- :'~.. Day care for working 
: pe0ple. 
• : Drop.In for compenslonshlp 
& coffee. 
i Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available, anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
C,0~tact Skeensvlew Lodge. Carol 635.51~ (noffn) 
6~.~65. 
Held at 4612 Grleg.Avenue. 
Hearing Jests will he done by.. 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning ~or 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO "HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocetlonal and social 
rehabi l l tat lpn .done by 
consultant. 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction, 
Group In Kltimat: telephone" 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
'Monday - Step Meetings. 
"8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays - Closed. 
Meetings 6:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays- Open Meetings 6:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hospital. 
AI-Anon Meetings - Tuesdays 
.8:00 p.m. United Church 
Presently showing at the 
Klt lmat Museum are mostly 
local photographs by' 
Mlchael Lederc and Sheldon 
Reid. 
Come and have a new look 
nt old familiar things. 
In addition a stamp 
display Is being shown on 
lean from Offawa. 
(nc.18m) 
"l:he "l"errace Concert 
Association annual general 
meeting will be held on 
Thursday, May 24th In the 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
at 0 p.m. All those persons 
who bought 78.79 seasons 
tickets are eligible to par. 
tlclpete In the election of 
.offlcers for the coming 
season. 
KERMODE FRIENDSHII ~ 
BINGOS 
Tuesday,. May I.Regular 
small bL,~o 
Sunday, May 13 Giant Bingo 
Tuesday, May 2~.regmsr 
small bingo 
Sunday, May 27 Giant bingo 
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. at 
Thornhill Community Hall. 
For further information call 
635.4906 (nc.25M) 
Family Play."Androcles and 
the L ion"  by Travellers 
Theatre, F r iday , /~y  11 and 
Saturday, May 12at 8 p.m. In 
the Terrace Little Theatre: 
Advance tickets at McColI'S 
Real Estate. 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abort!o n 
3-4621 Lakelee - 635.3907 
Wednesday 1 p.m. • 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
: : MILLS MEMORIAL  
THRIFT  SHOP 
~ /~ l l l l  Memoria l  H'ospltal 
i Aux l l l s ry  would appreciate 
eHly.donatloos of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for thslr 
THRIFT SHOP. 
• For pickup service phone 
• .: 635-S320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
: . on" Lazelle Avenue on 
:. Saturdays between 11 a.m, 
: end 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
• Meet every Tuesday night at 
. . [ in  the Skeens Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.5023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Llne for 
Women 
6~43t9 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Itandlcapped are 
looking for dooatloos of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any dlscarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2236 between 
6a.m. and 3 p.m., we will tr~. 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
: - :Ladles Sllm LIne Club meets Call B irthr ight for an 
. . 'Monday  evening- -6:30 al ternat ive to abort ion 
" .. P .m. - -Un l l sd  Church Phone 13|.460~ anytime. 
basement, Klflmat, Room 233, Nechsko Centre 
~,,. • .: ",i.'.: . . . .  ~ " : "  
• , ~. ~ ~ i':~; , .  , . . i  .:: 
'The Annual General Meeting Terrace Church of God Is Texas Oil Corp. Seeks-well.- Backhoe Tobemoved,wlllsell asisat 
and Election of officers of 
the Terrace Figure Skating 
Clubwlll be held on Monday, 
May 28th at 7:30 p.m. In the 
Senior Citizens Roc;m at the 
arena. For more Information 
please phone 635-2351. (nc- 
28M) 
Anglican Church Women- 
Kitimat will hold a giant 
rummage sale Friday, May 
18 at 9:30 a.m. to noon. Of- 
fared for sale good used 
clothing , household items, 
opening a private school 
called "Terrace Christian 
Academy, beglnning Sep- 
tember 1979. Grades Kin. 
clergarten to grade 12 In. 
elusive. The format used will 
be the accelerated Christian 
Education. Anyone desiring 
Information please call 
Robert L. White at 638.1561 
or write in care of Box 31 
. Terrace B.C. V6G 4A2. (NC. 
30 June) ' 
Mills Memorial Ho~' l  
hooks toys..Donations can be Auxiliary Thrift Shop is 
picked up. having a HALF PRICE 
Kildala 632.6440 SALE on Saturday May 19th 
Nochako 632-7916(NC-18M) from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. A 
The Annual "Royal Purple 
Day Tea" for Senior Citizens 
of the area will take place 
Wednesday June 6, 1979. at 
the Elks Hall on Sparks 
Street from 2 p:m. to 4 p.m. 
sponsored by the ladies of 
the Order of the Royal, 
Purple. If'there are folks not 
contacted in previous years 
who would like to attend, or 
any recent Senior 
newcomers to the area 
please phone 635-2418, 638- 
2927, 635-8121. (NC-6J) 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY THIRD ANNUAL 
MEETING June 2, 1979 
1:00 p.m.-Opening of 
Meeting-President, Wi~lard 
Martin, ~l~iritual prayer- 
Elder, Li~ Mason 
Introduction of Guest 
Speakers (to be announced) 
1:30 p.m.-Introduction of
Chairperson-Adoptlon of 
Agenda-Minutes of Sep 
tember' 23, 1978 Meeting- 
P res idents  Repor t -  
T reasurers  Repor t -  
Appointment ofAuditor 2:00 
p.m.-Nominations for Beard 
of Directors-Executive 
Director's Report Program 
Director's. Report-Canada 
Works Reports 3:00 p.m. 
coffee break 3:30 p.m.-Guest 
Spsaker-Guest Speaker- 
Guest. Speake~ p  ~at  
Supper prepar~l: b~'Ker- 
mede's Ladies Auxiliary. 
"SOCIAL EVENING" (NC- 
June 1) 
KINSMEN BINGO 
May 26, 1979 
Total 16 Games 
Door open 6:30 
Game 8 p.m. 
Terrace Arena 
For further Information 
phone 
635-2002 
(nc-26,5,79) 
different selection of clothes 
is available every week. 
Come please and support 
your Hospital Auxiliai"y. 
(NC2.18M) 
LEED In loving memory of a 
dear father and grandfather, 
Olav, who passed away May  
19, 1976. 
Time may pass and bring its 
changes, 
Fresh with every coming 
year; 
But his memory ~,vill be 
cherished 
In the hearts that hold him 
dear. 
His loving family, Ron, 
Ginny, Veronica and Rick. 
(PI-18M) 
AUCTION SALE 
On the spot cash for your 
furniture, appliances, an: 
tlques. We buy and sell 
anythlng of value. Consign 
your~ car, truck, boat, blkes 
or what have you to the Sat. 
p.m. Auction Sale, Terrace 
Auction Mart, 3233 Apsley, 
Phone635.5172. WE have the 
buyers. Open: e~ei~yday for 
retail sales• ((a'tf.~-0;I-79) - 
HARLY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Free Estima'es 
Phone 
638-1095 
(p-4-8-79) 
established, successful 1974 John Deere 410. Heated 
company as distrihutor for cab ,  paint, tires and 
line of high performance mechanical condition good 
roofing porducts 
manufactured by it 
Canad ian  Subs id ia ry .  
Outstanding growth and 
profit opportunity..No prior 
roo f ing  exper ience  
necessary. We're experts in 
our field, offering complete 
training at our International 
Headquarters at no cost. 
Applicants should . have 
marketing and application 
eapabilitlce. Contact F.L. 
Rudy, Southwestern  
Petroleum Corporation, Box 
/89. Fort Worth, Texas 76101, 
l 'elex: 788300, Cable: 
5WEPC0. (A3-17,18,~MI 
LOCAL ESTABLISHED 
CONTRACTING 
- COMPANY 
requires an accounts 
payable person. Ap- 
pllcant must be mature, 
responsible, have con- 
struction experience and 
a thorough knowledge of 
all  office procedures. 
Please apply In writing 
Including a complete 
resume to: 
• Box 1195 
; Terrace Herald 
Terrace, B.C. 
(clfn.il-4-79) 
greatly reduced price; 2 
bedroom unfinished cottage 
on blocks. Size 16ft.28ft on 
$18,000. Phone 945-2485 (p6- Kojer Road. Some building 
10,11,17,18,24,25m) mat(~rlals &'bathroom "fix- 
For sale: sawdust or chips tures within, WEll consider 
delivered very cheap. When best reasonable offer. Phone 
available. Phone 635-3939.. 624.5679 (P2O.lJune) 
(Cl0-1Jume) Beautiful 2 bedroom home. 
With garage on a quiet 
s&eet, close to downtown & 
schools. Phone 635-7319 (C5- 
23M) 
For rent: boat tra i ler -  
handles up to 30 footer. 2 bedroom non basement 
Phone 632.6310 (attn.2.5.79 home. '  Large lot, 
Backl~oe for h-ire. Phone 635- 
6454 .or 635.6757 an~,time~ 
(c10-10 M) 
Tandem, 1 Rambler H-top 
and Garage sale May 12 & 19 
3955 McNeil, Terrace, in- 
cludes ear, truck parts for 
For rent trailer space at greenhouse; shop, and car 
- ' -  • r ft. To view phone 635-6779 Sunnyhill tr,~•~, court. 3624 
Kalum S~. ur phone 5-9687, attar 5 p.m.(P1O.16M)" 
(P5-18,25.1,8.18) For sale: 3 bedroom house 
with carport on quiet st. in 
Thornhill with or without 
carpet. LR & master par- 
flatly landscaped lot 635- 
3705. (P4-18M) Needed ride into town week- 
days between 8:15 and 8:48. 
Live on Old Lakeise near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638-1783 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC-Stuff-18M) R--~-ponsible, working couple 
requires 2 bedroom house. 
Have well mannered Irish" 
Setter. Interested in :long 
term rental. Rent withoptinn 
197624ft I:Iberforrn-Merc-233 ~ to buy 8:30'- 4:30 Monday- 
HP. 2 wiper, rod h*olders, Fridaycal1635-6£55Loua152, 
Weekends or after'5 uall 8- 
dual Iorn, trim tabs, com. 1080 (Ctfn 4.5-79) 
pass galley pack, toilet, 8 ft. 
Pioneer dinghy, CB & an. Apartment wanted - 2 
Senna. T ra l le ' r - - I : lng  ' F~,  bedroom -August  I Or 1977 HD September I. Call- 638-1001 
• Bridge. (ctfn-1-5-79) after 5. (C2-18M) , 
For sale: 18 ~fo0t" Smbker ~ ~ m  ~'~me in town. 
Craft. 40 HP Evinrude with Have references on request. 
Jet 635-5605 after 8 (PS-23M) ~ Call 635-9191. Ask for Wil ly 
1977 Heavy Hauler Tandem 
boat trailer with or without 
power winch. Designed to 
have 24 foot hunt. Phone 635- 
4777 (Ctfn-16-18-79) 
1976 - 24 foot FI,berf0rm 
Mere. 233 HP. " " 
Ford & Rambler, household holdets; =tdual 
items, tools, bike uarrier, S :~'',~ ta~,  compess~ 
ton truck wheel rims, tires anchor pack, 
• etc. Phone 638-3566. (C18- Pioneer dlngh~ 
22M) tenna. 1977 h.v.  irazzer. 
Flying bridge. 635.4777. 
(L'ffn-2SAl 
(C~.I8M) 
Wanted [o rent-bachelor al)[. 
or room for immediate oc- 
cupancy. Contact the 
Manager of Snan Stores Ltd. 
Phone .635-2726 or Sandman' 
Motor Hotel 5-9151 ask for P. 
400 Yamaha Endure. New 
engine, good condition. 
$1,200 OBO. Phone 638-1033 
GEMINI  EXCAVATING after 5p.m. (stfn-tfn) 
LTD. Honda CB175 street bike for 
(Wes Andrews) sale. Excellent condition. 
Backhoe Work Ideal for • beginners, $850 
Are you interested in Co- Hourly & Contract firm. No. 30 Pine Park after. 
operatives? Do you know 635.3479anytime 4 p.m. (P3-18M) 
how they function? Are you .(ctfl 
aware of their history, their SKEENA COLORS 1 1978 250CC Can Am 
effect on society their motorbike. Low mileage" 
philosophy and goals.... Well Residential Best offer takes. Phone 635- 
come on out 'and see some Commercial Painting 6310. days or 635-5708 
free films on May 24 at 7:00 evenings. Ask for Matt. (ca- 
p.m, in the Senior Citizens Phone 638.1835 23M) 
]Room 'of the Terrace (al4) For sale; 1977 80 Suzuki in 
Arena... NO CHARGE! 1 ! INSIST ON THE BEST excellent condition. Lots of 
Free! ! !... The films tobeshown are:. Concrete septic tanks in options. Phone 638-6649 after 
THE ALTERNATIVE: - stock. Get relief with a 6 p.m. (NC2-!8M) 
Ca lgary  co-operat ive  concrete investment. 
Sehmitty's Excavating 'Association promotes the co- 635-3939 
operative alternative to 
being a' victim-customer of (ac-10-5-79) 
1 bedroom furnished house. 
Available June 1, 1979. In 
town. Phone 8-5775 or 8-3864. 
(PI-18M) 
RETAILOR 
OFFICE SPACE 
2 stores, total of 2800 sq. fl.~ 
Can be separated to 1400 sq.~ 
ft. areas. In choice Iocatlonsj 
on Lazelle Shopping Centre d 
Terrace, B.C. 635-3576 or 255- I
1939 Vancouver. (ctfn-23.,1.' 
791 . . . .  
For rent: the Terrace NDP Mrs. Simpson 635-6595, 9 
office. Available June 1, a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. 
1979, air-eonditinned. 4625 (Cffn.14.5.79) 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635- 
2582. (Cffn-14-8,79) "Wareh0~e-~pace and or 
' manufactur ing  space 
HILLSIDE LODGE available immediately. Any 
For rent 900 s.q. ft. air.  
'conditioned main floor office 
space. Separate street level 
entrance. Four year old 
building. Prime location, off- 
street parking. Telephone. 
private business. The film 
includes an examination of
co-operative principals. 
Looks at different ypes of 
co -operat ives ,  and 
illustrates the difference 
between co-operatives and 
other corporations. 
THE ANNACKS: 
Eskimos in Northern Quebec 
formed a co.operative 
sawmill, fish freezing plant 
and small boat building 
inudstry. This film 
illustrates the role of co- 
operatives in developing 
northern areas. 
These films are part of a 
series of free film nights put 
on by the Co.opei'ative 
Operative Group and Nor- 
thern delights co-op. 
(thanks to the Terrace Co-op 
for getting these films in for 
us), We hope to continue 
these films, and the 
discussion periods that go 
along with them, about once 
a month. Come out and take 
part. Phone 63S-9415 for 
more information, (ne-24m) 
Thornhill Chapter No. 85 
Order of the Eastern Star 
annual bake sale on Friday, 
May 10 at 1 p.m. at the 
Terrace Co-op, All proceeds 
for the cancer projects. (NC- 
18M) 
The Ladies Auxil iary of the 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13, are holding their 
Spring Smorgasbord at the 
Legion, Sunday, May 27 from 
4 to 7 p.m, Everyone 
Welcome. (NC-26M) 
Wanted: Bookkeeper 1-3 yrs 
experience. Trial balance, 
receiveables, payables & 
payroll. Some typing, comm. 
skills iml)ortant. Submit 
resume to P.O. Box 1209 c-o 
Daily Herald Terrace (C4- 
18M) 
Wanted: full time 
babysitter, bench ~,rea. 
Phone after 6 p.m. 63S-2402 
(P3-M~) 
Cer t i f ied  P reschoo l  
Supervisor: Experience 
preferred with Special Needs 
Children, to commence Sept. 
1, 1979. Apply in writing 
before June 15, 1979 to: Ms, 
Jennifer Davies, Executive 
Director, Child Development 
Centre, 172-3rd St., Kitinmt, 
B.C. vac 2H5. (A6- 
18,26M,1,8,15June) 
Bank of Commerce Terrace, 
requires Consumer Loans 
officer. Previous credit 
experience neeeesary. 
Salary from $18,250.00 based 
on experience. Apply 635- 
6231 Mr. Tsedle. (CS.18M) 
01reulati0n Manager 
I[eided immediately 
Must have ability to work 
with young people. This is a 
full time career opportunity, 
call today for appointment. 
Daily Herald 635-6357 
For sale: 1 baby bu]ggy, 
converts to car bed & 
stroller. Also 1 baby swing, 
swings automatically for 26 
minutes, hold,~ to 22 lbs. Both 
like new. Phone 638-4377. 
(NC-staff) 
For Sale: oil furnace $200, 
930 gallon oil tank $100~ 
electric hot water tank $100, 
Phone 635-6941 (P4-18M) 
F~r sale: l0 speed bicycle, 2 
months old. Asking $90. Also 
19. inch B&W T.V. Asking $80. 
Phone 630-1852. (P3-18 M) ..... 
1 gkls 3 speed bike. 2 end 
tables. Call 635-2547 after 8, 
anytime on weekends, (C3-', 
16,18,~M) 
For sale: 9. F-78 summer' 
tires, 9. F-78 winter tires, 2 E- 
70 summer tires. Phone 638- 
~).8 after 5 p.m. (PS-23M) 
Beginners Drum ' set 
"Stewart" 5-piece $175.00.. 
Propane furnace suitable for 
9. bedroom home $150.00. 
Miscellaneous-Cast iron 
grate for fireplace ~8.00, 
4450 Little Avenue 
s leeR ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, cen- 
trally located. Fully fur- 
nlshed. "Reasonable rates 
by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 63S- 
6611. (ct f-f) 
i 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - ,1603 Scott. 
One, two , and three 
bedroom apar tments .  
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
Specious, security Iockup 
and patrol.  Full t ime 
manager in residence. 
635-5224 
(eft-f) 
House for sale: well con- 
strncted, fully finished, 3 
bedroom. 1296 sq. ft., 
Franklin fireplace, Ensuito 
p lumbing .  F in i shed  
basement with 4th bedroom. 
Close to schools -- hospital. 4
yrsr• old. For more in-' 
formation please call 635- 
2619. (P20-14J) 
$25.00. Phone 8-5007 after 4 
p.m. (P4-18M) For sale by owner 3 hedroom 
200x00 lot. Large L.R., 
I978 Honda batchback radial, fridge, stove, 26 inch color 
tires•Sspeed&sunroof. 635- T.V. etc. All reasonable 
offers considered. Owner 
3768, (P4.10,14,17,18M) . leaving town. Phone after 3 
For sale: Suzuki 125 TK 
motor cycle asking $350.00. 
Fender super Reverb am- 
plifier asking $875.00. 
Craftsmen 10 inch radial 
army saw. Like new. 1425.00. 
Phone 635-F~63 after 8 p.m. 
(PS-22M) 
p.m. 635-4740, (P10-25M) 
Moving must sell 4 bedroom 
house. Full finished 
basement, fire place,, 
workroom. Close to Schook 
& downtown. View at 4~0 
Walah or Phone 635-2667. 
(PS-16M) 
size from 900 to 26,000 square 
feet. Reasonable rent. 
Phone: 635-3231. :' 
WAREHOUSE and  
Reta i l  Space  
ava i lab le  on new By.  
pass. Phone 
636-1166 
(dfn.13-()4-79 
For sale 2 acre lot with tWo 
bedroom trailer. Ap. 
proximately 1O miles east of 
Terrace on paved road. For 
more toformation call 635- 
2339 (P10-30M) 
for sale: I acre of lurid with 
double wide trailer shell in 
New Remo $10,000 firm. 
Phone 635.2667. (P3-10M) 
Choice residential 10t. Over 
½ acre with panoramic view 
of river and mountains. 
Asking $15,550. Phone 638- 
1772 after 6 p.m. (PS-PAM) 
1976 Datsun 280Z low 
mileage, asking t'7,000 firm. 
Phone 638-1840 after 6 p.m. 
(C3-16M) 
1975 V~.ga Hatchback. 35,000 
miles, P.S.t AM rsdlo_.w-Q' 
track tape deck, radial tires! 
all round. Excellent con. 
ditlon. $2,200. Phone 638.1212, 
(cff-20M) 
For sale: 1973 Datsun, Can 
be seen at Sunnyhill trailer 
court or Phone 5-9687, 1500 
O.B.O.. (PS-18M) 
~ C¢,m to t~ um~ 
er~tm st t~.~-~w be~ 
s:~ & 5 p.m ~C~'-!?-VTS) 
llr~ Corvette, sih'tr & bis,',~, 
'~.,~ t~des, ~ engtm wi~3 
beads, bmStrm aain tram. 
wi~ ~ klC PaPS g'~ Ult 
~- ~ s i ser~ ~'mr 
wheel ~ AM,FM t;torm. 
Gymlmus tespemi~r~ radial 
T-A's. Ne'mr dr l~  In rom 
Co tram. P t~ ~ t~4- 
et~ (ml  
llr~ Chary Cbere~ hatch 
ha ~t. Onty l'/.O~O imp. Atki~ 
t~00.00 Or brat m~er. Phone 
Ur~ Fred ~ at,T, F- 
l~,  exe~kmt condition, low 
mUange. P .S .P .B .  Aux. 
Tank, niobe t~no,0o. Pbeee 
S-~419 Stthr S p.m. (C~IIL~) 
For sale: 1977 Mercury 
Memtroh Z~,O~ mile*, P,S. 
P.B. V4, Excellent con- 
dries, phone ~ lifter 4 
p.m. (anytime Sat. & Sue.) 
(P4-1~MI 
1970 Mustang r~tsec l ,  
• ~, t  to tsdt. Cooesc¢ Rick 
Smith 63~71T7 iCffn.t.5.7~)' 
For M.te: tt/lt Ptymm.~ 
Vob~.  0~,  ~00 kin. pbmm 
t~5-,.W04. (P4-1¢M) 
tWO Mu~t~,  ronmsessnd. 
'ope~ to bids. Contact RIck 
Smith. 635-7117. (ch~-24Ai 
For,~de: lm l~ttann ~2o2x 
~,  e,eoo km,~ all opttous. 
Mutt ~ml S14~.  P Im~ 
~l  ~ 4 p.m. weekdays 
~.  Ask for Mike (pie- 
mml 
Camero Z2t. 4 spct. very 
low mlteage, Extras. 
Repossess~, Open to bldS. 
C~atoct Rick Smith, 635"7117 
be~n 2-~ p,m. Monday to 
Frlaay. (¢ffn-12.,t-~) 
For Sale: lit/1 P ~  Le 
Mcmz. 3~0 Cbev enffum with 4 
~l~eed L~000 ~$1ml  miles. 
perronmace. Phone 
3OS-923O and ask for Gerald 
Plymouth Rus~. r  
headers. Asking $;L~O0. 
=--]Pbe~ ~ -,Mien, 4:3O 
p.m. or vlaw af Illllhway |~'e. 
No. 5 acro~ from scales. 
(PS-~MI 
tgVl Daham SIS. Very ofemm 
1800. Pbum 8-L3O£ (P~-2AM) 
l~  Som~L 4 cylinder. Runs 
well No rasL ~ $42O.00 
, ~ 63o-373o ce view at 
35= Hanson Street. (P~ 
2aM) 
1978 Cam Z38. Black on 
I~ck. 4 sperd T bar root, 
75oo miles, still under 
wermmy. Asfdng t~2O.C0. 
F~ 685-3~/3, (Cl0-alM) 
1975 VW Deluxe HabitS. 
Wit~ et i r~.  Phooe mm-~ol 
ales¢ 5 p.m. (NC4-2OM) " 
W7S (~ev ~ Too 4x4 Sfepsld~ 
-4~pd. Phene ~- t  l~! or 
.flew S p.m. (¢ff-19-g-79) 
1W5 ~.e-: ~a Ton 4x4. Step 
sld¢.4 ~...~t~-d. ~,.~_ ~..38-1~21 
Or ~3O0/ai le- 5p,m. (Cain- 
1-5-791 
For Sale: 1972 Toyota Pick. 
up in good mech. cond. ~,0~ 
nines. ~ 17oo O.B.O. 
Phone 5.2315. (C5.18M) 
For sale: Ig75 GMC Jimmy. 
Pbenc ~3~7~ (PI-18M) 
19'r/Lo~ Box pick-up with 
low mileage. 19'/7 Okancg~n 
Camper, fully equipped. 
Phone 3O5-78~1 Mtsr S p.m. 
IP]C-~MI 
For stole: I9q4 F-13O Fled 
t~ck-up. Camper Special 3O0 
mm~r, 4speed trans. Phone 
e3~.~471 from 5:30 • 0:3O p.m. 
(C4-mM) 
For sale: 1977 Feral &t ton 
van, ~,ooo mile~, ~ cyIM~r 
etandsrd. C,B. Really good 
c~ndition, s extra tires. 
/,nkix~g $53O0,00, Vitw el 4810 
OiZOn Stre~t or phooe esv 
1~ Courl~: with csnr.~y, 
radio, Good ttrm, Asldng 
l~'~ ,~d  P-U 4t4 Excellent 
conditions, Wlrt~/or ct roper. 
Phone ~'16r~0 ~ftcr ~ p,m, 
m m  
Per ~:  IfT'J Gsm~'Is~ INCORPORATE 
%~' Vao, Rt4b~lit motc~-. QUICK- IN~XPENSWE 
~ep~re w~tm " t i~ .  Pborte C~otatn your ir, corpotellon 
(k~s-iis| days, 0~-M0? 
m, ani~. (P~24M) over '.~ pbcne.fasl. For 
nl~e L~orrmthm call Self. 
,%r t~l, ~tx~ C,~en4alr Vista Cnul~ei 3or~l~, t~ law 
Vlltsfuflyfurnt~hNs(4upln ~iico of Jack b. Jsm~ 
~'J I  atelier park. Phms ~&~. M.B.A,, LL.B. Tc~ Fre~ tL~. 
1044, (cttn,l.5,~) B00~6~03,~ (in Vancouver 
area call ~.~,,~M¢). (Ate- 
Nobls l~x~* th~oo hdrm. ~ )  
trsll~ wlth large 6dnlth,, 
w~ch contains ~h bedroom, 
Wand ~atee It~ sddIUoo, wliI 
feat e~m~l~s unlt. Addition 
4s Insulated end wired. Help wanted: Dunntog's 
ExCtrior Is t~nt In cedar Auto Body Repair Shop co 
ttdlng. Lawn In front, ~Cl r~uiros immediately 
grttml~tne and woodshed In auto body repairman & 
beck. Let t~z, ~sxles. Prone lmtnmr. S l r~ per hmw. 
~$-2~t, After 5:30. (p20- Pixie 5~.4310 (C~leM) 
aIM) 
For Sale: 3O foot school bus 
coovermd to motor home• 
Phone 635-3765 (P4-I0,I4, I?, 
18MS 
CONTRACP8 
~isd  mmisr= for tl~ 
following stand .tecdiag 
co~tlact(l~) Will be ree~tved 
by t,M Re,  oral ~,mIer .  
Min~tr~ of Fo,~mts, Prthro 
Rupert, B.C., on t~ e~t~ 
shows below, 
l. Contract StlO$1~l~ .~ 
Ioc~ied Amsbur.~ ker 
OLtk'~t Termco, Number of 
heclarm ~,~, vlewi~t ~te  
May 22 ltte, lmv l~ Rtn~r  
Slatioo at t:00 A,M. 
Note: Viewing of the shred 
tanding site prtnc to sub- 
mRtlng a tender for t~t 
For Sale: 22xS2 Gendell REAL ESTATE contract is mantlatery. Dendlthe for rerolpt of 
AP~RAtSEH ~et t  is S:3O p.m. May ~0 Vlste Villa fully fern;shed, Expanding firm requires 
set up in local traltar plrk. appraiser. Minimum throe 2. Conteaet STt03110-I6 JS 
Phv.e~Se-t0*~. (ct~-2-4-79) }'ears exw21eeco required. LcosthdSlciHtlNmTRanger 
l~  tzailer, raised living Interesting ncopu of duties- Distrlet Terrace Number of 
room, with fireplace, resput~thtim including: heeinr~ ~.6 Vlawi~ date 
Sepemted~i~Lo&largebutch. residential, commercial May~1975,lonvthgl~tnger 
Fttdge & store & dish- industrial. Salary and Sthtico at9:G0 a.m. 
wanh~. Bar room, glass benefito dependant upon 
shelves 4 bar stoob, washer ability, experience end Note: Viewing o( the stand 
& dryer, eztz-a clothes closet academic qualifications. ~ site prior to sub- 
th shed. Phone 635-4896 Excellent long-term op mitring a Sander far thhl 
( t ~  or unturoisbed, portoalty for concclanifou* contract is roandatory. 
(PtCqjum~) isdivtda~ aeaktog career in Dendlthe for receipt of 
. . . .  private enetor. ApplieaUens ts~ders ta s:2o p,m. May 3O 
2 bedroom trailer fully may be made in strict 19"/9. 
furnished. Completely confldenrothMr. D.K.Lane, 4. Contract ST10317-13 JS 
esrpeted. Washer, Drye'o 2O P.O. Box ms, Terrace, B.C. Lo~ted Delta Cleat East 
foot additam. Fenced ~.rd. (AS-~M) Ranger District Terrace 
" Number of becter~ 17.0 
Phone 6~-2~9 after 5 p.m. Help wanted: HCOWy Duty Viewi~ date May 22 1979, 
(P4-1~MI Meeh~C must hare leaving Ranger Station at 
knowledge of merine '9:00 a.m. 
For Sale: 22xS2 Gendell ~ ines .  As well as heavy Note: Viewing of th~ shred 
V~ste Villa. Fully furnished~ duty ~elat ,  Phone ~ ~ ARe I~ to stth- 
tet up In638.1044.1ocal trailer(ctf~.234..perk. ~) Prince Rupert. (C5- mtt t~ a tender for 
contract is mnndethry. 
~me Arehiteetmal Draftsmnn[ receipt of Deadline for tendma is s:so p.m, ~y 8O 
with experkmce. 6S5-~6, I 
For Sale: 1973 1~t68 3 (NCI-IaM) I 19~gendera 
bedroom S~feway Manor ! must' be cub- 
turnl~ed mobile home. mlttod~ttbeforelmldthffi~ 
I~ l l : l ; I I ] : [ ;~ . /  obtained fi'om the F~t  
MOBILEHOMES ~ Ranger(a) indicated, Or 
New mobi le  homes ~ f rmatbeRaStoon l~p. r ,  
Northwest Community M l~t~ off Forest,,, Prince 
f rom as low es $100.00 College has immediate ~, .B .C .  The lowest or 
down. O.A.C. Set up openings for three newly any trader will not 
and del ivered,  ~Tades, cre0ted pmsitions in it necessarily be accepted. 
welcome,  matethmnce deperiraent; (A&I6,17,18M) 
permanent, fnil-ttme. 
Phonecol l~ct  Maintenance Person 1 - "" 
591-5105 Covers all aspects of" 
building and g ..... I .... ~ ~ Ar~-F~ 2 
maintenance trades and ---t,.-:,~. . . .  :.-~.,... o yrs. ore. unesmut wlm nsm 
hould be especially ex- & tail Phone e3o-7446 
'pertenced along general ~.'~n~neaM ) "
mechanical llm~. Stortth8 • 
wage of $1,53O.2O per month. 
Mathteannee Person - ~ . . 
Covers "all aspects Sot " 
building and general 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  d . . . . .  _ _1 - - -~ 
should be espncially ex. 
perieneed along atxucteral 
For Cole: 1976 7½ foot trarel repair and pathOng lines. 
mate camper, furnace, 3 Starting wage at $1,550 per 
way fridse, stere, sleeps 4. month. 
Like new comUtioo, estras. 
Of f~.  635-37~ after S p.m. Genera l  Ma intenance 
(PS-23M) Person- Position to be filled 
by a person with a broad 
1 197e Vanguard 2O foot general background in all 
motor home. Shower, slash routine mathtenance tune. 
totiet, 3wayfridse(Bon.fl), tiros, but not necessarily 
forced air fro-user. ~ having any specialty skills. 
condition, Phone 6a2-~A2O or Starting wage of $1fla,2 per " 
~.%~3ooo. (P~-SOM) month. Excellent beneflis 
Moving mont Bell rebRi]t offered in B.C.G.E.U. 
camper. Fits ½ ten truck, psakage for all pesilloas. 
Slaelm tour, f~tdge, ~fl~,, Applications for these 
etek with cabthest & positions will be taken ] $5OO.OO BO. Phone 638-1041 betwncn8a.m, end4:3op.m. ereCt-t095 (C5-24M) weekdays at the general Fortmle: 8footCamperette, office of the college, until good condition. Phoan 635- suitable applicante are accepted. Written ap- Se5. (C2-1m'4) p]lcattons hould bd sent to: Mr. Geoff Harris, Bumar, 
Northwest Community 
College, Boot 726, Terrace, 
E.C. (A~lB,IaM) 
'm 
OPPORTUNITY 
HEEDED IMMEDIATELY BY 
SEVERAL FINNING BRANCHES 
JOURNEY~N HEAVY DUTY 
~CHAHICS, 
CAT EXPERIENCE PREFERRED 
' BUT NOT ESSENTIAL, 
APPLICATION MAY BE MADE 
TO: 
FINNING 
TRACTOR & EQUIPMENIC~ LT~ 
4621KEITH AVENUE 
TERRACE, B, C, 
CONTACT 
STSN PETERSON 
HENRY HB~NSBERGER 
mmm~ 
~ THIS COULO BE THE 
START OF 
L ~ i  SOMETHING 
Has tmmedtote openings for three newly created 
permanent, fall-~me pasitimm in its maintenance 
de~rtment, 
M~INTENANCE 
PERSON 1 
Covers all ncpeein of-building and general main. 
tsmme trades and should be especially exper/enced 
along general mnclmnical tines. 
Sta~ing wage of St,f~O.00 per month. 
MAINTENANCE 
PERSON 2 
Covens all aspects of building and general math- 
tananon trades and should be mpeeislly experienced in 
structural repair and painting. Starting wage of 
$1,$3O.3O per month. 
• GENERAL MAINTENANCE 
Pceffion to be filled by a pemm with a broad general 
beckgroand inall routine maintemmen fanctiom, but 
not neeessarity having any specialty skills. Sthrting 
wage of $1,342.00 per month. 
Excelloot benoflte offered by the College. 
Applleatioo forms are available at the College or at the 
Caonde Mentmwer offices. 
01 . - ~ c agemen 
I " With the ability als~ to tsa~.h tarot and second 
year ualvemlty transfer comma in Idoloiy. in. 
[ ~ ln ' l~  qoollll~t[~m: 
- Minimum of a M'anlor's ~ in the 
sirucllonal area, Or the equivalent 
- Specialization in ~heries and-or forestry. 
- Commitment to commu~ity-orianted 
toochth¢ 
- Fm~st knowledge Of and-m" field enlmfleooe 
in Nncthwest, B.C. Pt~gesra development ~t- 
pertonee would be an onseL 
Thb o ~  in a ode yncr temporary pasilloo 
which may nd antended subject to reooivlng 
adequate fon01ng and the approval of the College 
Board. Appointments will commence August 15 
1979. 
Salary will depend (m qualifications and an. 
' l~-.rtonon end;be a~erding to the Faculty Urd~ i 
Scale. There is a generous range a fringe 
beneflte. 
Nerthw~t Community Cottage covers the i 
aro~ between Hoastm and the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, and between Stewart and Kltimnt Th~ 
vv .~,~ .ccomlmmea oy a encrtoutom 
te sheald be made as soon as possible and 
yarded to: 
Dr. Peter Weber 
Aasdemic Hesd 
NORTHWEST C~MoxM~UNI Ty COLLEGE 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C~ 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO PROCEED 
• WITH LOOAL IMPHOVEMENT PHOHAMME 
Nottceis hereby g lv~ purmmnt to Secttsn ~ of the Manlellml Act ti~t Cooncll 
of the District of Terrace intends to proceed with the construction of corthln 
wxlm hereinafter dmerthed as a Local lmla'ovemont onder the InitlaOve Plan. 
A. Geaer~ Dmmriptise of the Weeh 
Upgrade to Asphalt he following street: 
MeCONNELL AVENUE - betwer, n Kalum Lake Drive and N Thomas 
Street, 
B. The Programme is estiomisd to cost f~,w4,  includasg provisinn for 
interim finance cbergm, advertisMg omta, engineering emis expetm~ 
celalll~ to eoourity issuing by-laws and coati.eric a, 
C. 
r~luetiena '~ is $1~,~.50.et oI terrace relative to intersections and frontage 
D, ~1 e o bero or p~l loo  of the esthluatsd amt of tim Programme to be 
n~e Dy the texeblnland shutting on onid wor~ is 1I~,4gL~. 
E. The totol frontage deemed laxable for the porpesm of thil programme is 
10,~,82 feet, 
F. The share or proportion of the Programme to be berne by tho peresis of 
land becellflng tcom or ebdltfng on the work is esifmatsd to ccgt $19.g6 
per taxable front foot at compistion, 
O. Debt retirement including interest will be In twenty (~) annual in- 
1~3~trllmonis, ealt4thtied on the tmmbis front footage at I.~.~ per toot per 
Porther oot~e is has,by glvon thtt a copy of this ncti~ hat besn malisd te the 
02~J_~l~_ ( | ) ~ .t =I~,=, l~'tco ,*~ M t =~ad l lal~ th be specla Uy ebe ~ed for the colt Of veld 
w m3m, amz ~ mmm ~ (I) mOCth 0( t~ darn o ( t~ publication of this 
~%. .=o~,~- r  ~==, -  -m*~.d l~toon  m~th . . lon  of ~ .  
peroom ~ ~bl "  to be qbeisif~ efm'std, petllim tbe cotmdl ~ abe 
ptti~t~ItCTm'rat° ttof tOlm~ONd M~ It, t~  w&k r';'y be tmdmakon is a loml 
Pcfltinm shall f~t lodged with tbs Ctark. and ibnll be deemed to bepreoonted to 
the C .m~ll~lum so led~d~ of whieb every ewn~ of e lmreel 0f landUabis to be 
SpiraLLy CI~er~d undor this programme is lisblo to ~ko notice and be 
8overmd accordinXly, 
E.R.Halkor 
CIerk-Admfnktrator 
District of T*rrnce 
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DEAR ABBY 
• DEAR ABBY: l am a 17-year-old high school junior. A 
year ago I was raped on my way to school. I,believe I have 
dealt with the situation very well, but my problem is this: 
Am I still considered a virgin7 
I realize that technically and physically I probably am not, 
but since this was done without my consent and codperation, 
in another way of looking at it I'm still a virgin. (I never 
"gave" myself to anyone. My virginity was taken from me.) 
This question has bothered me a lot and I h~)pe you can 
give me an answer since I respect your opinion very much. 
I am signing my real name, but if you print this, please 
sign i t . . .  
WONDERING 
DEAR WONDERING: Putting the physical and technicsl 
aspects aside, you are as virtuous as a virgin. And you cer- 
tainly may consider yourself virginal. 
I 
DEAR ABBY ~ = ,  I I ; I am a married Woman, expecting my first I . ~ - - . A  . . . . . . . .  I 
child in three months. =: r~ n ~ c ~tae  r~ n r~ I 
Last month my husband's grandfather died. Hewasloved | ~[~ _ ~[L  ' J~ '~. '~  ~ V  t J ~ | J | 
and respected by all who knew him. The entire family fe!t a | ~ e  ~ "~a~ ~ '  ~ • ~ U • ~"  | 
t remendous  loss . . . .  I ' I 
My husband's family has let me know that our child is to I " , ' I 
he named after Grandpa Albert, If the baby is a girl, she w i l l  . . . .  = 
he named Alberta, I am told. ACROSS 37 English 55 Pub 9 Liberate 
I too loved Grandpa Albert but I hate that name If of. 1 Ma-"s  -^* - -  " " . . . . .  ' ' • : ' =7 pcv meal  requests lO ASSISTS fered a compromise, saying I wdl use Albert or Alberta for, ~ n.--~,:.,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the child's middle name, but not for the first name.• • ; ; ;~t~t  .m ;~ y!per ~5 toeogga. , l  ~}'po O, 
My husband and his family insist that it ha= to be Albert - 39 Tarry• DOWN beer 
or Alberta... .. • " , 12 Hebrew 42 Loot 1Songbird 20 Hot 
~an you neJp me~ ' EXPI~nTIN~ " month 44 Fish habitat 2 Arabian vegetables 
• 1 Cholers 48 Pitch port 22 Famed cow 
DEAR EXPECTING: it appears to be you eg=dnst your 14 Grnnde, 49 Hydroxyl 3 Lion's nride 24 French or i 
husband and his family, I think they are ~nfah' to demand, for one " - re - , ,  - , ~ . . . .  ~o'~ ~ n,  ,~ ,  i ,~  ' 
that  ou iv ' • b -v  ". -,~,~,=- , - , - , , - , ,  ,,,;,,,,~ y g • your child n name that you dislike. Your com- 15 Nevada el" . . . . .  " . . . .  - -- ' "' ° 
promise seems fair enough to me. Stick to your guns, if  you . _ .  . ty o~ ~m .nan [rtoe uessen  ~ ~. - reuez . , 
lose, your child wi l l  hear the name of one of the world's most ltl Learn ing  51 Land 5 Expand Zl~ l-'icnlc crasner  
brilliant.scientists. " " . . " 17.T0kyo, once measure 6 Like some 27 Nelgh~r 
' " " " ' r . ' 18 Was privy to 52Demolish .wills ' of Can DEAR ABBY: Yesterday our 4.year-sis aaughter oisap- . . . . .  . -:. 
peered suddenly. One minute she was beside me in the 1~1 t:ne.nucai 53 Cltest 7 Go over 
kitchen, and the next minute she was gone. l nearly went sulnx sound s uompass 
29 Noise 
30 Conclude 
crazy looking for her in the yard, in and out of the neighbors'- 20 Pause 54 Fuel reading 31 Legal matter 
houses, searehifig frantically with tears in my eyes and a 21 Type of " Average solution time: 22 rain. lump in my throat• 
Finally, just before sundown, when I was nearly e.x: ..profit IR IE ID IU IS IE IRBMIE IT IS  
hausted and hysterical, a neighoor spottec an ale ~s~ummer IOIE IRBSIE IR IABEIRI I  IN 
refrigerator stored in the corner of our garagel ie opened drink ~ l l  INIA 
the door and out tumbled my daughter, blue and practically 25 Plece'of ' ~ 
lifeless. With the help of a quick.thinking neighbor and the . , 
fire department, the child was revived, and thank God, now jewelry 
sheis allright. " ' 28Walknn. IAILII ITBAINITIEILIOIPIE 
. '  Abby, please urge parents to position discarded ' S~adilv IN IA IEBAIR ID IE IN /V IA IN  
refrigerators with the doors turned.toward the wall so kids ._ ~ .~' IGIt [RIAIFIFIEISBLIE[N D 
can't open them. If anything had happened to my child, I'd ~z t,'rencn , T IAIS IS I lT I  i [RtEIS 
never have forgiven myself, band ies  IAICITIO[i~ StAINIE 
• ' THANKING GOD 3~Alr a view IRIOIAINBLIEIOIPIAIRIDIS 
DEAR THANKING: ! appreciate the timely reminder. 34 Radio . IA IN IT IEBEIY IR IEBAIA IA  
Parents, please REMOVE the doors from s tored  inter- I L IE IA IDBDIE IE IRBWIR IY  
relrigerstors, cabinets or other potential "coffins" for 
curious aod adv~nLg_resome children. 
HOROSCOPE. 
AR~ . ) ,y .~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
The mood seems to be more 
on ' re laxat ion  than ac- 
complishing much ~ now. 
Tension about finances could. 
have an adverse effect on 
friendships. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
You could lock horns with 
someone isauthority now. The • 
question of just who is hess 
could he on your mind. Avoid 
stubbornness, 
GEMINI . ! I , ,~  
(May 21 to June 20) .'~,~'~'~" 
You may he somewhat with- 
drawn now. If traveling, do 
your utmost to participate. 
Avoid sullenness and in- 
trospection when with others. 
CANCER 
:(June 21 to July 22) ~ l ~  
• A joint financial venture 
with a friend may not come off 
as planned, though inspired 
hunches aid progress at work. 
Trust intuition. 
LEO 
('July 23 to Aug. 22)U~"~ 
An intuitive hunch about 
recreational plans aids your 
love life. Stay clear of 
business topics when relaxing 
with Others. 
~'-.~ 6
FOR FRIDAY,  MAY 18,1979 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "V  ~, .  
Health matters are on your 
mind. If traveling, make do 
with conditions us they are. 
Don't complain about tittle 
' th in@. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ~_.~%~m 
Local jaunts should prove 
pleasurable, but questions of 
intimacyaffect the course of 
casual relationships and could 
cause dissension. 
SCORPIO 21) I 1 ~  
(OCt, 23 to Nov. 
Follow your hunch re a 
purchuss for the home. The 
potential for domestic tension 
though "exists. Do your part 
and rmmin cooperative. 
SAGITrARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ~t~f~ 
The picture looks bright for 
local visits and weekend 
jaunts, but you may not have 
enough time to catch up on 
extra work assignments. 
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan• 19) '~ '~ '  
A trip to an out-of-the-way 
store could lead to an unusual 
purchase, but don't go 
overboard in spending when 
socializing with others, 
~fHey, be. !  This cute little fella wants to know why 
we' re  three years behind w i th  the car payment."  
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
New frimds/=re intrigufmg 
and fascinated by you, but 
someone at home may be 
critical: Avoid a contest of 
wills with a family member. 
.=c .  X~ 
• (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Play your hunches with 
respect o a career matter. 
Later a problesn in com- 
munications could arise. 
Conversation is a two-way 
street. 
YOU BORN TO[)AY a.re 
intdleCtual and ~ g~0d I~d- 
mbtrator. Attracted to brse  
enterprises, you do not like 
your  way interfered with.' 
Law, politics, and public 
service are natural endeavors 
for you.  Effective in 
presenting you~ viewpoints, 
you would succeed as a writer, 
philosopher, drama critic, 
teacher, lecturer and actor. In 
• business, you'd make a good 
head of a corporation, Avoid s 
tendency to get in a rut. 
Change and variety bring out 
the best in you. BJrthdate of: 
Jacob Javits, U.S. senator; 
Ber t rand  Russe l l ,  
philosopher; and Robert 
Morse, actor. 
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36 Drifts Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 49 Age . 
35 cl _ 
Knowledge" 
36 Turn the -- 
39 Type of 
party 
40 Scarlett's 
home 
41 War 
god 
43 Seep 
45 Verbal 
46 Shade of 
• green 
See crossword pg 22 
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• CRYPTOQt~IP  4 -21  
OTK JNKROTS ZKVL J  CROBTP 'QQV 
VSZOBNRS"OLPRLVO ' 
. . ?, 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp: REAL BASEBALL STARS STEAL 
BASES. ~ . . . .  ;., :- ~ . ~ 
• : Today'sCry~toqulp due: Zequals M ~ 
The Crypt=iulp is a s~nple sUbstitution dpher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equak~, it 
will equal 0 throughout' Uie puzzle. Single letters, short W5~, 
• and words using an'apostrophe cangive you clues to locating 
' vowels. Solution is'accomplL=,hed by trial and error. 
: / ~9~K~ ~tur=s~..U~at~, c. ' 
More Spiderman pg 22:  
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By Stan Lee and John R0mita 
CATFISH By ROger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
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the WIZARD OF ID By 
_k 
Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
B.C. 
J HI T~E~, z AM AN AFr'ERYX, ~ WI~L~;  i~11~....;,, _~ 
• [.¢,~ . ~.~.~u,,-~.. .  ~ ~'.~ 
By.Johnny Hart 
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By Garry Trucleau 
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